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Just when you thought you heard it all, — new HM 
someone and something come along to exciting featu 

send everyone back to the drawing board. 
he someone is the extraordinary Greg” 

Howe—Mike Varney’s newest discovery. 
Check out his debut album, GREG Howe, 
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Bobby Blotzer/ Yamaha. Acoustic Turbo Tour 
shells cut through in any session or arena. 
Electronic D8 System with a whole new 
spectrum of sounds removes all limits from 
the music. 

“The reason I’m playing Yamaha is when 
Ratt rolls into town, | know I'll have the biggest 
acoustic drum sound | can get. And my new 
D8 Electronic Percussion System has a large 
variety of drum sounds that are unmatched.” 

Bobby Blotzer: Rock hard foundation 
that drives the multi-platinum sound of Ratt. 
He mixes all the musical possibilities to get 
the best out of each song. 

Look for Bobby and the monster sound of 
Yamaha on Ratt’s New ’88 LP and World Tour. 

For a fr Yamaha Drum Catal 
handling and Yamaha Music Corporatior 
‘and Ar 0. Box 6600, Buena Par 



by Adrianne Stone 

Each issue Hit Parader sojourns back it 

to learn about the form: 

main tongue-wagger, Gene Simmons. 

Gene Simmons spoke at a special Walt 

Disney-sponsored event ten years ago. “When 
you wish upon a star,” he said, quoting the 

famous Disney tune, “it really doesn't matter 
who you ‘are. Famous people aren't born that 

way — they become that way. | wasn’t born 

famous. It took a lot of hard work to make my 

dreams come true,” 
And come true they did. This mastermind 

musician is not only co-leader of one of the 

most successful groups in the world, Kiss, he’s 

produced such acts as Black ‘N Blue, EZ0 and 

Wendy 0. Williams and has launched his very 
own label (Simmons Records, naturally, 

distributed by RCA). This year, his record label 
introduced the world to House Of Lords. Other 

signings are sure to follew. Normally, such a 

busy schedule would leave a person with little 

room for more activity. But if: the case of 
workaholic Gene, everything has its place. He's 
been able to combine acting (in both TV and 

movies), running a management company — 

and his latest accomplishment, being a daddy. 
Yes, it's true. By the time you read this, Gene 

should be onthe verge of papahood. He and his 

longtime ladyfriend, actress/model Shannon 
Tweed, expect a baby boy to complete their 

family. Exactly how Gene will accept the role of 
father remains to be seen, but he's got plenty of 

his own memories to draw from. 
Born Chaim Witz (pronounced “Vits”) on 

August 25, 1949, to Hungarian parents who 
fled their war-torn country, Gene lived in Israel 
till he was nine years old. Then his parents were 

divorced, and his mother decided to move to 

America with her child. They made their new 

home in the New York City suburb of Queens where 

Gene mastered the English language, entered 

public school and began to make friends. With 

his new Americanized name, Gene Klein, he 
blended in with everyday American life — 
studying hard, scaring girls with insect samples 
and generally becoming an average, albeit 

highly intellectual, citizen. 

After graduating from Newton High Schoo) 

and the City University of New York, Gene 
briefly pursued a career in teaching. The 
profession, however, was suited more to his ego 
than his patience. “I taught sixth grade at P.S. 

75 in Spanish Harlem,” he recalls. “The kids 

were at the age when rebellion sets in, and by 

Gene Simmons: “I wasn’t born famous.” 

the end of three months, | wanted to kill them 

all. But standing up in front of 30 people every 
day made me realize how important it was for 

me to get attention. 
This realization prompted him to quit 

teaching and turn to his true love — music. It 
was @ risk, but being in a band offered him 
attention (the kind he really wanted — from 
grown women!) and a long-shot chance at 
prosperity. So he took a job at a women's 
magazine, figuring that if he had to work nine to 
five, at least he'd be around something he 
enjoyed. (Women and journalism, what a 
combination!) By the time he joined Kiss, this 

weekday career offered him other perks as well 
Supplies such as envelopes, paper and stamps, 

and access to a typewriter made self-promotion 

much easier for Gene (who by now had become 

Gene Simmons, after Jumpin’ Gene Simmons of 
Haunted House fame) 

Over the years, the drive and aggression that 
helped Gene survive as an immigrant became 
an integral part of Kiss’ immense success. 
Throughout, he's remained close to his mother 
(for whom he bought @ home in New York) and 
loyal to his fans. In spite of his early disgust 
with gradeschoolers all those years ago at P.S. 
75, Gene's always had a Pied Piper-like knack 
for relating to children. 

Perhaps it's because of his fervor for fantasy 
and wish for whimsy, Maybe it's because, 
despite his rocky pre-teen years, he's developed 
into a shining success and realizes that there 
are no limits once you set your mind to a goal. 
Or perhaps he's just preparing himself for that 
most important job of all — parenthood. 
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More changes in Megadeth! It’s now official, 

guitarist Jeff Young has been asked to leave the 

Megamen by Dangerous Dave Mustaine. No 
reason for the split was given, but according to 
those close to the scene, a rift developed 
concerning the band's artistic direction. 
Mustaine plans on handling all the guitar parts 
on the group's upcoming LP, No Warning, and 
will not add a new member until Megadeth is set 
to hit the tour trail this summer. 

Confusion continues to abound on the 
Dokken front. Evidently Don Dokken plans on 

continuing a band that bears his last name — 

though former group members George Lynch, 
Mick Brown and Jeff Pilson will be off working 

on their own project. At the moment, this “new” 

Dokken features Don on vocals and guitar, 
former Europe guitarist John Norum, and ex- 

Produced & Engineered by Beau tM. Management: Tom Hul 
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and Eddie Wenrick For Weintraub Entertainment Grou 

Black Sabbath and Deep Purple bassist Glenn 
Hughes. Whether this particular lineup enters 

the recording studio or not, expect to see new 
product from Don within the next few months. 
“I've got some interesting things planned,” Don 
stated. “I think the fans will be very pleasantly 

surprised.” 

By the way, forget the rumors about Richie 

Sambora marrying Ally Sheedy. While the pair 
continues to date, the Information Center 
recently got an angry phone call from Sambora, 
calling all the way from Italy, stating that our 
report about his impending nuptual were untrue, 
Sorry, Richie, we thought we were being nice 
guys! 

Whitesnake’s David Coverdale says he is 

eaeea rec! 

“totally thrilled” by the results achieved on his 

band’s latest LP. The still-untitled disc, which 

should be out within the next few weeks, picks 

up where the band’s sextuple-platinum 1986 LP 
left off. “We've been able to continue what 

people might call the ‘Whitesnake sound’,” 

Coverdale stated. “But we've added some 
exciting new elements as well. Working in the 
Studio with this fine group of musicians was one 
of the best experiences of my life.” 

TIDBITS AND ASIDES 

|s Yngwie Malmsteen thinking of drastically 

altering his musical approach?... Is Ronnie 
James Dio thinking about hanging up his rock 
and roll shoes?... Will Guns N’ Roses undertake 

a surprise club tour early this summer?... ls Ozzy 

Osbourne thinking about cutting back his touring 

schedule to be with his family? 

ht COLUMBIA CASSETTES COMPACT cr DISCS AND neconos, 
Columbia” @® are trademarks of CBS Ine © 1988 CBS Records inc 
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QUIET RIOT 
A New Beginning 

Noize Boys Return With New Lineup And Revitalized Sound. 

by Andy Secher 

he tale of Quiet Riot may rank as one of 
T the most unusual stories in the history of 

heavy metal. For those of you who may 
have forgotten it, here's a quick recap. Formed in. 

the late ‘70s by vocalist Kevin DuBrow and 

guitarist Randy Rhoads, the band unsuccesfully 
struggled to make an impact on the American 

tock scene while releasing two albums in Japan. 
Then, after Rhoads left to join Ozzy Osbourne's 
first solo band, DuBrow put together a new 
version of O.R. — featuring guitarist Carlos 
Cavazo, drummer Frankie Banali and bassist 
Rudy Sarzo. In 1983, that unit's first album, 

Metal Health, proceeded to sell over four million 

units in the U.S, alone, making Quiet Riot the 
most successful hard rock band on earth. 

But as their popularity soared, so did the 
problems within the band. DuBrow, never a man 
to mince words, started taking pot shots at 
virtually everyone on the rock scene, causing a 

degree of friction that made Q.R. one of the most 

controversial bands around. On top of that, sales 

of the group's subsequent albums began to drop, 
and by 1986 the band found itself in total 
disrepair. Something drastic had to be done — 

and it was! 
“We just left Kevin in Hawaii when we ended 

our last tour together,” Banali said with a typical 

laugh. “We never really fired him, we just 

indicated very strongly that it was time for all of 

us to move on and try something new. We had 

some really successful times together, but 
things had just gotten out of hand. Kevin had 
become a roadblock for this band ever being 

successful again.” 
With DuBrow out of the way — and Sarzo 

soon to leave to jain Whitesnake — the job of 
reassembling Quiet Riot fell on the shoulders of 
Banali and Cavazo. Their first job was to find a 

singer who had the charisma to replace DuBrow, 

and the vocal chops to carry 0.R. to new musical 

terrain. They found their man when former 
Rough Cutt front man Paul Shortino became 

available. 
“It was a perfect situation for all of us,” 

Shortino said. “| was becoming very frustrated 

with Rough Cutt because | wanted to try some 

new things musically, and they didn’t. | really 
love the blues, and | was anxious to try and bring 
a bluesier feel into their music. They didn't seem 
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too interested in that. Then | happened to run 

into these guys, who happened to be looking for 

a singer who could take them in a bluesier 

direction. | said to myself, ‘Self, this is the 

chance you've been waiting for.’ 

Once Shortino came on board, the group set 

their sights on filling their bass vacancy. After 
auditioning dozens of guys from around the 
country, they came across Sean McNabb — who 
had enjoyed no previous professional experi- 

ence. At first the Q.R. guys couldn't believe their 
luck in finding « good looking young bass player 
who had been uncorrupted by the music industry 
— and when they first got together to jam their 

excitement only increased. 

“When we all got together to play we knew 
we had something really exciting going on,” 
Cavazo said. “In fact Sean remembered some of 
our old material better than we did. He'd be 
saying tous, ‘Hey, let's play this one or that one,’ 
and we'd have to say to him, ‘Sean, how does 
that one go?’ It was great because of all the 

enthusiasm he brought into the group. He was a 

big fan of ours, and he had never tasted the kind , 
of success we had a few years back. He's 

working real hard to get us back to that point.” 

With their new lineup solidified, Quiet Riot 
began the arduous task of putting together 
material for their new self-titled LP. 

Drawing on Shortino’s bluesy lyrics and Cavazo’s 
high-flying guitar pyrotechnics, the band soon 
got together a dozen sparkling new tracks that 

managed to capture the classic Quiet Riot 
energy, but with a few exciting new twists. It is 
a style that seems destined to lead these rock 
warriors straight back up the road to platinum 
paradise, 

“We're so happy it's almost scary,” Banali 

said, "We need this to work. We're broke. We 
spent all the money we made in the past — and 

some of it was spent really stupidly. But we learn 

from our mistakes, and we still know how to play 
great rock and roll, All we ask is that people give 
us a listen again — we know they'll like what 
we're up to.” 

Quiet Riot (from |. to r.): Carlos Cavazo, Frankie Banali, Paul Shortino, Sean 
McNabb (sitting). 



From a team of international designers, musicians 

and craftsmen comes Squier—a quality line of guitars, 
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Lite Hurricane 
Jodi Summers 

cae month Hit Parader sets out to find 
out if food really does make the man. This 

month's lunch munchers are those “over the 

edge” rockers, Hurricane. 
Hurricane have arrived for dinner. 

Instructions are given brusquely: “Chop that 

tomato. Go light on the onion. Lift that bail — 
we're going to conquer the barbecue,” trills Lisa 
Gladfelter, Hurricane’s publicist. 

Hurricane happen to be one of her favorite 

bands, and she goes to great lengths to get the 
opinions of these four shagheads heard. Day 
after day she negotiates so Hurricane will be 
stroked by every media form imaginable. She is 
available for counsel, consolation or to kill time 
with — 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It's 

her job. 

This one-two of slicing and dicing happens to 
be taking place on a glorious Saturday evening. 
The reason — Hurricane are playing a 
headlining club date in their native Southern 

California — ironically, not too far away from 
their publicist's home. 

Lightbulbs! Camera! Action! It’s pre-show 

barbecue time — not too far, afield from kids 

going to Aunt Mimi's for a visit. 

“| need to iron my shirt,” pouts vocalist Kelly 
Hansen, warming up his vocal chords. 

“| want my MTV," says Tony Cavazo 

somberly. As always, he seems so serious as he 
snatches the Sony remote control unit and zaps 

to the Headbanger's Ball. 

Jay Schellen kisses his wife Peggy, who's in 
the kitchen preparing lemonade. They look 
lustfully into each other's eyes. 

Robert Sarzo walks into the kitchen and 
inspects the burgers. “Get me the teriyaki 

sauce,” he demands, in a far more serious tone 

than his usual Ricky Ricardo manner. “I'll take 

care of these,” he declared. “I'm Cuban — 

barbecuing is a way of life.” 
Robert heads out to the barbecue. Tony grabs 

a Pepsi and relaxes in front of the tube. Jay and 

Peggy carry on quiet conversation on the couch. 

“Where's the iron?” Kelly whines, expecting 
his publicist to stop preparing the fixings for the 

sizzling burgers, wash her hands and accommo- 
date him. 

“Later. Don't be a rock god until you hit the 
stage," she declares, voice raised. Humbled, 

Kelly changes his tune. 
Perfectly cooked burgers are carried in and 

placed on the buffet table. Robert is feeling like 
the proud chef. Ever the media mom, Lisa 
politely serves each of the guys. 

“Excellent,” Jay smiles. 
Robert goes into a lecture, recalling the moral 

lessons of his childhood. “My parents always 
encouraged us to do anything that we did well,” 
he relates. “It was a very positive thing in my 
life, | look up to my parents tremendously for it. . 

It was always, ‘If you like it, go for it; we'll back 
you up." 

Time warp time — Quiet Riot's Bang Your 

Head comes on the TV. 
“Robert, check this out,” Tony calls. The two 

watch as their brothers, Rudy and Carlos, are 

straightjacketed and thrown into a padded room 

with Kevin DuBrow. 
“| need the iron now!” Kelly demands. 

Having had 10 seconds to relax, the publicist 
gives Kelly a poison stare as she moves to 

accommodate him. Iron and board are set up in 

the hallway. 
“What's wrinkled?” she demands, as Kelly 

looks into his duffel bag. He pulls out a shirt that 
would cover a chihuahua. 

If looks could kill, Kelly would have been 
straightjacketed and thrown into the cushioned 

cell with Kevin DuBrow. 0 

Hurricane: “Barbecuing is a way of life for us.” 
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Todd Kaplan 

Hit Parader: You're in the studio with a new 
producer, Bob Rock. What happened to your 

longtime compatriot Tom Werman? 

Nikki Sixx: We just thought it was time for a 
change. We still have a great relationship with 

Tom, but sometimes you come to a point in your 

life where you just want to try something 

different. We thought it would be exciting to 

record with somebody new. We went into the 
studio by ourselves last fall and cut 17 songs — 

recorded them all on 24-track. Then we went 

into the studio with Bob and he recut ‘em all. It 
was a great way for us to work. We need a 
producer to give us an extra set of ears. We 

* could have produced ourselves — and we did on 

the first recordings for this album — but | don’t 

feel ready to do that with my own band, at least, 

not at this time. 

HP: What frontiers are left for Motley Crue to 

conquer? After all, you've accomplished just 

about everything a hard rock band can. 

by Secher Andy 

NS: | don’t know about that. In my mind, we've 

just started to rock. We've just taken the music 

one step further this time. The whole band has 

its head screwed on so tight — we're really into 

this album with an intensity that's almost scary. 

We're so firm and aggressive with the music, 
and the songs themselves are so far above 
anything we've ever done before that we feel 

like we're just beginning. We've never kicked ass 

like this from the start to the finish of an album. 
| mean, we're fuckin’ gonna win Grammys with 
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this one! We're gonna take this album to Number 
1, and we won't settle for anything less. But 

we're gonna do it our way — we ain't kissin’ any 

ass to get there. 

HP: But won't you have to “sell out” a bit to win 

Grammys? 

NS: Hell no! | mean, there's no danger of us 
turning into Van Halen — they're turning into a 

fucking pop band. | just can’t understand how a 
band so talented, that are such good songwriters 

and have such a great guitarist and singer can 
release such half-assed rock and roll, Hopefully, 

one day they'll wake up, say “fuck this” and 

record another great album. But you'll never see 

us sell out to go commercial. We'll have the 
Number 1 LP and all that shit, but it's gonna be 

done the Motley Crue way. 

HP: What's the motivation to keep rocking as 

hard as you are today? Van Halen got soft 

because of success. What keeps Motley Crue 

hard, so to speak? 

NS: We're 100% healthy these days. Sometimes 
walk out of the studio each time and say, “This 

is the best album we've ever done.” We want to 
make an album that rocks the world, We want to 
give everything we can to that album. | don’t care 

who's on the charts and what's happening on 

MTV —1 want people to compare this record to 
what We've done before and say, “Shit they've 
just blown themselves away this time.” We're a 
different fuckin’ band this time around, and 
that's what-makes the difference, We're in 
overdrive; we're high on speed this time — and 

| don’t mean the kind you put in your veins, We're 

high on the music. 

HP: Speaking of being high, how is the band's 

health? 
NS: Were 100% healthy these days. Sometimes 
| wonder how we made music as good as we did 

in the past. But our problems are all behind us; 

the only thing that matters is that we're just 

ripping it now. The road crew comes:in when 

we're rehearsing — and they've seen us every 
night for years — and they can’t believe what 

they hear, Even the old songs sound better than. 

ever. One of the crew came up to me the other 

night and said, “Man, you're on fire, you're 
cooking.” And I'll tell you the truth, he’s right. 

HP: How did you come up with the album title 

Monstrous? 
NS: Well, there were two titles we were 
considering —that one, and Sex, Sex And Rock 
‘N Roll. A lot of people liked the second one but 
| thought we had covered that already. 

Monstrous is the attitude we have on this one 
— it's as simple as that. 

HP: Tell us about some of the songs on the 
album. 
NS: There's one called Say Yeah, which is a real 

“fuck you" to that sonofabitch Matthew Trippe 

— the guy who went around claiming he was me 

all of last year. That whole scene was such 

bullshit. The guy came out of an insane asylum, 
and just because we weren't around, because 

we were off the road and trying to enjoy our 

private lives, he comes around and says, “Hey, | 

think I'll say {'m Nikki Sixx.” We thought if we 

just ignored it, it would go away, but he started 

getting all this press, so it started coming back in 

my face. In the end, you could say he got his way, 

because Nikki Sixx finally gave him some 

attention and wrote a song about him. But he's 

just a pudgy little asshole who belongs back in 

the insane asylum. 

HP: What motivated you to write the songs on 

this album — besides the annoyance of 

Matthew Trippe? 
NS: | was motivated by pure, real-life 

adrenaline. | relate totally to Mr. Ted Nugent — 

| enjoy the pain of hard work these days. You can 

get a little pleasure from suffering when you 

know the suffering and pain come from hard 
work. I'm pumping iron in the gym every day until 
it hurts, and then | pump some more. And I'm 

writing the same way —I'm writing until it hurts. 

We're just pouring everything we have into this 

album and it shows. It's gonna blow everyone 
away — and | take no responsibility for the 

casualties. 

Power, Tone, Flash, Attitude..... 
Yngwie & DiMarzio 

Yngwie's brand of drop dead playing is loaded with darkly mythic themes, 

classically-inspired solo riffs played at hypersonic speed and brutally precise 

technique—all executed with the devil-may-care defiance of a true rock 

warrior, DiMarzio delivers all the power, tone and deadly accurate 

performance Yngwie demands. He uses two HS-3™ vertical humbuckers in 

the neck and bridge because he likes their fat, “single-coil" tone, and they 

give him the smooth sound he needs for playing at blistering volume with 

no hum or screechiness. 
Yngwie counts on DiMarzio, and you can too. Because at DiMarzio, we 

don't make products for guitars..... we make them for players. 

{DiMarzio 
Hear Yngwie J. Malmsceen’s Ip, “Odyssey” (B35-451-1) on the Polydor label. For a full color poster of this 
ad, send $4.00 check or money order to DiMarzio, Inc., PO Box 100387, Staten Island, NY 10310. For a 
DiMarzio color catalog, send $2.50 check or money order to above address, 
Photo Copyright © 1988 LP Otarzio. llrightsreserved 
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ENTER THE BRITNY FOX SWEEPSTAKES—AND PICK UP THEIR HOT DEBUT ALBUM! 



Want to win an autographed GIBSON 

guitar played by the hottest new band 

in the land, BRITNY FOX? 
Its simple! All you have to 

do to become eligible to win the 

BRITNY FOX SWEEPSTAKES is name the four members 

of Britny Fox and tell us where you first heard of the band! 

There are no purchases necessary! And you can enter 

as many times as you’ like! Just send your response 

ona3” x 5” postcard to: 

BRITNY FOX SWEEPSTAKES 
HIT PARADER MAGAZINE 

441 Lexington Avenue, 
New York, NY 10017 

Winners will be chosen at random. All entries must 

be postmarked by March 30, 1989. This contest is 

subject to all federal, state and local regulations. 

Void where prohibited by law. Employees of Charlton 

Publications, Hit Parader Magazines and CBS Records 

are not eligible. 

GRAND PRIZE—an autographed GIBSON guitar that 

was played by Britny Fox. 

SECOND PRIZE (25 winners)—An autographed Britny Fox 

album plus a special edition Britny Fox t-shirt. 

THIRD PRIZE (100 winners)—A collector's item 

Britny Fox button. 

SPECIAL BONUS PRIZE (25 winners)—Hit Parader/ 

Metal Rules! t-shirt. 

EVERYONE’S A WINNER WITH BRITNY FOX! 

)N COLUMBIA CASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS AND RECORDS. 

© xe 1arks of CBS Inc. © 1989 CBS Re Produced by John Jansen. Managément: Bnan E Kushner for Power Star Management. “Columbia. 



AUGH 
in the act 

by Kirk Mathis 

There's nothing like kicking around the club 

scene for a few years to get a band ready for 

the biggest arenas on earth — just ask White 
Lion. After spending what seemed an inter- 
minable time playing clubs in the New York area 
{actually it was five years), these guys burst 

upon the rock scene with a vengeance last year. 
Their first major label LP, , Sold over a 

million copies, and their hectic touring schedule 

brought vocalist Mike Tramp, guitarist Vito 

Bratta, bassist James Lomenzo and drummer 
Greg D'Angelo onstage as the opening act for 

such rock luminaries as AC/DC and Aerosmith. 

But instead of being intimidated by their sudden 

emergence into the rock spotlight, this melodic 

metal quartet became even more at home as 

their following grew progressively larger. 
“We always felt that all we needed was the 

chance to show people what we could do,” 

Tramp said. “When we were playing in clubs, 
we were convinced that it was just a matter of 
time before we got our big break, and we knew 

whenever that break came, we'd be ready to 

make the most of it. That's what we've done, 

and it feels real good.” 

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of 

White Lion's live performance has been their 

ability not only to recreate their studio sound on 

the concert stage, but to actually add an extra 
element of excitement to each of their songs. 

This is largely due to Bratta’s status as one of 
the most inventive guitarists this side of Edward 

Van Halen, His soaring riffs, faster-than-light 

lead runs and hellbent hammer-ones seem to 

come alive onstage, transforming such White 

Lion hits as Wait and Hungry into all-out rock 

attacks. And while the guys in the audience are 

getting off on Vito's six-string brilliance, the 

girls are busy eyeing the Danish-born hunk 

Tramp, whose blond good looks and sexy stage 

outfits have given White Lion a visual force to 

equal Bratta’s musical dexterity. 

“We have something for everybody in this 
band,” Mike explained. “We look good, we 

sound good and we put on a great show. 

Everyone in the group is a real showman. Vito 

plays terrific guitar, James runs around like a 

madman onstage, and Greg just knocks the hell 

out of his drum kit every night. We have always 

paid very close attention to what's going on in 

rock, and we know that to make it today you 

have to do more than just stand around 

onstage. You've got to be exciting on a number 

of levels, and that’s exactly what this band is.” 

White Lion’s dynamism has led to several 

amusing incidents along the tour trail. During 
one memorable “return home” show at 

Madison Square Garden, Lomenzo’s enthusiasm 

actually landed the sandy-haired bassist in the 

photographers pit. Apparently, James got a 
little carried away while mugging for some fans 
in the front row and tumbled some ten feet into 

the pit. But being the trooper he is, he never 

missed a beat on his cordless bass — though 

he needed a boost from the road crew to get 

back onstage once the song was over. 
“That was really embarrassing,” Lomenzo 

said. “I was trying to balance myself on the 
edge of the stage and | fell off. It's a long drop 

to the pit, but | didn’t hurt myself. But once | 

found myself down there | had no way of getting 
back onstage. Thankfully, | use a cordless bass, 

so | was able to keep playing. The other guys 
kept looking around; they didn’t know what the 
hell happened to me. But once’ the song was 

Mike Tramp: “We knew whenever our break came, we'd be ready to make the most of it.” 

aver, some of the guys in our crew came over 
and gave me a boost up. If it wasn't for them, 
I'd probably still be down there.” 

Despite such minor distractions, the White 
Lion legion can't wait until their next LP is re- 

leased so they can hit the road again. And next 

time, they may headline their own show. Having 

played two-hour sets in clubs for years, the 
band is hardly intimidated by the concept of 

taking on a headliner’s stage responsibilities. 

“Hey, we think it would be a lot of fun,” 
Tramp said. “We have two albums out now. 
[Their first LP was released on an American 
independent label.] With one more, we'll 
certainly have enough material to headline. But 
we know that the next album has to be even 
better than Pride. We've been working on some 
new songs and they sound real good. Believe 
me, we'll be ready to headline when the time 
comes.” 0 
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Rock City Angels 

Memphis Blues-Rockers Unleash Double Dose Of Rock Energy. 

. Lt Slag @3 by Rob 

ock and roll has always been a medium 

ay designed for outcasts and misfits. So, 
please welcome to those ranks the Rock 

City Angels. Perhaps no band in recent history 

(including Motley Crue and Guns N’ Roses) are 
quite as much pariahs as these musicians hailing 
from New Jersey, Arkansas and Ohio. Vocalist 

Bobby Durango, bassist Andy Panik, drummer 
Jackie D. Jukes and guitarist Mike Barnes and 

Doug Banx found their way to the streets of 

Memphis, Tennessee, just in time to catch onto 

that city’s fascination with bands that are a little 
unconventional. Their path to landing a major 
label deal has been one of the wildest in rock 

history, but the group seem very happy to have 
made — and survived — the journey. 

“We're all very different from each other and 

from anything you've seen before,” Durango said. 
“We're not part of the L.A. scene and we don't 
want to be. We love the blues, and Memphis is 

the home of the blues. That sound gives us a 

different edge from any other band around.” 
Judging from the band’s debut LP, Young 

Man's Blues, Rock City Angels have certainly hit 
upon something out of the ordinary. Lest anyone 
think they are simply recycling a bunch of old 
blues riffs, let it be said that this group may have 

come up with the most intriguing amalgam of 
musical styles in recent memory. Tracks like 
Deep Inside My Heart, Hard To Hold and Mary 
show influences ranging from the Sex Pistols to 

Muddy Waters — but Rock City Angels pull it off 
by adding their own hard rockin’ style to the 

musical mix. 
“We dedicated this album to people like Sid 

Vicious and Eddie Cochran,” Durango said. “We 

wanted to take everything we've ever listened to 

and loved and find a way of getting it across in 

our music. Punk was still interesting, even after 
everyone else said it was dead. We kept 

listening and we brought some of that energy 
into the songs we wrote. But our tastes kept 
growing, too. Our goal has always been to walk 

our own path, to make our own music.” 

Durango and the rest of the Angels have been 
walking their own paths for a long time. Despite 
the fact that they're all in their early twenties, 

most of these guys have been creatures of the 

street for the better part of a decade. Durango, 

for example, grew up in Cleveland where he 
formed his first band, the Abusers. But, as is 

Andrews 

Rock City Angels: “We're very different from anything you've ever seen before.” 

often the case, his musical aspirations didn't 

quite jive with what his parents thought were 

best for him. So at the tender age of 15, Bobby 

hit the road and landed in Hollywood. After a few 

years of humming around, living a day-to-day 
existance, he headed to Florida. There he 

hooked up with boyhood chum Panik, who had 

moved to the Sunshine State a few months 
earlier. While making money working in local sex 
shops, the pair plotted their path to rock and roll 
conquest. 

“We always knew what we wanted to do,” 

Durango said. “It was just a question of getting 
the chance to do it. It wasn’t easy finding people 
who looked at music the way we did.” 

For a while, the pair made do with a series of 

local musicians, until an L.A.-based indie label 

offered to bring Rock City Angels out to the 
coast. When the band’s drummer and guitarist 

balked at the notion of heading west, Panik and 

Durango found themselves once again in need of 
new talent to fill those vacancies. While they 

were searching for band members Durango fell 

‘on hard times in the fast lane — frequently 
using his rundown car as a home. 

“It's been tough, but it's good to struggle a bit 

when you're young because it prepares you for 

anything that life can throw at you,” Durango 
said. “I feel I've lived a full life already.” 

Rock City Angels’ struggle didn’t last long. 
The band’s music soon reached the ears of a 
major label executive, who helped the band 

round out their lineup and sent them off to 
Memphis to work on Young Man's Blues. Within 
weeks of their arrival, the band knew they had 
found their new home and set up permanent 
residence in the Country Music Capital. Being a 

little out of the metal mainstream doesn’t scare 
these guys; they view it as just another 

challenge to overcome. 
“We just do things our own way,” Durango 

said. “We have the point of view of kids on the 
street — which is what we are. We bring that 
attitude with us wherever we go.” 0 
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by Walt Kelly 

epending on who you believe, Ozzy 

Osbourne is either on the verge of a 

nervous breakdown or the happiest he's 

been in the last decade. But when you're dealing 

with a complex personality like the Oz, it's hard 
to tell exactly what's going on. One moment he 
can be a charming, laughing rock and roll clown 

— the next, a scowling, complaining drunk. 

Despite some admitted problems currently 

occurring in the land of Oz, however, the man is, 
in fact, quite content with his current state of 

affairs. 
“Things are never totally great; that would be 

too much to hope for,” Ozzy said. “But I'm 

relatively happy with myself, and I'm very happy 

with the way things have gone with the band. All 
| can ever hope for is to be satisfied — for me 
that’s enough. I'm not one of those people who's 

driven to be great. | want to make the best music 

| can, but an old fart like me knows that being 

happy is the most important thing.” 

It hasn't been easy for Ozzy to be happy in 

recent days, Back in September, just as the press 

buildup for his latest LP, No Rest For The 
Wicked, was reaching a fever pitch, Osbourne 

had to blow out a series of important interviews - 

due to a hernia he had developed. In fact, his 
discomfort became so severe that he had to fly 
from Los Angeles home to London to see some 
specialists. (What's the matter 02? American 

doctors not good enough for ya?) As if Ozzy's 
physical difficulties weren't enough, rumor has it 

that a month before the album's scheduled 
release last October, Osbourne's label decided 
they weren't totally satisfied with the disc. At 

the last minute, Osbourne had to return to the 
studio with producer Keith Olsen and his band 

— bassist Geezer Butler, guitarist Zakk Wylde 
and drummer Randy Castillo — to work on a 
few new tracks. 

“When we're recording, | think everything 

sounds unbelievably good,” he noted. “Then 
sometimes I'll go back and listen to the tape and 

say to myself, ‘What the fuck happened? 'It's like 

all the energy and excitement that | heard while 
| was standing in the studio is gone. Somehow 

the plug got pulled. It's not the band’s fault; 

sometimes the producer just doesn’t have the 

song mixed right. It's happened to me in the 

past. That's when | turn to old friends like Keith 

to help us out. He knows the excitement is on the 

tape and he goes and finds it.” 
Obviously, Olsen did a great job of “salvag- 

ing” the material on No Rest For The Wicked, 
because tracks like Miracle Man and Fire In The 
Sky kick like a mule with a serious attitude 

problem. With Wylde’s killer riffs leading the 
way, Osbourne has created his heaviest album 

since his departure from Black Sabbath more 
than a decade ago. With a sound that can melt 

stereo speakers and lyrics that cut to the heart of 

a myriad of social ills, Ozzy’s latest vinyl venture 
shows there's still plenty of life left in this 20- 

Animal 
Instinct 
Metal Madman Rocks 
Harder Than Ever 

On No Rest For 

The Wicked. 

Ozzy Osbourne: “I've been sober for three 
months now — that’s a record for me.” 

Mark Weiss 
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year metal veteran. 
“I'm very proud of the album for a number of 

reasons, but mostly because of the songs,” Ozzy 

said. “A number like Miracle Man means a great 

deal to me because not only is it fun to listen to, 

it also has a very interesting story to tell. It's 
about a Jimmy Swaggart-like character who 

thinks he’s on earth to save humanity, while 
actually he possesses all of mankind's 

weaknesses. I've had so much trouble with 
church groups and religious fundamentalists 
over the years that this is my way of getting back 

at them. It's not a nasty song — it only speaks 

the truth. But today, with all that's going on, 
that's enough.” 

want to push Ozzy to rock 

heavier than ever.” 

With the album finally released and millions 
of copies flying off the shelf, Ozzy's attention has 
now turned to the road. It's been nearly three 
years since he last stepped under the spotlights 

in America, and during that time Ozzy has 

realized exactly how much he misses live 
performing. There was a time not that long ago 
when he seriously considered putting away his 

rock and roll shoes and retiring. At the time, his 
band was falling apart and record label 

headaches — as well as his desire to spend 

more time with his family — were forcing 

Osbourne to reassess his priorities. But with the 
discovery of Zakk Wylde — a 23-year-old New 

Jersey native — and the recording of No Rest 

For The Wicked, Ozzy's flagging spirits were 

given an enormous boost. 

“| have considered giving up rock and roll 
many times,” he said. “But the question | always 

end up asking myself is, ‘What do | do now?’ | 
don't want to just sit on my ass all day getting 
drunk. Whenever | hang around the house, my 
wife has me taking out the garbage and washing 
the diapers — hey, I'd much rather be on tour. 

“Finding someone like Zakk is what this 
business is all about to me,” he added. “One of 
my greatest pleasures has always been finding 

young talent and giving it a showcase. That was 

true with Randy [Rhoads], Jake [E. Lee] and Brad 

[Gillis]. | think Zakk is just as great as Randy was, 

and that's saying something very special. 

Performing with him, both in the studio and 
onstage, has been very exciting for me. He's so 
anxious to learn, and there's nothing I'd rather 
do than take a hungry young talent and teach 

him how to make an arena crowd go totally 
crazy.” 

As Osbourne’s tour picks up momentum, 
there's no denying that the Oz/Zakk partnership 

will drive more and more fans crazy from coast- 

to-coast. The tour is currently scheduled to 

continue through next summer, with stops in 

virtually every American market with enough 

electricity to power the band’s massive show. 

Troubles or no troubles, it seems that Ozzy 

Osbourne is once again doing what he does best 
— playing rock and roll. 

“[ think | am at my happiest when I'm 

onstage,” he stated. “When you're up there, 

nothing else matters. If you have a cold or if you 

just had an argument with your wife, you can 

forget it. All your thoughts and energy go into the 
show. To me, that's the magic of rock and 
roll.” 

Phato by Ross Marino 
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Regarding the letter in your August, 1988 

issue where Jon Bon Jovi was accused of not 

practicing what he preaches about staying away 
from drugs. The-letter said he was wearing a 
necklace that said “Job”, for JOB Rolling 

Papers. Get some fucking glasses, bitch. The 
necklace says “JON”. Every poster has him 

wearing that necklace. | think you'd better make 

an optometrist appointment REAL QUICK. 

Jon's Runaway 
Toronto, Canada 

| want to know which side of the family Dave 
Mustaine gets his gorgeous face and body from. 

Either way, | want to thank his parents — they 
did a great job! 

Slave To Dave Forever 

S. Hempstead, NY 

Dear Metallica, 
| just wanted to say that you're the best 

group! Your new album, ...And Justice For All, 

SPECIALLY-PRICED MINI LP, “IS1B4U", 
GANG GREEN'S ODE TO SUDS 'N SLEAZE 
IN THE MODERN AGE. 

225 LAFAYETTE ST. 
ADRACE NEW YORK, NY 10012 

‘RECORD: ‘SUITE 709, Distributed by MCA. 

totally fuckin’ jams! Everyone has improved — 

vocals! guitars! drums! | especially want to thank 

Jason Newsted for doing a great job! | love your 

new album — all of my friends have it! Kirk 

Hammett is the best guitarist! And | think it's 

true what someone said in a recent Hit Parader, 

“Metallica will conquer the world of heavy metal 

by the year 1990"! 
Absolutely #1 Metallica Fan! 

Redwood City, CA. 

All you one-way-thinking so-called “metal 

fans” out there: Before you write another “I 

love AC/DC and everyone else sucks” letter, 

why don't you keep it to yourself and stop 
wasting space in our magazine! Metal is metal 
— from Poison to Venom! | am not going to 
dislike one of my friends because he likes King 

Diamond and | don’t. Those letters sound like 

six-year-old kids telling each other, “My dad is 
better than your dad!” Give it up! Let's all rock 

together. And if you have nothing good to say, 

then don’t say anything at all!!! Currently | am 
stationed overseas and would like to express 

my feelings on one subject. There are many 
metal fans here who would love to see a metal 

band come play for us in a USO show. | am no 
country music fan, but with all the country/ 
western bands coming here, they must think we 

all love to pick and grin! | am overseas by no 

choice of my own. It would be a welcome 
change if a metal band would come here to 
Okinawa and put on a show for us!!! 

United We Stand 
Patrick R. Kramer 

| want to start by saying that | love your 
magazine and | hope that every time Tipper 

Gore walks into a store, there is an issue staring 

her in the face. | am in the Army, Anti-Tank 

section, and | would love to use Tipper as a 
target the next time we live-fire our missiles. | 
can't believe this woman has nothing better to 
do than to go around trying to spread 

Communism; she is everything we are trained to 

kill. | don’t think most people understand what a 

threat Mrs. Gore is to our freedom. Others will 

come after her, except with a little more power. 
Before you know it, the heaviest music you will 

be able to buy legally will be Stevie Wonder. 
Tipper, you're treading “in deep water. Stop 
fucking with our freedom. I'm prepared to give 
my life for this country and it makes me sick 

that you're part of it. Why don’t you go live ina 

Communist nation, so that the rest of us, who 

enjoy our freedom, don't have to listen to your 

shit! 
Michael J. DeVito 

Dragon Gunner 
United States Army 
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On behalf of heavy metal, I'm so pissed off at 

the way you people put down Twisted Sister. If 
it wasn't for Dee Snider, we would be in a 

shitcrick right now. He tries to speak for heavy 

metal and all it stands for. And he kicked the 
PMRC’s ass. So instead of putting him down, 

why not support Dee, and together we can kick 
the PMRC’s ass. 

Dee Snider's Number One Fan 

In Indiana 

It's almost impossible for me to go to a 

concert, but thanks to your terrific photos, you 
make me feel as if | were at a real concert. 

Ody Fores 

All you idiots who have been writing Hit 

P. and criticizing Motley Crue — you're 

gonna have to accept the fact that Motley Crue 

rules! You don’t see me writing in and criticizing 

other bands, just because I'm bored. And let me 

tell you, some of the bands you people say you 

love are pretty gay. Let me ask you a question; 

Have you ever read any articles on Motley Crue? 

Have you ever taken the time to listen to their 
music? Probably not. | think you should. If you 
did, you'd see just how awesome they are. Quit 
bitching just because you need a scapegoat. 

Lauren Hillberg 
Stevensville, MI 

| think it's great that Nikki Sixx is trying to 

overcome his drug problem. | want to thank Hit 

Parader for letting everyone know how hard he 
is trying. I'm a big fan of Nikki Sixx and praise 
him for his efforts. | know you can pull through 

this, Nikki. Good luck! 

Mandy Crunkelton 

Victorville, CA 

lam extremely pissed off at MTV, Ever since 
Guns N’ Roses became popular, MTV has been 
claiming the responsibility for their success, It is 

true that they introduced G N’ R to the general 

population, but look how long it took for the 

band to get successful. Appetite For Destruc- 

tion came out over a year ago, and the band just 
recently became popular. (I got the record when 

it first came out)! All MTV did was to get GN’ R 

ranked in the same class with such poseurs like 

Bon Jovi and Poison, where they don't belong. | 

feel that MTV should play all metal all the time. 
It took several months for Guns N’ Roses to be 
played at all, but the same attention should be 
given to such bands as Judas Priest, Iron 

Maiden, L.A. Guns and so on. 
Sincerely, 

Not An MTV Fan 

P.S. | loved it when Slash wore a Metallica shirt 

at the MTV Video Music Awards. Most of the 

people there probably never heard of them! 

People always write in and say that you put 

too much Motley Crue, Poison and Cinderella in 



your magazine. | can honestly say that you don’t 

put enough. Those groups mean a lot to me and 
my best friend. We thought about killing 
ourselves so many times, but we stopped to 
listen to those groups and we couldn't pick up 

the razor blade. They made us stop and think. 

People always say bad things about those 

groups. But if it wasn’t for them, me and my 

friend wouldn't be here. 
Heavy Metal Lovers 

Somewhere In West MI 

| don't feel comfortable leaving issues of Hit 

Parader lying around where my parents might 
see them. | think that if they saw some of your 
pictures — for example, the full-page photo of 

Steven Tyler on page 57 of the November ’88 
issue — they would be appalled. | mean, even | 
was embarrassed. | think you could have used a 

little discretion and good taste; I'm sure you 

have pictures of Aerosmith on file that would 

have been suitable. Another thing is the 
language that the bands sometimes use in their 

interviews. | realize that these guys are not 
saints — everyone's language gets rowdy at 

times. But throwing in the word “fuck” 
whenever they want is irresponsible. They 
should remember that the eyes of the younger 
generation are upon them. They should set a 

better example. Maybe if rock bands presented 

themselves as the intelligent, often articulate 

guys they are, parents wouldn't have such fits 

when we listened to metal music. | don't want 
to have to hide my love for metal from my 
parents. 

Karen Maynard 
Cedar City, UT 

Gregg Guiffria is the most underrated 

musician. He has a kickass new band and 

album, House Of Lords. | hope Gregg gets the 

recognition he deserves, because he sure as 
hell didn’t get it when he was in Angel and 

Giuffria. 
Bill Hudson 

X Grand Rapids, MI 
P.S. Your magazine rules and the PMRC sucks. 

The radio station | listen to has a perverted 

D.J. named Jimmy Page. Some people think he 
is the same guy who used to be in Led Zeppelin. 
They think he left the band to be a D.J. Will you 

set the record straight? 
Linda Jackson 

Cahokia, IL 

Supposedly all female metal fans like only 

Bon Jovi and Motley Crue. Well, | am female 
and | like Megadeth, Anthrax and Overkill. 

However, the best band in metal today is Iron 

Maiden. I'm afraid there really is no contest. 
They have a style of their own, which is so 
unique it is impossible to imitate. Dave Murray 

and Adrian Smith are the best and fastest guitar 
players anywhere. They perform so well 

together, they seem to have the same brain. 

Bruce Dickinson is the best vocalist in metal; 
you can understand everything he says. Nicko 
McBrain is the most creative drummer and 

Steve Harris plays bass like no one can. The 

lyrics are incredibly intelligent — no less than a 
genius could have written them. And everyone 

knows their live performances completely outdo 
all other bands’ shows. One of the things | like 

best about Maiden is their lack of gimmicks. 
They're not jewelry-covered, lip-pursing mousse 

abusers. They are the five most normal looking 
guys in metal. | think Bruce Dickinson is the 

hottest looking thing ever to walk a stage, but! 

obviously don’t like the band just for his looks. 

Iron Maiden has simply made the best, most 
original music ever. 

Up The Irons 
BH Dickinson 

(Not @ relative, just wishing!) 
Lakeland, FL 

| am writing to let you know Hit Parader is 

the best metal magazine on the shelf. You have 
great interviews and color photos. However, you 
don’t have much information on Kingdom Come, 
Hurricane, Britny Fox or Cinderella. These are 

great bands and deserve more recognition. 
Kim Burt 

Remsen, NY 
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#7 
WINNERS 
FIRST PRIZE: Lois Marty, Mt. Horeb, WI 53572. SECOND PRIZE: Tabitha 
Thomas, Ferguson, MO 63135, Dale Gene Starkey, Houston, TX 77058, 
Dorothy Smith, Miami, FL 33137. THIRD PRIZE: Elizabeth J. Boris, Ocala, 
FL 32675, Margaret Bushold, Hellertown, PA 18055, Ed Diaz, Wichita Falls, 
TX 76306, Lee M. Porter, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003, David E. Monsman, Reese, 
MI 48757, Terri Hanson, Lester Prairie, MN 55354, Phyllis Waters, Indian 
Trail, NC 28079, Karen Parks, Kenner, LA 70065, Robert Reeve, Shoreview, 
MN 55126, Sarah A. Gorman, Cedar Rapids, 1A 52403. FOURTH PRIZE: 
Patrick O'Shea, New Llano, LA 71461, Daryl Ingersoll, Spring Lake, MI 
49456, Christine Rock, Wyckoff, NJ 07481, Brent Sommerhauser, Rose 
Hill, KS 67133, William Stushek, Plymouth, MN 55447, Cory Mandt, Santa 
Maria, CA 93455, Tom Balfe, Oriskany, NY 13424, Michael J. Linkovich, 
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442, Manuel G. Martinez, Ft. Bragg, NC 28307, 
Deulynn Allen, Pittsburgh, PA 15235, Thomas Dinkuhn, San Jose, CA 
95133, Vicki Mottley, Carrollton, VA 23314, Jason Gale, Columbus, GA 
31903, Jane Ann Evans, Henrietta, TX 76365, Andy Williamson, Arcadia, IN 
‘46030, Kris Faylor, Swanton, OH 43558, Susan Marie Peterson, La Mirada, 
CA 90638, Pat Stehmeyer, S. Hero, VT 05486, Carol Lueders, Wilmington, 
DE 19808, Leslie Michelle Bailey, Shenandoah, VA 22849, Norman Mata 
Jr., Fresno, CA 93702, Patsy Bennett, Duncanville, TX 75116, Billy 
McArthur, Manti, UT 84642, Coleen Crampton, Milan, MI 48160, Charles 
Dix, Prineville, OR 97754, Niel Petersen, Battle Creek, MI 49015, Matt 
Harris, Orchard Hill, GA 30266, Lori Fish, Corning, NY 14830, Joanna M. 
May, Brandywine, MD 20613, Erick Johnson, Kihel, HI 96753, Frances Dix, 
Prineville, OR 97754, Paul B. Lupo, Richboro, PA 18964, Marni Alexander 
Matthews, Waurika, OK 73573, Jayani Moore, Cambridge, MA 02138, Mike 
Charron, Portland, ME 04103, Arturo Rodriguez, Immokalee, FL 33934, 
Angie Manville, Towanda, PA 18848, Chris DeBosier, Kewaunee, WI 
54216, Greg Lee, Wise, VA 24293, Eric Willie, Mayfield, KY 42066, Ryan 
Camak, Ware Shoals, SC 29692, Mary Padgett, Dover, OH 44622, Jeff 
Bekasi, Rochester, NY 14624, Carol Anne Patterson, Kannapolis, NC 
28081, Melissa Heazey, Abbeville, LA 70510, Alan Flippo, Gerlach, NV 
89412, Jon Milano, Boca Raton, FL 33487, Jeffrey Beaufort, Woonsocket, 
RI 02895, Don Watkins, Marble Hill, MO 64764, Lisa Reich, Sparks, NV 
89431, Julienne O'Brien, Bensalem, PA 19020, Melanie Benoit, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba R3LO Y8, Canada, Willie Steill, Lafayette, IN, 47905, Mary 
Iverson, Willmar, MN 56201, Michelle L. Weber, Romulus, NY 14541, 
Jennifer Johnson, Aurora, CO 80015, Pamela Nins Maher, Kenner, LA 
70065-1918, Michael Swanson, Elk, WA 99009, Kim Myers, Healy, AK 
99743, Debra Long, Missoula, MT 59802, Tina Jay Christianson, Spokane, 
WA 99205, Chris Glenn, Summerville, SC 29483, Chris Volden, Spearman, 
TX 79081, Pamela J. Ooley, Bloomington, IN 47401, Joann Cluck, 
Glenpool, OK 74033, Cathy Lamphier, Phoenix, AZ 85029, Lisa Haraida, 
Marietta, GA 30060, Shane Smith, Sikeston, MO 63801, Erin Hulsey, 
Joplin, MO 64804, Gil Hall, Arcadia, CA 91006, Karla Finnery, Waupaca, WI 
54981, Brian Kenny, Pittsburgh, PA 15235, Anna O’Brien, Lawrenceville, IL 
62439, Dean Peshlakai, Cuba, NM 87013, Neal Matherne, Birmingham, AL 
35215, Rick M. Smith, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254, Tina Walthrop, Easton, 
PA 18042, Paul Cujo Hinsley IV, Woodbridge, VA 22191, Richard Black, 
Lenoir City, TN 37771, Dawn Miller, Muncie, IN 47303, Julio Hernandez, 
Calexico, CA 92231, Sebby Abbate, Watertown, NY 13601, Elijah Morgan, 
Amherst, MA 01002, Jim Macicha, Ottawa, IL 61350, Al Gertig, Lakeside, 
CA 92040, Raul Cortez Jr., Rio Hondo, TX 78583, Scott Wesche, Barnes, 
KS 66933, Michelle R. Taylor, Riverton, WY 82501, Teri Hilger, New York, 
NY 10003, Scott Robinette, Des Moines, IA 50311, Diane Coates, 
Allendale, NY 07401, Ron Lamprecht, Ridge, NY 11961, Dorothy Easley, 
Milan, TN 38358, George W. Bailey IV, W. Prestonsburg, KY 41668, Sharla 
Watson, Peoria, IL 61605, Jesse Verge, Kennebunk, ME 04043, Diana 
McDivitt, Veedersburg, IN 47987, Joe Fiala, Oakes, ND 58474, 
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THE SONGS: 

ANY GUN CAN PLAY * ORDINARY WOMAN * BUCKET HEAD 

BLACK DAZE * GOOD DAY FOR A HANGING 

GANG VIOLENCE * ON FIRE * THE GIFT OF DEATH 



YOU'LL BE A 
GUITARIST 
IN 12 WEEKS 
THAT I'LL 
BET MY 
GUITAR 
ON IT!” 

it 
y course is absolutely the 

Mewes way for beginners to 
master the guitar. Experienced 

players will quickly reach full poten- 
tial, learning explosive speed, pow- 
erful technique, and classical theory. 

seven successful years and a 
quarter million lessons sold - the best 
just got better. The course has re- 
cently been revised answering every. 
question students have asked through 
the years. Now I offer a choice: cas- 
settes at $9.95 or my new videos for 
only $19.95 (I can keep prices low 
because of volume sales, these les- 
sons are extremely popular!) Each 
tape includes an illustrated, easy to 
understand booklet and there's no 
need to read music. The audio cas- 
settes have always been effective, 
and the videos are a powerful new 
way to learn. Since a picture is worth 
a thousand words these videos are 
worth a million! Unlike most guitar 
lessons mine are guaranteed to teach 
what you wantto learn or yourmoney 

will be fully refunded. 

As you can see there's never beena 
\ i BE AOH 

Every detail is clearly shown in = ' any ah aia 
Metal Method!s new vidéos! f. incele ration | m giving away my 

¥ 1+ METAL GEAR: axe to the winner of my For Be- 

(Beginner) Tips for choosing ginners Only contest. Enternow, 
oni equipment, guitar adjustments; ef- you have three months after re- 

fects demonstrated; secrets for getting a 

‘ great Heavy Metal sound. No playing exercises. u 
2+METAL PRIMER: (Beginner) Basic chords to plete lessons One through Six. 

play any song; introduction to lead guitar; guitar tuning The best beginner will win 
made easy; bar chords; basic lead scale; pick technique, an my guitar. For details call: 

awesome finger dexterity exercise; chord chart; all the basics! The Hotline 

3+ METAL PROGRESSIONS: (Intermediate) Tricks like ham- (818)883-1015. 
mer, trill, pepe, chimes, pick harmonics; muting; licks; chord progres- ‘3 

sions; how to Gopy songs note-for-note from records; dexterity exercises. 
4+ METAL TRICKS: (Intermediate) Lead techniques; great sounds without 

effects; strink yank; random harmonics; infinite sustain; position power chords. 

5+ METAL LICKS: (Intermediate) 136 licks by a variety of Metal's top guitarists played at 
normal and slow speed: play these in all keys without changing fingering; secrets for remembering licks. 
6 METAL THEORY: (Experienced) Learn modal system as used by Randy Rhoads. Chord and scale 

formulas; what chord changes go with each scale. This one is really the key that will unlock an avalanche of new ideas! 
TO ORDER YOUR METAL METHOD LESSONS: (1) Send us your complete mailing address (2) Write the name of each 

lesson you're ordering and specify cassette or VHS video (3) Multiply the number of $s 
(4) California residents must add 6.5% sales tax (5) U.S. and Canada add $3.00 shipping 

ciabeorw other than Canada add $3.00 shipping per lesson for land Postal Union or 

ceiving the first lesson to com- 

payments in US funds drawn on a US bank (6) Money orders processed inmediatey, checks take 10°days: 

heh. BOX687 DEPT H VISA / MC onpeRLINE 1-600)-243-3388 

WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91365 ed LESSON DEMONSTRATION 1-(818)-883-1015 
> Photography by John Bruno, Hollywood, CA 
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HLM 
Reaching For Greatness 
L.A. Rockers Regain Lost Glory With Reach For The Sky. 

by Mueller 

he guitarists were lined up against one 

T wall of Ratt’s dressing room like 

weapons laid out for the attack. There 
were red ones, blue ones and white ones — all 
shapes and sizes, too, There were Gibsons, 
Fenders and Jacksons — a veritable guitar 
store on tour. But the two gents who own these 
instruments of musical destruction — Robbin 
Crosby and Warren DeMartini — weren't exact- 

ly showing off their wares. They were simply 
making sure that all their gear was ready for 

action that night. 
“Neither of us take too many guitars on the 

road with us,” Robbin said almost defensively. 

“You should see us in the studio. | must have 
about 15 or so down there, just in case they're 

needed, I've got some pretty valuable ones, but 

| don't take ‘em on the road with me. | know I'd 

always be worried that one might get stolen. 

The ones | take on tour with us are real good 

guitars — my ‘work’ guitars. Most of them are 

Jacksons that have been customized for me @ 

bit.” 
“| don't have as many guitars as Robbin,” 

Warren quickly added. “I've got a couple of 
customized ones that are my main instruments. 
I'm not much of a collector, and | don't 
experiment that much either. Once | find a 

guitar | like, | tend to stick with it. When you're 
on the road as much as we are, you really need 
a guitar you can count on.” 

Both Crosby and DeMartini have been giving 

their six-stringed instruments quite a workout 

recently. Back on the tour trail for the first time 

in well over a year, the Rockin’ Rodents have 

been making up for lost time putting in the road 

miles. If all goes according to plan, the Ratt 

pack — Crosby, DeMartini, vocalist Stephen 

Pearcy, drummer Bobby Blotzer and bassist 

Juan Croucier — will be on tour for the better 

Don 

part of the next eight months, traveling the 

world in their neverending quest to bring Ratt ‘n 

Roll to the masses. 

“it's really great to be back on the road,’ 
Crosby said. "There was a good reason that we 

took so much time off between records and 

tours — we wanted to. But we're really glad to 

get back out here now. When your life revolves 
around the studio and the tour bus for years on 

end, as ours did, you can begin to get a bit of 

tunnel vision. You can begin to lose touch with 
reality, and that was beginning to happen to us. 
We wanted to take some time off to recharge 
our batteries, but once we did that we couldn't 
wait to get back on tour, This is really what we 

live for,” 
Ironically, Ratt’s idea of getting away from 

the road is not just hanging around their palatial 

Los Angeles estates when they have some free 

time. For these guys, a true vacation means 
once again packing their well-worn bags and 

heading out for some fun in the sun. A favorite 

vacation spot for the Rattsters is Hawaii — an 

understandable choice. But one must wonder 
why these weary road warriors wouldn't just 

choose to relax at home when the opportunity 

arises, 
“One of the reasons is that we didn’t have 

homes when we finished the last tour,” Crosby 
said. “We all do now, but back then most of us 
had given up the places we were living in 
because we were on the road all the time. 
What's the point of spending a lot of money on 
anice place to live when you've got to shut it up 

whenever you go on tour for a year? That 

doesn't make sense. 
“We enjoy warm, sunny places where we can 

stretch out and relax,” he added. “'A place like 

LA. is great, but when you're around here, 

there's always something going on that takes 
you away from what you really want to do. The 

only way to really relax is just to get away from 

it all, and we're real good at that. Hawaii is a 

special place for us. We all enjoy vacationing 

there, and we've done quite a bit of work on our 
music there as well. In fact, some of the songs 

on the new album were written in Hawaii.” 

The album in question, Reach For The Sky, 

represents a critical LP in Ratt’s history 
Although each of the group's four previous discs 
attained platinum sales status — and their 
latest is destined for a similar distinction — the 
Rodent Rockers lost some of the momentum 
that made Out Of The Cellar and Invasion Of 
Your Privacy so influential. They are aware that 
their lengthy absence from recording and 
touring was a major career gamble, but Crosby 

believes the old axiom “absence makes the 
heart grow fonder” was written with Ratt in 

mind, 

“We can sense how happy the fans are to 

see us again,” he said. “In each town we play, 
people come up to us and say, ‘Hey, I've really 

missed you guys.’ They know that a Ratt concert 

is the best party of the year, and most folks 

really like to party, | think they sense that our 

energy level is way up again, too. I'm not saying 

that we weren't totally into it last time we 
toured, but | think we burned ourselves out a 
little. This time, we wake up every day and start 

counting the hours until we can get back 

onstage.” 
“We're also real pleased by how the fans 

have reacted to the new songs,” DeMartini 
added. “We've put about four of them into the 

new stage show, and they.get as much of a 

reaction as Round And Round and some of our 
other well-known songs. That makes us feel real 

good. You never know how your new material 
will be accepted by the fans until you play “em 

live. Sometimes certain markets react to new 
stuff better than others, but this time everyone 
everywhere seems to have really gotten into the 
new songs we've done. It's like everyone knows 
that Ratt is back, and they don't want us going 

anywhere for a long time to come.” 
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ASPCA/PMRC WARNING: If You Eat This Album 
It Will Make You Sick. 

Produced by Mark Dearnley and The Dogs a 
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Don’t be surprised if you see not one but two 
Motley Crue LPs in your local record stores 
before the year is over. Apparently, the boys 
have recorded 17 new songs, eight of which are 
slower, bluesier songs which Nikki Sixx calls 

“ballads.” If everything goes according to plan, 

a few months after the band’s new LP, now 

titled Dr. Feelgood, hits the stands, expect to 

see Motley Crue: The Ballads. “| think even 

headbangers need the chance to kick back a 

bit,” Sixx said. “At least, they want to do that 
every once in a while 

Stryper admit they weren't particularly 

thrilled when their most recent LP, In God We 

Trust, peaked before hitting the Top-30 of the 

sales charts, The religious rockers had assumed 
the record would sail into the Top-20 and stay 
there until they got their tour underway last 
October. But by that time, the disc had almost 

disappeared from sight. “We did miscalculate 

some things,” drummer Robert Sweet said. “But 
the record has gone gold and we hope that it'll 

0 platinum very soon. It has sold very well and 
we're quite satisfied — though we would have 

liked to see it do better.” 

Stryper: Not happy over recent sales 

developments. 

Don Dokken, having broken ties with the band 
that bore his name, reportedly is almost finished 

with his first solo LP. Word from L.A. is that some 

of the cuts feature former Europe guitarist John 
Norum, whose own premiere solo outing was 
less than a commercial success. There's no word 
yet whether Don and John will form a permanent 

alliance, but sources close to the scene say that 



if Norum’s contractual obligations to Epic 
Records can be worked out, such a pairing is a 

distinct possibility. 

While Don Dokken is busy putting his new 
band together, the other three ex-Dokken 
members find themselves in chaos. Originally 
bassist Jeff Pilson and guitarist George Lynch 
were going to form a new band together. Then 
when Lynch failed to contact Pilson for a period 
of two months, the bassist decided to start a 

band of his own. Now Lynch is scurrying around 
in an attempt to put his new group together. 

There seems to be growing disharmony with 
Iron Maiden. While some of the band members 
want to take all of 1989 off from either recording 
or touring, other members want to go back into 

the studio later this year. The surprisingly poor 

response given the band’s most recent LP, 

Seventh Son Of A Seventh Son (as well as that 

LP’s accompanying tour) may be the reason 

behind the group's split response. “We will have 

to wait and see exactly what we'll be doing,” 
vocalist Bruce Dickinson said. ‘'! know | prefer to 

take a bit of time off and pursue some other 

interests.” 

Metallica reportedly broke every known 

record for merchandising during the first two 
months of their ...And Justice For All tour. Their 

Iron Maiden: Internal conflict? 

T-shirts, tour books and other band-related items 
are jumping off the concession stands faster 

than they can be laid out. Supposedly, the band 
is averaging over $10 in sales to every fan in 

attendance, breaking the record of $9 held by 

Bon Jovi. “That's really cool,” drummer Lars 

Ulrich said. “It's nice to know our fans like our T- 

shirts.” 

Aerosmith have returned up to Little 

Mountain studios in Vancouver, Canada, to work 
on their followup to the multi-platinum 

Permanent Vacation. “We're gonna work the 

exact same way we did last time,” vocalist 

Steven Tyler said. “We're gonna go in there and 
stay until we've got everything just the way we 

want it. Last time | ended up sleeping under the 

‘Aaron Rapoport 
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piano on some nights, and I'll do it again if | have 

to.” 

Here's a strange one for ya: Apparently, guitar 

great Yngwie Malmsteen gave serious consider- 

ation to joining Ronnie James Dio's band a few 

months ago. The Swedish axe-meister has long 

admired Dio's leather lungs and would have 

jumped at the chance to work with RJD on a 

permanent basis. But supposedly Dio himself, 

who certainly has had his fill of egomaniacal 

guitar heroes during his 20-year career, nixed 

the idea — though Malmsteen may make a 
special appearance on a'track or two on Dio's 

next album. 

It now seems certain that former Twisted 
Sister vocalist Dee Snider and ex-Ozzy Osbourne 
guitarist Bernie Torme will be combining forces. 
Though the two have been hanging out and 
recording together during the past few months, it 

wasn't until recently that they officially decided 
to form a band. “Yeah, it'll be pretty cool having 

™Mechanics 
of Metal" 

A SOUND AND ORGANIZED 

APPROACH TO THE MASTERING 
OF HEAVY METAL GUITAR 

For the price of one guitar lesson, you can receive a complete instruct- 
ion package. For the price of 4 lessons, you can master the guitar. We are 
dedicated to the absolute highest quality instruction. No other lessons avail- 
able can match our extremely detailed & thorough approach. If you're a begin- 
nner -you'llearnin months what would have taken years. If you'reintermediate 
~ your playing will advance tremendously. If you're advanced - these lessons 
are especially for you. Why? You'll learn all the advanced techniques & theory 
used by today’s hottest players, explained using a no-nonsense approach 
that even a beginner could understand. Each lesson includes text, understand- 
able diagrams & cassette. No music reading necessary. 

“Should serve as a benefit to any aspiring rocker.” 
—Andy Secher, editor, Hit Parader Magazine 

+ eo 
Dee Snider: New band in the works. 

a guitarist and songwriter like Bernie in the 

band,” Snider said. “We're gonna rock hard and 
heavy, that’s for sure.” 

Def Leppard may be taking a well-deserved 

sabbatical at the moment, but don’t expect it to 
last too long. “Four weeks, that's all we need to 
get our batteries recharged,” bassist Rick 

Savage said. “After that, it's right back into the 

studio for us. We don't want to waste any more 
time than that. We're feeling great at the 
moment, and we don’t want to run the risk of 
taking anywhere near as long as we did before 
our last record. We'd rather have the album 
come out too early than have everyone wait four 

years for us.” 

ZUBIN OnaIs 

Lesson 1: Metal Chord Guide - Puts great rhythm playing right under your fingertips. You'Illearn power chords : 
inevery position used by Metallica, Whitesnake, Maiden, Guns N’ Roses, Stryper & Anthrax. “Eerie” passing steesees 
chords used by Lynch & Rhoads. Suspensions & variations used by Van Halen & Vai, All other chords behind 
today's hottest rhythms: triads, thirds, octave diads, open power chords, unusual fingerings, alternate tunings, 

barre chords, etc. Plus all aspects of chord theory $1495 

Lesson 2: Total Scales & Modes - Teaches you to master the fretboard. You'll earn to play over the entire 
neck from top to bottom. You'llalso learn which scales to play over various chords for soloing. You'll earn 
about keys, modes & other important principles of theory. Covers every scale in use today: blues scales & 
pentatonics used by tynch, Hammett, Spitz & lan. Minor & diminished scales used by Malmsteen, Rhoads 
‘& Mustaine. Major scales used by Sykes, Campbell, Vandenberg & Sambora. Extended scales used by Vai 
& Van Halen. Loads more $21.95 

Lesson 3: Technique & Exercises - Once you've learned the necessary chords & scales, it's time to develop 
your fingers. You'll earn exercises to build lightning fast picking. Exercises to develop an enormous stretch 
Exercises for strength & independence. Exercises using multiple hammer-ons and pull-offs. You'll learn the 
secrets behind a burning fret hand by practicing techniques used by Lynch, Vai, Rhoads, Hammett, Malmsteen, 
Vincent, DiMartini, Spitz, Jake E. Lee & others. Plus the 15 picking combinations, 24 finger combinations 
& all aspects of technique $21.95 

Lesson 4: Tricks - Covers all flash & tricks ever put on record - from Hendrix to Van Halen to Vai. First you'll 
learn every way imaginable to pull harmonics out of the guitar. Then all other fretboard pyrotechnics, growls 
& screams are explained: 2-hand tapping (including many variations), combining tapping & scales, 8-finger 
tapping, tapping with the pick, tapped slide, tapped tril, 2-hand slide, right hand plays behind left, other 
2-hand techniques, tremolo bar antics, ‘‘talking'’ guitar, volume swells, feedback, raking, slapping, weird 
noises, effects devices & on... & on... & on $24.95 

InUS. & Canada - add $2 postage when ordering one lesson. Add $3 when ordering 2 lessons. Add $4 
when ordering 3 lessons. Order the entire course (all 4 lessons) & we'll pay the postage! NY. State residents 
add 8%% sales tax per lesson. Foreign orders welcome - send U.S. funds only & add $5 when ordering 
2 lessons, Add $7 when ordering 3 or all 4 lessons 

Mechanics of Metal” Publications 
PO. Box 162 Dept. E 

Howard Beach, NY. 11414 

Cinderella are a bit confused over their 
treatment on the road this time around. When 
they were somewhat unceremoniously asked to 

leave Judas Priest's national tour in favor of 
Slayer, the Cinderfellas hooked up amost 
imediately with AC/DC. But the Thunder From 
Down Under only had a few weeks more of their 
tour to go — and they decided to cancel several 

of those shows. So Cinderella booked some gigs 

headlining in smaller halls, giving them a taste 

of what it's like to top the bill — something that 

will certainly come in handy in the years to come. 

Judas Priest are still reeling over a recent 

court decision that forced the British Bashers to 
turn over the master tape to their album Stained 
Class, Evidently, two teenagers attempted to kill 

themselves while listening to the album a few 
years ago (one succeeded), and the boys’ 

parents said that “demonic influences” in the 

music caused their sons’ actions. The courts now 
want to test the master tape to see if there are 

indeed “hidden messages” on the album. CO. 
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For a limited time only HIT PARADER is offering you the deal of 

a lifetime. Not only can you subscribe to the world’s leading metal 

mag at a special rate, but we are also offering 200 cassettes and 
CDs of the hot new band 

WITNESS as part of the deal. 
The first 200 of you to 

subscribe to HIT PARADER 
through this special offer 

will receive their debut 
album. All you need to do is 

fill out the order form and pop 
your check or money order in 

the mail today. 

HIT PARADER Dept. HP489. 
Division St., Derby, CT 06418 

O 12 issues/$27,00 
© 24 issues/$50.00 

O Please send me the new 
“WITNESS” debut album. 

(check one) 
© cassette 0 CD 

ENCLOSED: 
O CHECK © MONEY ORDER 

FOR A TOTAL OF $. 
OR CHARGE TO. 

© MASTERCARD 0 VISA 
EXP. DATE 

SIGNATURE 

PHONE # CARD # 

NAME (PLEASE PRINT) 

ADDRESS 

ciry ‘STATE/ZIP 

© Make checks, M.O. payable to 
Chariton Publications, Inc. 

* Canada add 25% /foreign add 50% 



[DHEAVY HITTERS 
FORA PEVVY.. 

Plus a chance to get 2 more cassettes FREE! 

HURRICA? 
OVERTHEEDGE  & 
‘DOKKEN 
TOOTH AND NAIL. 

‘STRYPER ‘370367 
In God We Trust & 
JUDAS PRIEST 320632 
Defenders Of The Faith (cz) 

OZzY OSBOURNE 
Bark At The Moon 

WHITESNAKE 
SLIDE IT IN 

SACRED HEART (aaron) 
WISTED SISTER 7036 

STAY HUNGRY =a) 
TWISTED SISTER 
YoU Can't Stop Rock 'N Roll 

‘Ozzy OSBOURNE 
ULTIMATE SIN 

RU 
(oie) 

KRO 
THE 

RATT 
Out Of The Cellar Too Fast For Love ==) 

332987 
= 

METALMANIA 
‘Anthrax—State Of VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Euphoria, Anti Social 
‘Qut Of Sight, Qut Of Mind, 
Schism; etc. (Megatorce) 

374264 

‘Ozzy Osbourne—No 
Rest For The Wicked. 
With Axe-Master Zakk 
Wylde On Miracle Man; 
Bloodbath in Paradise: 
much more. (Epic) 373308 

Europe—Out Of This 
World, Superstitious; Let 
The Good Times Rock; 
More Than Meets Eye: 
etc. (Epic) 370403 

ANTHRAX 369686 
‘reading The Osease (aaron) 

331173) 
[co 

FATES WARNING 371880 
NO EXIT a ‘QUEENSRYCHE 

THE WARNING 

360879, 
= 

VINNIE VINCENT 
ALL SYSTEMS GO ‘QUEENSRYCHE 

Operation: Minderime 

rT "ROBERT PALMER 
HEAVY NOVA. YOU CAN ALSO CHOOSE FROM THESE POWERFUL HITS 

PAT BENATAR ‘Wide Awake In Dreamland (sai 

Ba Ey 
Ue Youn ALLEY jsrmisecaeum) 
‘LED ZEPPELIN 715366 
Lod Zeppelin It 

"AEROSMITH'S 
GREATEST HITS 
IOUS ARTISTS 300413 MANOA as} eee 

ToT 
(=) 390700 

Teas 

‘LED ZEPPELIN 7291690, fete Roms oe (ES) 3108 

BOB SEGER 
LIVE BULLET 
BILLY IDOL 
REBEL YELL 

360307 364018 ‘FOREIGNER 
Inside Information 

TALKING HEADS 
NAKED 

VAN HALEN NIGHT RANGER 20612 | PETER GABRIEL ___%45777 
1984 = | Midnight Madnoss so [oI 
"ROBERT PLANT se6716 | "TOP GUN” ‘BELINDA CARLISLE %6 
RORTAND ZEN (armmuazy | omemorncrymsonernce (czas) | Heaven On Earth ca 
LED ZEPPELIN 201682 | VAN HALEN 7290007 | LED ZEPPELIN ZaT708 
Phryalcal Grattiti ===) 397680 
Tere Peon Ae 306 
Terence Trent D'Arby ramen 

Led Zeppelin It 
DAVID LEE ROTH 
SKYSCRAPER, 

aca) 
365730 

=a RICHARD MARX 

U2—Rattle And Hum. 
YES TEvi70-| GEORGIA SATELLITES s00s00-| BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN 3 Desire, Heartland. plus 
BIG GENERATOR (we) | OPEN ALL NIGHT TUNNEL OF LOVE many more. (Island) 

TORY Lew ano rae news —aTa19 | JETHRO TOLL BILLY DOL 374017-394015 
‘SMALL WORLD ears) | Crest Of A Knave VITAL IDOL 

‘73720 

"NIGHT RANGER 936305 | DIRE STRAITS 6222 | BRYAN ADAMS 331264 | JIMI HENDRIX "BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN 920629 | BEASTIE BOYS 351692 
7 WISHES (==) | Brothers In Arms _(wsiwos} | RECKLESS cas) | KISS THE SKY (wc) | Born In The U.S.A. Klosneed To ILL. (=asaanr 

THE CARS. 7395003 | ROBERT PALMER 341908 [U2 Ta7659 | AEROSMITH ‘ase | GREAT GONZOS 512390 | VAN HALEN 
GREATEST HITS am) | RIPTIDE maa} | The Unforgettable Fire (ams) | CLASSICS LIVE (cai) | Bost OF Te Nugent =) | 5150 

Trvno sKYNYRO BANO 369367 | BEST OF THE Tassie | PRETENDERS, sex6aT 
scene Tne met rsx} 396384 | KINKS 1977-1986 =) 29839 | THE SINGLES =a) 

Van Halen—OU8i2. 
When I's Love: Black And 
Blue; Mine All Mine; Feels 
‘$0 Good; etc. (Warmer 
Bros) 369371 

‘Steve Winwood—Roll 
With It. Don't You Know 
What The Night Can Do; 
Holding On; ete. (Virgin) 

371211 

TEA 
BAD ANIMALS 

389927 | LITTLE FEAT FEMME FATALE "372888 _| ELTON JOHN: ‘370836 | GLENN FREY 373019 | JIM! HENDRIX 353102 

Outot The Blue (aums | LET IT ROLL ‘me | Reg Strikes Back fs | SOUL SEARCHIN’ _ [ax | Are You Experienced ==) 

THE CLASH 7388897 | .98 SPECIAL 359273 | AEROSMITH 7359078 | SAMMY HAGAR 357867 | GRATEFUL DEAD 387087 | BRYAN ADAMS 755046 

That te Cum 1 (2) 398894 | FLASHBACK (am) | Permanent Vacation (327) aos) | IN THE DARK ) | INTO THE FIRE = 
“GEORGIA SATELLITES 

eee ‘BANGLES EVERYTHING 
373027 HUEY LEWIS AND 347955 

THE NEWS—FORE! wai 
"BLUE OYSTER CULT ©372110 
IMAGINOS. == 

BILLY 1D0L DAVID LEE ROTH LIVING COLOR 370833 STING vaeie7s | BOSTON 9571 
WHIPLASH SMILE _(omsx)| Eat Em And Smile | vivio = Nothing Lie The Sun 391672 | THIRD STAGE 

‘LED ZEPPELIN 293897 | LED ZEPPELIN 291438 | LED ZEPPELIN 200966 | TOM PETTY Se axens te’ | JIM! HENDRIX 291641 | JIMI HENDRIX 1291658 
Houses Of The Holy =m) | Led Zeppelin IV (=) aes | Ree eARTRREAKERS Gl | SMASH HITS ‘roma | Electric Ladyland [= 381656 

“JIMMY PAGE 370387 | CROWDED HOUSE 370346 | TRACY CHAPMAN 69892 | REO SPEEDWAGON 387872 | CHEAP TRICK 368080 | “COCKTAIL” 373779 
OUTRIDER ‘tarm | Temple Of Low Men (aa: (sam | GREATEST HITS (= | LAP OF LUXURY (| Original Sound Track (=== 

{Selectiéns with two numbers count as two selections —writ .ch number in a separate box. © 1989 CBS Records Inc. 



KROKUS- 
‘Alive And Screamin’ (sss) 

HOLY DIVER (saan) 
JUDAS PRIEST 356188 
PRIEST... LIVE! === 396184 oa — 
BACK IN BLACK 

VM THE MAN 

Ityou're heavy into heavy metal, this offer 
will blow you away with hard rockin’ metal 
mania! Just tear out the application, fill it in 
‘and mailt together with your check or money 
order for $1.86 as payment (that's 1 for your 
first 12 cassettes, plus $1.85 tocover shipping 
and handling). In exchange, you agree to buy 
8 more selections (at roger Club prices) in 
the next three years. Pretty heavy—only 
eight selections and you can take up to three 
years to buy them! Thats all there is toit—and 
you may cancel membership anytime after 
doing so. 
How the Club works: every four weeks (13 

times a year) you'll receive the Club's music 
magazine, which describes the Selection of 
the Month for whichever kind of music you're 
into .., plus hundreds of alternatives from 
every field of music... from the reigning mas- 
ters of metal to today’s hottest hits. And up to. 
six times a year you may receive offers of 
Special Selections, usually at a discount off 
egular Club prices, for a total of up to 19 
buying opportunities, 

if you wish to receive the Selection of the 
Month or the Special Selection, you need do 
nothing—it will be shipped automatically. If 
you prefer an alternate selection, or none at 
all, just fill in the response card always pro- 
vided and mail it be the date specified. You 
will always have at least 10 days to make your 
decision, If you ever receive Selection with- 
out having had at least 10 days to decide you 
may return it at our expense. 

he selections that you order during your 
membership will be billed at regular Club 
prices, which currently are $798 to $9.98— 

Poison—Open| 
‘Say...Ahh! Nothin’ But A 
Good Time: Fallen Angel Strongest Straw; One 
Love On The Rocks: etc. Eyer 

plus shipping and handling. (Multi-unit sets, 
special and classical selections may be 
somewhat higher) And if you continue as a 
member after completing your enrollment 
agreement, youll be eligible for our generous 
‘Duy one—get one free” money-saving 

bonus plan. 
CDs and stereo records also available 

fo Club members. Metal never sounded 
better! Each issue of the music magazine 
contains a wide selection of CDs and records 
—which you may order as a Club member, 
and these purchases also count toward ful- 
fillment of your membership obligation 

10-Day Risk-Free Trial: well Send details 
‘of the Club's operation with your introductory 
shipment. If you are not satisfied for any 
reason whatsoever, e return everything 
within 10 days for a full refund and you will 
have no further obligation. Get in on it today. 

Order your first selection now at a 
discount and get 2 extra cassettes FREE! 
Can this offer get any better? Believe it! you 
wish, you may also pick out your first selec- 
tion right now and it's yours for as much as 
60% off regular Club prices—only $3.98. 
Enclose payment now and you'll receive it 
with your 12 introductory cassettes. This dis- 
‘count purchase’ immediately reduces your 
membership obiigation—you then need buy 
just 7 more selections (instead of 8) at regular 
Club prices in the next three years. What's 
more. this discount puchase also entitles you 
tostill2more hit cassettes as a bonus, FREE! 
Just check the box in the application and fillin 
the numbers of your first selection and 2 free 
bonus cassettes. 

CBS/Columbia House 
1400 North Fruttridge Avenue * Terre Haute, Indiana 47811 

And. 
ne For All, Blackened! The 

The Beholder; etc 
tra) 372805-392803, 

HURRICA 

Columbia Record & Tape Club 
1400 N. Fruitridge Aven 
RO. Box 1130, 
HIT ME WITH HEAVY METAL! 1am enclosing check or money order 
for $1.86 (which includes 1 for my 12 cassettes, plus $185 for shipping, 
and handing) Please accept my membership application under the 
terms outined in this advertisement. |agree to buy eight more 
selections (at regular Club prices) in the next three years—andmay 
‘cancel membership at anytime after doing So, 

My main musical interest is (check one) 
(But am always tree tochoose from any category) 

DMEAVYMETAL © HARDROCK CSOFTROCK 
Metallica Van Halen, Steve Winwood, 
‘Ozzy Osbourne uw Fleetwood Mac 

‘Send my@ CASSETTES to the following address: 
OMe. 
OMrs. 
OMiss. (Please rn) Frathame intial LastName 

Address. Apt 
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State. Zip. 
Doyouhaveatelephone? (01) ives CNo 16/889 
Doyouhave acreditcard?(03) Yes UNo 
[Dp Aise sen my trst selection for us toa 60% aiscount, or 

which | am also enclosing adaitional 
payment of $396. | then need buy only 7 fal 
thenext three years. 

KX7WS__ This discount purchase 
2159 entities meto these 2 

KXB/EM EXTRACASSETTES FREE! 

‘Siters not avalabie in APO. P20. Alaake, Hawai, Puerle Rico: write Toy cetals Of Shernotve offer Canadian residents wil be serviced rom Toronto, Applicable Sales tax sddedtoallorsers 
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Eternal Nightmare 
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POISON 
Speaking Out! 
ee 

“Fab Four” Reveal Their Secrets In Their Own Words. 

know it! With guitarist C.C. DeVille’s streetwise savvy, drummer Rikki Rocket's off-the-wall 

antics, vocalist Bret Michaels’ fast-talking hysterics and bassist Bobby Dall's lascivious leer, 

Poison seem to have all the bases covered when it comes to fan appeal. Add to that the fact that 

they write some of the most infectious tunes in hard rock and you've got a combination that's hard 

to beat. In the interests of free speech — and a little harmless fun — we decided to let the boys 

in the band speak out on whatever happened to cross their somewhat demented minds. This is 

what we got: 

| t's hard not to love the guys in Poison. They're funny, they're wacky, they're cute — and they 

People always wonder why we don’t say bad 

things about other bands, especially since some 
of them say bad things about us. Well, that's just 

not our style. We're in this business to have fun 
and to make sure the fans have a good time. 

What's the point of ragging on some other band? 
Does it make us look any better to the fans? 
Does it make our music better? We don’t think 
so. People can say whatever kind of shit they 

want about us, but as long as there are fans who 

love us, we're happy. 
— BRET MICHAELS 

To us, the most important thing is the song. It 

doesn't matter how much you spend on 
production and how many times you track the 

guitars, if a song doesn’t sound great when you 

play it for your girlfriend on an acoustic guitar, 

then it's just not @ good song. We're a simple 
kind of band that depend on just a guitar, a bass 

and some drums, so the song's gotta be there. 

We're not gonna hide any songwriting deficien- 
cies we might have with studio tricks — that's 

not what this band is about. 
— CC. DeVille 

Someday, after we become rich and famous, 

maybe we'll hire somebody to teach us to apply 

our makeup properly. We just use it because we 

think it’s fun and because it makes people notice 
us. | think we look pretty good whether we're 
wearing makeup or not, but it's all part of being 
a little bit different, a little bit theatrical. We 
probably could go onstage and stand around in 

jeans and T-shirts and still sound and look pretty 

good, but it wouldn't be as much fun for us or for 

the fans. Annamaria DiSanto 

We're gonna make a porno movie one day 
with the chicks we bring onto our tour bus. Rikki 
and Bret will star in it, and C.C. and | will direct. 

Maybe we'll make it part of our next home video 

collection. We figure we might as well put some 
stuff in there that MTV will never put on the air. 

— BOBBY DALL 

— RIKKI ROCKET Bret Michaels: “We're in this business to have fun.” 
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Poison (I. to r.): C.C. DeVille, Bret Michaels, Rikki Rockett, Bobby Dall. 

We probably could have gotten away with just 

rewriting the first album this time around, 
People probably would have accepted that and 
said that the songs were pretty good. But we 

really worked our asses off trying to come up 
with some new ideas — and we did it. The most 
exciting part of being in this band for me is 
seeing how we've grown as musicians. We like 

keeping things fresh and exciting, and the only 
way to do that is by making it an adventure. 
You've got to keep everything moving along or 
you'll be forgotten pretty quickly. 

— BRET MICHAELS 

Living on a tour bus is kind of an art. You've 

got to know when to back off and take it easy, 

otherwise everyone'll end up at each other's 
throats. We've had some rough spells on the 

road, but because we're such good friends, 

we've overcome the tough times fairly easily. 
The bus is a really small area for four people to 

live — it's smaller than the smallest apartment 

you'll find. if you're not careful, the bus can be a 

band's downfall, 
— RIKKI ROCKETT 

We always stick by one another. On the last 

tour, there was an incident where some guys 

jumped on Riki's back at a party. They just 

didn’t like the way he looked or the way he was 

dressed, and they thought he'd be an easy 

target. But as soon as one of ‘em jumped on 

Rikki, | hit the other one right in the jaw. Since | 
was wearing my rings, | really did some damage. 

We're not fighters in this band, but if we're 

provoked, we'll always stand up for one another. 

— BRET MICHAELS 

| grew up in Brooklyn, and | can tell you it's a 
lot different from living in LA. The weather's 

beautiful in LA. and so are the women. But the 

people are much colder. In Brooklyn, you knew 

all your neighbors and there was always a real 
feeling of community. | haven't even met my 
neighbors in L.A. and I've lived in the same place 

for four years. I'm not saying that one place is 

better than the other; I'm just saying they're very 

different 
— CC. DeVILLE 

I knew | had made it in this business when the 

guys in Motley Crue let me join their motorcycle 

gang after our first tour. | met them down in 

Landover, Maryland, and they took me to this 

strip club, After all the girls had finished, Nikki 

and Tommy made me get up on a table and take 

my clothes off. Then they bit me — it was all 

part of the initiation ceremony. 
— BRET MICHAELS 

| think we're the first ones to admit that we're 
not the best musicians in the world, but we play 

what's right for our sound, | don’t think there's a 

place in our music for a twenty-minute drum or 

guitar solo. | know my goal has always been to 
play drums in a way that works best for each 

song — that's what | do. 
— RIKKI ROCKETT 
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Mustaine’s Men Overcome 

Internal Problems To Unleash Latest LP. 

by Abbi 
his past year has probably been one of 

T the most productive for Megadeth, and 
you don't have to be their bookkeeper to 

see that. Not only have they done well 

financially, but their status and acceptance in 

the rock community has grown. Even the recent 
‘firing of guitarist Jeff Young couldn't ruin the 
group's upbeat attitude. 

They started off last year on a good foot by 

opening for Dio, then went on their own 

headlining tour of the States and Europe in 

support of So Far, So Good... So What. Last 

June, the band had their mugs plastered all over 

the “big screen” in the movie The Decline Of 

Western Civilization Part Two: The Metal 
Years, which showcased them as one of the few 
metal groups who actually care about their 
integrity. That summer, they also opened up for 

Iron Maiden, later going on to do a week's worth 
of sold-out shows in Japan. The pinnacle of the 

year was when they took part in the prestigious 

Monsters Of Rock festival at Castle Donnington 

in England in front of 107,000 fans. 
Dave Ellefson was thoroughly excited about 

the Donnington gig, “It was a great way to end 
the year,” he exclaimed. “| mean, | loved Kiss 
when | was twelve years old, so it was cool to be 
playing on the same bill with them." 

Dave Mustaine agreed. “It was quite thrilling! 

| don’t know if we will ever play at a place that 

large again, but we do have some terrific 
memories to take with us.” 

Ellefson recalled, “We've done a couple of 

outdoor shows, like in Phoenix and up in Alpine 
Valley in Wisconsin, but we really never have 

done a whole lot of outdoor shows. Playing a big 
outdoor festival like Donnington was fucking 

great!" 
With all their performances overseas, touring 

has become an educational experience for the 
group. “Traveling around and going to all these 

different places, you see how each city varies,” 
Mustaine noted. “You learn so much from the 
people that live there — the way they dress, 
what kind of cars they're driving, the way they 

act, the way they talk. I've encountered so many 

different ways to say talking — it’s like tawkin’, 

tackin’, takin’, tuckin’,”” Mustaine grinned, 
mimicking each accent with a different facial 

e Kearse 

expression. 

“Japan is my favorite country in the world,” 
Mustaine added. “Ahh, it's beautifull! The 

country is great; the cities are clean; they have 

no drug problems there; everybody has money. 
Do you know that they don't fire you there, they 

just demote you. One day you can be like vice 
president and the next day you can be washing 

dishes!” 
The band’s extensive touring has also helped 

them to become a family. No longer is Mustaine 

the group's dictator — everyone contributes to 

Megadeth these days. 

“I noticed how much better we were as a band 
as soon as a couple of weeks into the Dio tour,” 

Ellefson noted. “It's one thing to play the songs, 

but once you actually get onstage and start 

performing it, you start to get a lot better. So 

after being on the road for ten months playing all 
the time, you really jell as a band. It's a great 

feeling to be part of something like that.” 

Mustaine added, “We're a lot happier. We 
have our ups and downs just like any family 
would, but now we are like a real band.” 

Right now, Megadeth are back home working 

on their next album. Despite the fact that 

Mustaine is affectionately labeled “The 

General”, the other guys in the band do have a 
say in the project. “This year everybody's 

writing; it's a good collaboration,” said Ellefson. 

“1 think it's going to be cool to have everybody's 

input, because now Megadeth is a real band, just 

like Dave and | wanted it to be.” 

Many people say that along with change 

comes progress, which holds true for Megadeth 

‘on the upcoming record. “We are going to be 
getting a better producer and we just got a new 

manager [McGhee Entertainment, who also 

handle Bon Jovi and Motley Crue], so things are 

definitely looking up for us!" boasted Mustaine. 

In the past, fans have complained that 

Megadeth's records were too short, but 
Mustaine plans to change that. “It's going to be 

a longer album this time, because we're gearing 
it for a CD," he said. “Before, we were gearing 

it towards an LP.” 
With all of this talk about change, does this 

mean that Megadeth are going to "sell out” for 
more commercial acceptance? “I really don’t see 

DET 
Fire And Ice 

ange ahead of us either,” Ellefson 
people that bought Killing Is My 

and loved that are going to buy our 

Ellefson also talked about the band’s growing 

popularity. “With Peace Sells..., we got our foot 

in the door and people started to find out who we 
were, So Fé was an expansion on that, and 

we built a following all around the world. The 
fourth album to me is like a ‘make it or break it’ 
album — you know, the album that either 

catapults you into a whole other league or keeps 

you stuck where you are.” 

The guys admit that their followers are pretty 

outspoken about voicing their likes and dislikes 
to the band, so if the next album doesn’t make it, 
they'll know. Mustaine has had just about 

everything thrown at him from roses to flying 

gobs of spit. “Yeah, it's either ‘you're God’ or 

‘fuck you’, but | can take it,” Mustaine noted, 
changing his voice into a high-pitched, childlike 

whine, to add, “sticks and stones may break my 

bones, but names will never harm me!!!" 
Actually, you have to give Mustaine a lot of 

credit for his strength in dealing with the press. 
By now he has been called just about every name 

in the book ranging from “temperamental 

genius” to “arrogant asshole.” “| admit when | 
get onstage | become ‘Dave Mustaine’,” he 
confessed. “But when I'm offstage, I'm just Dave 

chillin’ out, having fun and stuffl!" 
Now that the guys are off the road, they 

probably lead a more normal life than you would 

think. Ellefson admitted, “I even get up fairly 

early when I'm at home. | usually get up around 
eight or nine o'clock, and | take on a lot of the 

business stuff with the band.” 
On the other hand, Mustaine isn't always up 

in time to catch the latest rerun of The Brady 
Bunch. \n fact, he says that his daily routine 
usually goes: “Sleep all day, get yelled at by my 

friends, then go back to sleep!” 
Between their successes of the past year and 

the buzz about their new record, one day 

Megadeth may soon become a household name. 

It kind of makes you wonder if Mustaine's 
parents are finally proud of their little boy. 
“Well, | think my Mom is proud of me,” he said. 
“But, of course, my mother is a Jehovah's 
Witness, so she’s not quite into what I'm doing, 

my appearance or the name of the band. She's 
quick to jump and say that we are into drugs, 

wild sex and satanic orgies. | just tell her, ‘Mom, 
that’s not right!’ | mean, | have a girlfriend and 

probably the worst thing | do is drink. You have 

to watch yourself, and with me trying to sing, | 

can't be partying all the time. A lot of people in 
this business don’t care. You know, they'll go out 
there inebriated and make fools of themselves,” 
he added, “but | think you're only as good as your 

last show.” 0 
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Another thing for the guys 
to hang on their wall. 

Ross Halfin 
Rick knows a drummer's work is never done. Steve and Phil don’t ha’ 

rain! 
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by Adrianne 

their share of problems. Along the way, members break away and 

form splinter groups that rival, and sometimes even surpass, their 

forebears. Take Van Halen, for example. David Lee Roth left a few years 
ago and his solo career soared. Ozzy Osbourne left Black Sabbath and 

launched a stellar career of his own. Osbourne, in fact, is a prime example 

of someone who's spawned a spate of competitors. His musical 

springboard brought several talented young musicians worldwide 
recognition. Subsequently many of them left his band, for reasons ranging 
from a desire for their own spotlight to musical or personal dissatisfaction 
with their role in his mega group. Brad Gillis returned to his prior outfit, 

Night Ranger, Tommy Aldridge and Rudy Sarzo joined Whitesnake. Phil 
Soussan joined Dio, and it is rumored that even the late, great guitarist 

Randy Rhoads entertained the thought of spreading his musical wings 
elsewhere. It is not our intent to Ozzy-bash here, merely to point out the 

plethora of talent that's come through the Osbourne revolving door. 

R ock history has shown that major bands often are forced to endure 

Rock's Latest Supergroup Unveil Their Plans For Success. 

The latest man of vision to emerge from the Osbourne fold is 
axemaster Jake E. Lee. When he left Ozzy's band a few years ago, he 
knew exactly what he was looking for — a blues-based rock outfit 
comprised of talented musicians who would share the spotlight equally. 
After more than a year of searching, he's finally found what he was 

seeking in Badlands. With charismatic vocalist Ray Gillen, nimble-fingered 
bassist Greg Chaisson, and powerpunching drummer Eric Singer, Jake has 
forged a band of hungry, hard-edged talent. (Ironically, both Eric and Ray 

earned their musician's stripes in Ozzy old homeground, Black Sabbath.) 

We recently caught up with the band as they were putting the finishing 

touches on their debut album, due for release next month. Here's what 
they had to say. 

Hit Parader: You all played in different bands prior to the formation of 
Badlands. How exactly did the four of you find each other? 
Eric Singer: | played in Lita Ford's band for a year, with Gary Moore for 

‘three months and with Black Sabbath for years — when Ray [Gillen] was 
in the band, | wasn’t happy in Sabbath, so | left and joined Gary Moore, but 

Ray and | still stayed friends. When we played New York, he approached 

me about working with him. He was playing with John Sykes then, but | 
didn't want to be a hired hand. | finished the Gary Moore tour, came back 

to L.A. and ran into Jake at a party. | knew he was looking for a singer, so 

| asked him if he'd found one yet... 
Jake E, Lee: ...and Ray got hold of my number somehow. | had offers from 

other people — Whitesnake, UFO, Dee Snider from Twisted Sister. 
Anyway, Ray kept leaving messages on my answering machine — I'm 
notorious for never answering my calls. He left about five or six messages 

saying how we should get together and jam and see if everything worked, 
but | never called him back. Then, finally, his mother called. She left a 

message on my machine about what a nice boy Ray is, how he doesn't do 

any drugs and he’s a real sweetheart, She said, “You two would get along 

so well. | know it, | can feel it in my heart.” It was long — about a 
15-minute message. | decided | better call him or his mother would start 
bugging me about it, So | called him back, he flew out to L.A. we jammed 
and we used Eric on the drums, since they were friends. We had another 

bass player at the time and it sounded good, so me and Ray decided to 

work together. 

Ray Gillen: It was a weird situation. | love Eric like a brother, so when | 
first decided to tell Jake about him, | said to Eric, “Look, I'm gonna give 
Jake your name, we're gonna jam and | want Jake to like you. | don’t want 

Stone 

him to be like, well, you're Ray's friend...’ | want him to really like your 
drumming.” Eric said, “| understand that. If I'm the best, I'll get in.” So he 

kept coming back to jam with us and Jake finally said, “You're in.” Eric 

was with us when we went through a whole bunch of bass players. Then 

Jake called Greg and he finally came down a few times, but me and Eric 
weren't sure about him. We gave him a hard time at first. 

HP: Why? 
RG: | don’t know. At first, it took us a while to get used to Greg's playing. 
But when he went into the studio with us, he blew me away. | was like, 
“Whoah! This kid is hot!" 
Greg Chaisson: | almost didn’t come to the auditions. | had met Jake a 

while before when | went to Scotland to audition for Ozzy. Jake liked the 
way | played then and wanted me to join the band, but Ozzy didn’t like the 
way | looked. He didn’t think | was cute enough. [Phil Soussan got the gig 
instead]. He wanted a pretty boy and | don’t pretend to be cute. But Jake 
and | hit it off, and he said that if he ever left Ozzy | would be in his band. 

He wanted someone with the same musical influences as his and | have a 
real bluesy approach. When | came back to the States he called me every 

now and then, But when he was auditioning bass players, he wanted me 

to audition like everyone else. | had assumed the gig was mine, so | told 

him, “After you audition everybody else, if you still can't find anyone, then 

I'll come down.” He wanted someone who would provide contrast within 
the band — someone aggressive onstage who was a good bass player. 

He was looking for someone who could handle themselves in any situa- 

tion. I'm into playing real melodically and aggressively and creepy. I'm a 

real bluesy player. Anyway, | came down and wound up beating out 45 

other guys. 
HP: That bluesy approach you spoke of seems to be the common 

denominator among the four of you. 

RG: Well, right from the first time we jammed, Jake was playing funky 

blues. That's what | love to do. | love Janis Joplin, Bad Company — have 

a high range and can hit all the notes, but this is the first band where | 

can sing the blues, Jake's got lots of soul in his playing. We really jam. 

JEL: It's funny, but the songs on the album are really old songs — they're 

‘songs | wrote when | was in Rough Cutt or while | was with Ozzy that he 
didn’t use, like Seasons. | wrote that for Bark At The Moon and he 
couldn't come up with any lyrics for it. | brought it up again with Ultimate 

Sin, and he still couldn't think of anything to sing over it. | thought it was 
@ waste of a good riff. So some of that stuff | gave to Ray and he started 
coming up with things. But the bulk of this album was written with the 
four of us together. There are some songs that we'll probably catch a bit 
of flak for, like 7he Devil's Stomp. It's a song about a guy who meets the 

devil and he’s tempted by him. The way the music and everything is, and 

the way Ray phrases it, it really is enticing and a lot of people are gonna 
think that’s what the whole song is about. It's saying “no” to the devil, 

but the rest of the song is about the devil enticing him and people 
probably won't bother listening to the last line. 
ES: Our music isn’t singles, hit-type music. It's very dynamic and intense, 

so it's definitely geared for a concert audience. Live, we'll be very raw and 
real — not masked by a bunch of theatrics and glitter and that type of 

thing. 

RG: I'm just real happy that we're doing what we're doing. | mean, God 
forbid the album does medicore or, it doesn’t do well, we'd still be happy 

as a band. We'd still be writing and playing this stuff, because this is 
what we love to do. 
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hat old country crooner Willie Nelson once had a hit called 

On The Road Again. That could easily be the theme song for 

Bon Jovi, as they once again hit the tour trail for a scheduled 

year-long road romp supporting their latest LP, New Jersey. 
For vocalist Jon Bon Jovi, guitarist Richie Sambora, bassist 

Alec John Such, drummer Tico Torres and keyboardist Dave 

Bryan, the year ahead may well be one of the most successful 

periods any band has ever enjoyed. Multi-date engagements have been 
scheduled in virtually every major American city, and first-time 

ventures into smaller markets assure everyone the chance to see the 
Bon Jovi boys in action. We hooked up with the band recently, as they 

prepared to begin their tour, to discuss life on the road, the success of 

New Jersey and the usual variety of rock and roll gossip. 

Hit Parader: After not touring fora 

year, how does it feel to be getting 

back on the road? 
Jon Bon Jovi: It's really exciting. 

We've already been through 

Europe, the Orient and Australia, 
and things went really well. | think 

the fans are even more excited to 
see us this time than last, and 
we're more excited to see them too. 
It's been a long time since we've 
been on the road, and we've really 
missed it, 
Alec John Such; If we could, | think 

we'd play every night of the year, 

We're the kind of band that just 

hates not being able to play, That's 

why a schedule that has us on the 

road for the next 300 days doesn't 
intimidate us for a second. We'd 
like to stay out even longer than 

that. 
JBJ: We really have a great time 
when we tour — we're like @ big 

family. We draw really close 
together and we become a team in 
‘every sense of the word. If one of us 

has a problem, then we all have it. 
If one of us has something great 

happen to him, then we all experi- 

ence that excitement. That's what 
being on the road is all about to us. 

HP: This is the’ first tour you're 
beginning as headliners. How does 

it change your attitude, knowing 

you're the guys in charge? 
Richie Sambora: We played most 
of our last tour as headliners, so it's 
not like we're doing something 
totally new. It's true that this is the 

first tour we've begun as headliners, 
but we're real excited about that 
‘opportunity, We've put a lot of time 

and effort into making the stage 
production and sound system as 

good as can be, and we think that'll 

make for a great show. 
JBJ: We like knowing that the 
people in the arena have paid to 

see us, And the thought of being 

able to play more than one night in 

some markets is really great. It 
means we don't have to travel 
every day. We can stay over, enjoy 

a little more free time and maybe 
get to meet a few more fans. 

HP: But you traveled last time by 

private jet. That doesn't seem too 

difficult a lifestyle. 
JBJ: Believe me, that’s the only 

way we could have stayed on the 

road for as long as we did. We paid 

our dues on tour buses, believe me. 
We did that for five or six years, and 

if | never see the inside of a tour 
bus again, that's fine with me. 
They're a lot of fun for a while, but 

after a few months those buses can 
start to smell kind of strange. The 

jet was great because it allowed us 

to travel on our own schedule and 
actually sleep in hotels instead of 

on the bus. That made a big 

BUN vy 
Rockin’ The 
Nation 
by Rick 

difference 

HP: You seem to be handling the 

pressure of following up Slippery 

When Wet very well. Did you ever 

get nervous? 
JBu: To be honest, we were scared 
to death before we went into the 
studio to record New Jersey. After 
the kind of success that Slippery 

When Wet had, we knew what 
people would be expecting from us. 

So sure, there was pressure. But 
the way we try to avoid pressure is 
by playing our songs for anyone 
who'd listen — friends, the road 

crew, other musicians. We did that 

before we even went into the studio 
last summer. So by the time we 

finally got together with our 

producer, Bruce Fairbairn, to 
record, we knew we had the best 

songs we could write — at least, 

the best we could come up with 

Evans 

without taking four years to write 

"am. We'd had such a great time 
because of Slippery When Wet's 
success, that we all wanted to do it 

again 
RS: There was pressure, but | think 
we all felt pretty confident we could 

write songs that would be really 

good, | don’t think any of us felt that 

all-of-a-sudden we'd wake up one 
morning and not be able to write 

anymore. We all believed that if we 

put as much effort into this album 

as we put into the last one, we'd 
end up with a record that was every 

bit as good. 

HP: But you seem to still be unsure 

of yourselves when it comes to 

songwriting. Why do you always 
invite kids to help select the tracks 

that make it onto the record? 
JBJ: For those who don't know, we 
did that with Slippery when we 
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played some of the songs for a 
bunch of kids back in Jersey. This 

time in Vancouver — where we 

recorded the new album — we 

brought in 50 kids and played ‘em 
everything we had recorded. We 
thought we knew what songs were 
the best, but just like last time, a lot 
of what the kids liked surprised us. 

So having the kids come in and 
listen to the songs has been really 

helpful to us. We also had a friend 
of ours’ kid take @ tape of the new 

stuff to summer camp. The 
response that Born To Be My Baby 
and Bad Medicine kept getting told 
us that those songs had to be on 
the album. In fact, that response 
helped us decide to make Bad 

Medicine the first single. 
AJS: Sometimes you can get too 
close to the songs. When you're 
trying to appeal to kids with your 

music, it’s helpful to have people 
who are part of that audience give 

an unbiased opinion of what you're 
doing. 
JBJ: | hear now that some other 

bands have started doing the same 
thing, playing their new stuff for 

kids. That makes so much sense 

because, after all, the kids are the 

ones who are going to buy the 
album. 

HP: Video has played a big role in 
the band’s career. What was the 

idea behind the Bad Medicine 

video? 
RS: The idea was to give the kids 
video cameras and see what they'd 
come up with. It's the same attitude 

as having them listen to the songs 
and help us select them. We 
figured the kids would shoot what 

they wanted to see. What we ended 

up with was a lot of tape, most of 
which was pretty wild, But with the 
help of some good editors, we 
strung all that stuff together and 
ended up with a pretty entertaining 
clip. It is a little different, that's for 

sure 
JBJ: I've always said that we're 

musicians, not actors, and that clip 

proves it. We don’t want to always 
have this state-of-the-art look — 
that’s not rock and roll. To us, rack 

and roll is about having fun, and 
this clip was something that 
sounded like it would be fun to do. 

Mark Weiss 

We were all real happy with the 
way it came out 

HP: The only criticism that's been 

levelled at the new LP is that the 

songs tend to avoid serious subject 

matter. Does that type of comment 

bother you? 

JBJ: Hey, I've always believed that 

rock and roll is fun, that it's 

supposed to be entertainment. | 

don’t think the fans want me to 
write about the president or some 
problem the world is having. The 

fans have enough problems to face 
— we're here to provide the 
antidote to those problems. When 

we write about problems, it’s the 

kind every kid has growing up — 
that's what we can relate to. Every 

kid has problems with love or 

friends or their family. Those can be 

pretty serious subjects too. 

RS: The whole concept behind New 

Jersey — if the album has a 
concept — is that we aren't rock 
stars who have all the answers to 
life. We're just regular guys who 

happen to be musicians. We play 
music from the heart, and the kids 

seem to like that. Doing that makes 

us happy, and it makes them happy. 

That's all that matters. 
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Metallica (left to right): Kirk Hammett, Jason Newsted, James Hetfield, Lars Ulrich. 

Master Blasters Emerge As Metal's Top Act With 

...And Justice For All 
by Rob 

t's hard to determine exactly when Metallica 

j transcended being a highly respected but 
commercially marginal “opening act” to be- 

come the single most influential, talked-about 

and admired band in the metal world. That 

startling transformation occurred somewhere 
between the time their last LP, Master Of Pup- 
pets, was released and their latest vinyl 

venture, ...And Justice For All, hit the stands. 

Maybe it happened when they played over 100 
arenas gigs as “special guests’ on Ozzy 
Osbourne’s 1986 tour. Perhaps that magical 

moment came when the national press 
discovered there was more to the band than 

louder-than-hell riffs and bloodcurdling lyrics. 

Or maybe it was when the band underwent a 
sudden forced maturation after the tragic death 
of bassist Cliff Burton in September, 1986. 

Whenever Metallica's appeal blossomed, one 
thing is certain — as we begin 1989, drummer 

Lars Ulrich, bassist Jason Newsted, guitarist 
Kirk Hammett and vocalist/guitarist James 
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Hetfield are now in a position even they never 
dreamed of — atop the charts, riding a wave of 
popularity. Their first headlining world tour has 
proven to be the most successful road jaunt of 
the year, packing arenas nightly and creating 
more Metallica “converts” with each per 
formance, The band have also emerged as the 
unquestioned kings of merchandising, with their 
T-shirt sales ranking second only to Guns N’ 
Roses’. For a band that doesn’t enjoy the 
benefits of MTV exposure and hardly ever gets 
radio airplay, such success is not only unique, 
it's downright mindboggling 

“We're still getting used to all of this,” Ulrich 
said with obvious glee. “If you can't get excited 
over headlining your own arena tour and having 
people say they really like your album, what can 
get you excited about? We never listen to all 
the people who tell us how big we've become. 
They tell us how well the tour's doing or how 
many T-shirts we've sold and all we can say is 
that it's really cool. We just can’t let all that 

stuff go to our heads. We can't let any of it 
affect the way we do things. That's the thing 
that | think makes Metallica special — we're all 

real honest with ourselves. We know if we've 

done something good, and we know when we've 
done something that sucks. so when we say 
that we're excited — and a little amazed — by 
what's been happening to us, you know it's the 
truth.” 

What is it exactly that has made Metallica 

instant heroes to their legion of fans? In this era 

of Bon Jovi and Poison, there are certainly 
better-looking bands in the rock world. And 

there's no denying that the subjects the band 

explore in their songs — including the 
injustices of the legal system and the horrors of 
war — aren't quite conventional pop fare. 

There are even a number of bands that play 

with more skill and finesse than the Metallica 

men. Despite these apparent “deficiencies”, 
the boys in the band present themselves and 

their music with total conviction and lack of 



hype — and that is perhaps the key to their 

‘success. 

‘We certainly came along with an attitude 
that was different from most of the bands on 

the scene at the time,” Ulrich said. “We really 

didn't give a shit about MTV or radio or even the 
big decision makers at the record labels. We 

didn’t start this band with the idea of being rich 
and famous. In fact, that was probably the last 
thing on our minds — and ‘it still is! We didn't 

care what the guys in the big offices at our 

record label were saying or thinking. The only 
opinions we cared about were the ones the fans 

were giving us, If they said the music was shit, 

then it was. If they liked it, then it was cool. 

"| think the kids sense that we're just like 
them," he added. “We're not up there in fancy 

clothes and lots of makeup, trying to look 
different, There are probably a thousand kids at 
every show we play who look a lot more like 
rock stars than we do. But the way we look and 

the way we act is Metallica — there's no 

bullshit with us. Hopefully we've shown a lot of 
people — including the guys who run the record 
companies and program the radio stations — 

that you can be a little out of the mainstream 
and still be successful. If that's the biggest 
thing we ever accomplish, then we'll have 

accomplished something important.” 

Metallica's recent success has certainly 
opened the eyes of those who may have 

doubted the band’s intentions. It doesn't take @ 
genius to figure that with ...And Justice For All 
having sold more than two million copies and 

the band’s tour reaching over a million fans, 

there's a huge audience who believe in the full- 

throttle intensity of Metallica, To put it simply, 
in five years Metallica have become more than 

‘a mere rock and roll band. Whether they want to 

admit. it or not, they've become a symbol of 

heavy metal finally standing up to be counted 
among the most popular musical forms in the 
world, on both an artistic and a commercial 

level. 

“We never set out to kick down the doors,” 
Lars said. “People have been telling us for 

years that we've really opened the doors for 

metal to be taken seriously and that we've 

made it possible for a lot of other bands to get 

some recognition. If that's true, that's great, but 

it's not something we're about to take credit for. 
\f we did do that, I've got to admit that it was 

totally unintentional. It's nice that people look 

at us that way, and it's nice that we're getting a 

lot of respect, but those aren't things we ever 

wanted or needed. Yeah, | felt that a lot of 

bigger bands looked at us as something of a 
joke in the past, But our tour with Ozzy a few 
years back started to change that, and the 

Monsters Of Rock tour last summer really 
helped in that regard. But | don’t want us to look i 

at ourselves as some sort of ambassadors of 3 
heavy metal or anything like that. We're just & 
Metallica, and hopefully that's good enough for 

everybody.” 0 James Hetfield: His development as a frontman keyed Metallica's rise to stardom. 
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| few issues ago, when Hit Parader ran 
A its first feature on Vixen, we began that 

article by implying that women shouldn't 

be playing heavy metal. Yes, we admit it, we are 

sexist pigs who believe that all women should be 
kept barefoot and pregnant with just enough 
length on their rope to allow them to fetch you a 
beer during Monday Night Football. But the 
more we thought about it, and the more we 
listened to Vixen's self-titled debut LP, we began 

to realize that there may indeed be a place for 
women in heavy metal — and we don't mean in 

the back of the tour bus serving the wanton need 

of some male rock god. In fact, vocalist Janet 
Gardner, guitarist Jan Kuehnemund, drummer 
Roxy Petrucci and bassist Share Pedersen have 
already proven themselves to be the most 

talented all-female metal group of all time. 

Admittedly, the list of femme-metal acts that 

preceded them is rather small — featuring the 
likes of the Runaways, Girlschool and Rock 

Goddess. But unlike those rather feeble attempts 

to cash in on the prurient interests of young, 
male metal fans, Vixen have shown they're a lot 
more than just a well-planned gimmick, There's 

plenty of talent beneath those tight-fitting black 

leather outfits, 
“What separates us from all the other all-girl 

groups that have come along is our attitude,” 
Gardner said. “Most of them were in it because 
they had some sort of ulterior motive, or because 
they had been hoodwinked into it by some guy 

who saw it as a cute idea, In Vixen, we're playing 

rock and roll because we love it. We've paid our 

dues, This ain't no fashion show to us. When we 
get onstage and start playing, | don’t think 

anyone will say, ‘Hey those girls can really play.’ 
Their first reaction will be that we're a great, 
kick-ass rock and roll band, The fact that we're 
girls, and that we look good onstage, is almost 

irrelevant.” 
"An all-girl heavy metal band is really 

something kind of new,” Petrucci added, “I 
mean, there hasn't been a band like ours that's 
had any real commercial success. You can't 
compare us to a band like the Bangles, so their 
success doesn’t count, And even Lita Ford has a 
bunch of guys in her band, so it’s not the same 
with her. We're going where no band has gone 
before — it's like we're on our own Star Trek.” 

Though they still get their share of criticism 
from those too narrow-minded to believe that 
girls can actually rock, Vixen have opened the 

eyes of virtually everyone else within the rock 
world. Not only have they put together a fine first 
LP — featuring the hit single fdge Of A Broken 

Heart — they've established themselves as a 

band that can pull off their music onstage as well 

— something no other female band has been 

able to do. 
"We really take a lot of pride in our stage 

show,” Gardner said. “We rehearse all the time, 
and when people get to see us live, they'll see all 
the hard work we put into our performance. We 

Lookin’ Good, 
Playin’ Good 

Score Big League H 

by 

Vixen (I, to r.): Roxy Petrucci, Janet Gardner, Share Pedersen, Jan Kuehnemund. 

were thrilled when we got to play a few dates on 

the European Monsters Of Rock tour last 
summer, and now we're getting ready to go on 
the road in America. If you get the chance to see 

us, please come out. We promise that you won't 

be disappointed.” 
Though Vixen are currently tasting their first 

bit of success, the group first formed over two 

years ago in Los Angeles. At the time, the band 

featured red-haired bassist Pia Koko (rumored to 

be Steve Vai’s main squeeze), but it wasn’t until 

Pedersen came aboard in 1987 that Vixen got 

even the slightest respect on the L.A. metal meat 

market. Despite a series of sold-out West Coast 

gigs, the girls couldn't seem to convince any of 

the record labels to give them a chance in the 
recording studio. Finally, out of desperation, 
they turned to friends at Left Field Management 
(who handle popster Richard Marx) for career 

guidance. Soon after, EMI Records — who, not 
so ironically, handle Marx's album product — 

offered Vixen a contract and sent them into the 
recording studio to see what they could do. The 
results surprised everyone but the band 

members themselves. 
“| don't think the people at the label were 
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really ready for what we were capable of,” 
Kuehnemund said. “I remember when we first 
played the album for some of the executives at 

the label, their jaws were hanging on the table 

from the first note, | don't know exactly what 
they were expecting from us, but it wasn't what 

we gave ‘em. They loved it! They all had these 

huge smiles on their faces and they all ran up to 

us afterwards, telling us that they were gonna be 

sure every radio station in the country got a copy 

of our album the day it came out. Once we 

convinced them that they should take us 
seriously, they were totally behind us,” 

It wasn’t only the people at the band’s label 
who got behind Vixen. In fact, it seemed like a 

good proportion of the males of rock rallied to 
the band’s cause. Such notables as Jon Butcher, 
Whitesnake’s Vivian Campbell and the afore- 
mentioned Richard Marx contributed either 
songs or guest solos to Vixen’s album, turning it 

into an all-star affair that kicked butt from start 
to finish. The support of their music industry 

friends delighted the Vixen girls; not only were 

they getting some first-class assistance, they 

were also walking off with a great nod of 

acceptance from their male compatriots. 

“It was great having those people work with 

us on the album,” Gardner said. “They really 
helped us, and they gave us confidence as well 
They inspired us to make this album really heavy, 

Janet Gardner: 

4 
“we take a lot of pri ide In 

our stage show.” 

to really keep a metal feel to it, But at the same 

time, someone like Richard Marx was there to 
make sure we made music that was commercial 
too. We don’t think there's anything wrong with 

selling records. We want as many people as 
possible to get into this band. We don't care 

what their first impression of us is. They can 

think we're just a bunch of girls, they can think 
we're just a bunch of poseurs who like to look 

good or they can think that we're just playing at 

being a rock band. We don't care. We know that 

‘as soon as they hear us or see us in action, all 

those thoughts will go right out the window. 
That's when they'll realize Vixen is for real, and 

that we're out to rock ‘em as hard as we can.” 01 
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Cinderella 
It isn’t easy being an opening act. The audience is often 

settling into their seats; at other times they've come strictly 

to hear the headliner. But when the opening act is 

Cinderella, a crowd's response is something else again. 

As these Cinderfellas have proven during their current tour 

supporting Long Cold Winter, they can grab an audience by 

the scruff of their collective neck and hold ‘em for the 

entirety of a tight, tuneful 50-minute set. Vocalist/guitarist 

Tom Keifer, bassist Eric Brittingham, drummer Fred Coury 

and guitarist Jeff LaBar know that it's only a matter of time 

until their own headlining tour, and they're enjoying their 

“special guest’ status to the max. 

“You have a lot less pressure on you when you're the 

opening act,” Keifer said. “You use the headliner's P.A. and 

you don’t have as many financial pressures on you either. 

But you don’t make as much money as when you're 

headlining, and it would be nice to know that everyone in 

Todd Kaplan 

Jeff LaBi 

the arena paid to see you. 

We're probably just one 

album away from going on 

the road as full-time head- 

liners. I'm sure we'll do a few 

headline gigs on this tour, 

just to get a taste of what it's 

like. But we can wait — 

we're never in any hurry. We 

enjoy every step along the 

Eric Brittingham: 
“We're having more 
fun on tour this time than 
on our first tour.” Fred Coury: “Don't believe the rumors about us — we all get along real well.” 

‘Todd Kaplan 
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Jetboy: “We're young, loud and rude — but we know how to rock.” 

by Kirk Mathis 
‘ock and roll can be rough. Forget for a 

R minute all the fun and games that you 
read about in the pages of Hit Parader 

each month — forget about the groupies, the 

fast cars, the fancy clothes and the big houses. 
Think instead about bands who come close 
enough to success to reach out and touch it, only 
to have the rug pulled out from under them at the 

last possible moment. It happened to White Lion 

a few years ago, when they lost their first major 

label deal on the eve of their debut LP’s release, 
and it's happened to a band called Jetboy as 
well. White Lion picked themselves off the 
canvas and fought back to platinum success, but 

the guys in Jetboy know their greatest challenge 
still lies ahead of them. Considering that this 

quintet of San Francisco ruffians were dropped 
by Elektra Records only weeks before their 

already-completed first record, Feel The Shake, 
was scheduled to hit the streets, and that they 
quickly landed another major label deal with the 
exact same album, few would bet against Jetboy 
emerging from this war as champions. 

Life hasn't been easy for vocalist Mickey Finn, 

guitarists Billy Rowe and Fernie Rod, drummer 

Ron Tostenson and bassist Sam Yaffa. But they 

figure that having survived such a heart: 
wrenching ordeal, they're ready for anything the 
rock world can throw at them. 

“Its kind of unbelievable to think what 

happened to us,” Rowe said. “We were signed 
by Elektra in early 1987, and everyone at the 

label was telling us how we were gonna be the 
next big thing on the rock scene. That kind of 
enthusiasm kept building while we were making 
the record. People from the label would drop by, 

hear what we were up to and leave with big 

smiles on their faces. Then things just changed. 
First they said they'd put the record out in 
September, 1987. The next thing we knew, they 

said the schedule was too busy so they were 
gonna push it back to January. Then a few weeks 
later we found out we had been dropped. It 
happened just like that. It was really strange 
because they never even gave us a reason.” 

“It was all a load of political shit,” Finn 

chipped in. “We heard a lot of rumors as to why 
we got dropped, but most of them made no 
sense at all. One thing we did learn was that 

there were a lot of changes going on in the top 

levels of the company at that time, and the new. 
president of the label felt they already had 

enough rock acts, It was one of those corporate 

things — a decision made by a guy in a suit who 

wouldn't know good rock and roll if it bit him on 
the ass,” 

As fate — or at least the gods of metal — 
would have it, a few months after Jetboy's 

unceremonious dismissal from Elektra, the band 

landed an even sweeter deal with MCA. That 
label picked up the band's finished tapes lock, 

stock, and barrel, and only asked the band to add 

the song Make Some Noise to their original 

efforts. Needless to say, the Jetboys were 
ecstatic about their sudden good fortune. 

“Right from the start, the whole vibe around 

MCA was a lot better than it was at Elektra,” 
Rowe said. "They seemed to really understand 

what this band is about. Some of the other labels 
we had talked to had asked us to re-record the 

album, just on the principle that Elektra ' 
dropped us. But MCA looked beyond that anu 
listened to the music itself. Once they did, they 

realized that we kicked some serious butt on this 
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Mickey Finn: “The decision to drop us from our first label was made by a guy who 
wouldn't know rock and roll if it bit him.” 

Lynn Goldner 

record. To them, that was all that mattered. They 

didn’t want to get involved with the ‘whys’ of 

what had gone down with us. They only knew the 

music was good.” 
After listening to such tracks as Home Town 

Blues and Feel The Shake, it's not hard to 

understand what the folks at MCA were excited 

about. Jetboy specialize in a raw, bluesy sound 

that pays equal homage to Aerosmith, the 

Rolling Stones and the late, great Hanoi Rocks. 

In fact, with former Hanoi Rocks bassist Sam 

Yatfa a member of Jetboy, this band’s link to 

those influence is even stronger than one might 

imagine 
“When we lost our last bassist, we just 

thought of who would be the best for this group,” 

Rowe said, “Sam's name popped up, and we 

contacted him through some friends. We didn't 

know him and he didn’t know us, but as soon as 

we all got together we realized'it was a perfect 
match, He felt right at home with the music we 

were making and we felt right at home with him 

Anyway, so many people have said we remind 

them of Hanoi Rocks because of the way we 

sound and the way we dress that we figured it 

would be nice to have a guy like Sam around. He 

gives us a little bit of an edge.” 

As it happens, the band’s look has caused 

them quite a bit of trouble. With their fondness 

for flowing scarves, gypsy hats and leather 
jackets, as well as their wild lifestyle, some have 
dismissed Jetboy as mere “clones” of Motley 

Crue and Guns N’ Roses. Such an attitude has 

gotten under Finn's skin. 
“Yeah, we've heard all that before,” he said. 

“But usually it's been said by people who 
haven't listened to our music or ever met us. 
They just want to lump us together with other 

people to make it easy for them to deal with us. 

| don't think we're anything like those other 

bands, We dress this way because we like it, and 

our music comes from our hearts. | really don’t 

think | have to defend what we're doing. But 

when you take as much pride in your band as we 

do, you don’t want people dismissing you that 

easily.” 
One of the ways these guys have made it hard 

for people to dismiss them is by acting as 

outrageously as possible. Their tales of wild joy 
rides and of members sprawled drunk in the 

streets of San Francisco have become legend in 

the Bay Area. Now the whole world seems to be 

catching on to the special “charms” of Jetboy. 

“We do some pretty wild stuff, especially in 

our tour bus,” Rowe said. “I won't get into the 

real personal stuff, but | will tell you about the 

time we practically destroyed a gas station. We 

had stopped to get some gas, and maybe we 

were just a little drunk, and since it was dark we 

really couldn't see the pumps too well. As it 

happened, we were going pretty fast and we hit 

two of the pumps and knocked ‘em over. People 
tell me we really could have been hurt doing 

that. But we just took off in the bus and didn’t 

look back. | guess that's the story of our lives.” 
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Turning Up The Heat 
Coverdale & Co. Go To Work On Next LP. 

by Rob 

avid Coverdale has never believed in wasting time. Though some 

D people might say that Whitesnake’s charismatic main man 
“wasted” more than a decade of his career before achieving 

success in the United States, Dashing David notes that even before he was 
a household name in Des Moines, he was busy making Whitesnake a 

headline attraction in such places as Switzerland, Germany and Japan. But 

today, with the band’s new LP about to be unleashed on a hungry public, 

Coverdale knows that his attention must once again be focused squarely 

on the good ol’ U.S. of A — the nation that helped shoot his band’s last 
LP, simply entitled Whitesnake, past the sextuple platinum sales level. As 

always, David is busy making sure that this LP is every bit as good — and 
‘as successful — as its illustrious predecessor. 

“We've continued with many of the same attitudes and emotions that 
were on the last album, and if anything we've improved on them,” he 

explained. “It was quite an exciting experience going into the studio and 

recording this album. Everyone was so anxious to maintain the kind of 
upbeat spirit we had enjoyed on the road, and we did just that. I've had 

some rather unpleasant experiences in the studio in the past, but working 

with this lovely group of musicians ranks as perhaps the most pleasant 

recording experience of my career.” 

The reason Coverdale is so pleased by the working relationship his 
band maintained in the stuffy confines of the studio is simple — the band 

had never recorded together before. People tend to forget that the version 
of Whitesnake that has become so well-known to fans — vocalist 
Coverdale, guitarist Adrian Vandenberg, drummer Tommy Aldridge and 
bassist Rudy Sarzo — did not appear on the Whitesnake LP. The band on 
that album consisted of Coverdale, guitarist John Sykes, drummer Aynsley 
Dunbar and bassist Neil Murray. So, despite the recent loss of guitarist 
Vivian Campbell, there was quite a bit of pressure on this “new” 

Whitesnake to prove they could match the band’s earlier incarnation for 

album productivity. Coverdale, however, had few doubts that they could. 

“The chance to finally write and record with Adrian is wonderful,” he 
said. “We've admired each other's work for many years, and we'd talked 
about working together in some capacity for quite a while. In fact, | had 

tried to lure him into this band a number of years ago, but he was involved 

with his own group at that time and couldn't do it. | knew there would be a 
natural affinity in our songwriting, and | was right. He has a wonderful ear 
as both a writer and a guitarist, and that's reflected in the new material. 
But it wasn’t just Adrian who contributed so mightily to this project — 

everyone did. Each and every member of this band performed a Herculean 

task — truly above and beyond expectations. 

“Of course, we can love the album, but the final word will be up to the 

fans,” he added. “I've been in this business far too long to think we know 

exactly what the fans want to hear. Too often in the past | thought | had 

hit upon a magical formula, only to find out that | hadn't. So | don’t want 

to sound overly confident. But | can't hide my excitement. | think this is a 

wonderful album we've come up with. | only hope our fans agree.” 

Andrews 

In all honesty, it seems that Coverdale and Co. have little reason to 

worry about the loyalty of their fans. After all, few bands have had the 
impact that the Snakesters have in recent years. Not only did their last LP 

reach sextuple platinum sales status, Whitesnake’s year-long world tour 

proved to be one of 1988's top-grossing road ventures, returning a neat 

$10,000,000 profit to the band. But what seems to assure Whitesnake's 
continued success is the simple fact that the group's acclaim rests on 

solid song structures and rock-solid playing, rather than on here-today- 

gone-tomorow gimmicks. 

“In some ways, we're an old fashioned rock and roll band,” Coverdale 

explained. “Remember that I've been doing this for some 15 years now, 
and people like Tommy and Rudy have been at it for a decade. | like to 
think that the fans have responded to our music rather than the way we 

look or the way we dress. | mean, it was a major concession just for me to 
stop wearing black onstage every night. When your success is based on 
the music, | think you can feel comfortable that the fans will stick with you 

once they find out what you're about. I've been fortunate to see a slow 
and steady growth for Whitesnake in America over the last decade, and 
while | realize the success of the last album was incredible, | honestly 

hope to see that pattern of success continue to grow in the future.” 

Ironically, considering Coverdale’s comments about being “an. old 

fashioned rock band”, the only flak Whitesnake has received in recent 

months has come from those who felt the group's sound treaded a little 
too heavily on Led Zeppelin’s hallowed ground. Though Coverdale scoffed 
at such a notion, claiming that bluesy rock was as much his heritage as it 
was Robert Plant's, many feel that Whitesnake has consciously moved 

more towards the pop/rock mainstream on their upcoming LP specifically 
to refute that claim. 

“If this record is more commercial sounding, | can assure everyone that 

it was in no way because we were trying to change our sound,” Coverdale 

stated. “I grew a little tired of all that Led Zeppelin talk last time. At first 

it was somewhat amusing, but then it got a little out of hand. It seemed 

like people were intent on creating a feud between Robert and myself. | 

don’t think that’s what music is all about. If our success convinced him to 
put some of those classic Zeppelin songs back into his live set, then | 

think we did the rock fans of the world a great service. But | rejected the 

Zeppelin comparisons then and | reject them now. I've been playing this 

kind of music since | was in Deep Purple. My pedigree is sound. | don't 
feel | have to make excuses for anything this band does. 

“| have never minded a touch of controversy,” he added. “But really, all 

| want to do now is enjoy the success this band is having. I'm working with 

four wonderful gentlemen, who just may comprise the finest rock band in 
the world. | consider myself very fortunate in that regard. We found each 
other at the right time — as if some divine force brought us together. And 

one thing I've learned over the years is never to mess with divine 

intervention.” 0 
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Coverdale 





that when | was a kid by putting on Judas 
Priest. My dream is that soon kids will do it by 

putting on our LP. 

HP; Tell us about some of your favorite tracks 

on the album. 
SB: My favorite one at the moment is Youth 

Gone Wild, which is kind of the story of my life 
| didn’t write the song — Rachel and Dave did 

— but | wish I had. It's about a kid who's just a 

misfit; he doesn’t fit in but he doesn’t really 

give a damn. It's a real rock and roll song — 
that's all anyone really needs to know. Another 

one | like is 78 And Life, which is the most 

serious song on the album. It's about a kid 

named Ricky who accidently shot his best friend 

and killed him. He was only 18 at the time, but 

they put him on trial for murder and he's now 
doing life in prison. But that's as heavy as we 

get. To balance that out we've got Big Guns, 

which is about women with big tits. That's what 

life's about, isn’t it? 

HP: You've gotten a lot of attention because of 
the way you look. Does it bother you to be 
metal's latest pinup boy? 

. SB: Hey, | don't mind, as long as it's a girl 

pinning me up. These lips were made for 
kissing. | always figured that looks were 
something you were born with, so I'm certainly 

not shy about the way | look. My only trouble is 
staying thin enough to look good. All | ever eat 
is water — it fills you up and keeps you thin. 
Sometimes I'l] have a drink or two for some 

extra calories — it’s your typical rock singer's 
diet. | grew up admiring people like Mike 
Monroe of Hanoi Rocks and Vince ‘Neil of 
Motley Crue, so | kind of modeled myself after 
them. I'm 20 now, but when | was 15 and saw 

them, | knew that’s what | wanted to do with my 

life. So to answer your question, it doesn't 

bother me at all to know my picture is on 

somebody's wall, 

HP: Have your looks ever gotten you into 
trouble? You know, hassles from people who 
assume you're a pretty-boy wimp? 
‘SB: (Laughing) Well, I'm 6-foot-3, so | don't get 
too many hassles. But there was this one time 

that | almost got arrested outside of a club. 
Evidently, some transvestite had killed some- 
body in another bar down the road, and all 

these cops came pouring into the place where | 

was and decided to pull me out into the parking 
lot. They figured that with the way | looked | 

must be the transvestite. Thankfully, everyone 
in the club told the cops | had a big dick and 

that | wasn’t a transvestite. That was about the 
only time my looks caused me problems. Most 
of the time it's cool, because the ladies and | 
make fast friends. Now that the band’s getting : 

known and we're on the road, | want to find out 
if all the wild things I've always read about in 

Hit Parader are going to happen to me. | sure 

hope so. 

Mark Weiss 
Sebastian Bach: “We figure if this record doesn’t work, America just wasn't ready for 
Skid Row.” 
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The Final Word 
Platinum Act Breaks Up After Years Of Turmoil. 

by Andy Secher 

pages of Hit Parader. It isn’t a personality profile; it isn't an 

interview and it’s not a concert review. What this is is the sad-but- 
true tale of a band’s demise, the story of how a platinum-selling group 

named Dokken let a series of personality conflicts and petty grievances 
evolve into a problem that was insurmountable. Yes, rockers and rockettes, 

Dokken are no more. Vocalist Don Dokken has departed the scene and put 

together a new group, leaving guitarist George Lynch, bassist Jeff Pilson 
ang drummer Mick Brown to fend for themselves. 

Anyone who has followed the rock scene in recent years knows that 

Dokken’s breakup isn’t exactly shocking. It's been well chronicled on these 

pages and others that a not-so-peaceful truce has existed within the band 
seemingly since their formation some five years ago. The stories of conflict 

between George Lynch and Don Dokken have rarely been far from the 

Dokken spotlight, and no matter what statements of denial were issued by 
the band members, their managers or their publicists, insiders knew that 

Dokken was a marriage in danger from day one. As Don Dokken once said, 
“This band stays together for the sake of our kids — and in this case, the 

kids are our songs.” 

The roots of the Dokken dilemma go back to the personality differences 
that have always existed between Lynch and Dokken. Two more diverse 

individuals have rarely been in the same band at the same time. Both are 
intelligent, gifted men with an undeniable love for their art, but their 
approach to the business of making music simply drove each other nuts. 
Don has always been a business-first disciplinarian who views his music as 

a job as well as a craft. George, on the other hand, is the quintessential 
“tock star, showing up for band rehearsals when he feels like it and 

enjoying the countless perks of stardom to the hilt. Inevitably, these two 

approaches clashed. 

While this war of attitude festered between Dokken and Lynch, Brown 
and Pilson did their best to diffuse the potentially lethal situation. The 

happy-go-lucky style of the band’s rhythm section endeared them equally 
to Lynch and Dokken, but it placed the pair in the difficult position of often 

having to choose sides. Since Pilson and Lynch wrote a great deal of the 

band’s material, it was natural that they formed alliance. And it seemed 
wherever Pilson went, Brown soon followed. When Dokken sensed he was 
becoming the odd man out, he began to take drastic steps. 

One of these included only minimally participating in the recording 

process for the band's last studio LP, Back For The Attack. While Lynch, 
Brown and Pilson slaved away on tracks in Arizona, Don stayed in Los 

Angeles, waiting until he was sent the otherwise-completed songs to lay 

down his vocals. Needless to say, such an arrangement did little to promote 

band harmony. In addition, Don was far from shy about discussing his 
displeasure over the “commercial” nature of the songs Lynch and Pilson 

were composing. Though many people considered him the one who was 
trying to pull Dokken into the rock mainstream, in reality, Don wanted to 

establish the band’s metallic credentials. 

T his is a different sort of story from those you usually read on the Things seemed to simmer down a bit within Dokken after the release of 

Back For The Attack. Though the band remained frustrated over their 

inability to headline their own arena tour of America, the album shot 
quickly up the charts, and the group did land the prestigious opening slot 
on Aerosmith’s U.S. tour. For a while, Dokken's volatile internal chemistry 

seemed to have settled. But as the months of touring dragged on, small 

cracks once again began to appear within the band’s musical armor. By the 
time the quartet joined the Monsters Of Rock tour last May, the writing was 

‘on the wall. While Lynch and Brown joined their drinking buddies in 

Metallica for a daily round of “pass the Heinekens”, Don was fuming over 
the “unprofessional” attitude of his bandmates, 

It's rumored that Dokken would have disbanded as soon as the Monsters 
tour drew to a close last July, but cooler heads within the group's 

organization prevailed — at least for the time being. The band was 
reminded that Back For The Attack had attained platinum certification and 
that they were scheduled to have a live LP, Beast From The East, released 
in the fall of 1988. When they were told that after that disc’s release 

their longtime dream of headlining a U.S. tour might finally become a 

reality, they decided to give it one more try. 

By September, however, things began to fall apart again. Don had 
decided to begin a solo LP’and went so far as to put together a band of 
hungry, young musicians who were ready to follow his every lead. By early 

fall, they had laid down half-a-dozen tracks of heavyweight rock and roll 

which further convinced Don that his days in the band that bore his name 
were numbered. At the last minute, he contacted Pilson about joining his 
new group, but when Jeff tried to lure Don back into Dokken instead, Don 
realized he was a man on his own. 

Understandably, Dokken’s three remaining members weren't taking 
Don's actions lying down. They were prepared to make their own stand, 

with Pilson adding lead vocals to his bass responsibilities. Ironically, 
Pilson’s singing had long been a bone of contention between George and 
Don. George wanted Jeff to sing an occasional lead on a Dokken LP. Don 

not-so-politely refused, citing George's unwillingness to let Don play guitar 
onstage. Now, it appears that everyone will get what they want — Jeff will 

have plenty of opportunity to sing and Don will be able to play guitar to his 

heart's content. 

Sadly, the ones who may suffer the most from Dokken's untimely demise 

are the fans. Unlike many groups who disband when their fortunes turn 

sour, Dokken’s breakup is occurring just as the band’s career is at its 

commercial peak. With millions of fans lining up to buy the group's LPs, one 
can only guess what future success might have been lying at the band’s 

feet. But that’s all irrelevant now. Unlike many rock tales which end with 
either greed, death or stupidity bringing a band down, Dokken’s story may 
be the saddest of all. Here was a band that seemed to have everything 

going for them. But they were destroyed by the cancer of hate eating away 
at their heart and soul. 
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We guarantee 
YOU will hear in 
Perfect Pitch! 

And we'll even make you this bet... 

Maybe you still 
believe it’s beyond 
your reach. 

But Perfect Pitch is 
as easy as naming 
colors! 

Pra PITCH is your natural 

ability to recognize any tone or chord 

BY EAR. 
You may not realize it, but this 

powerful hearing tool is already in 

your ear. You just need to discover it! 

Try this: Have a friend play a tone 

for you. Without looking, can you 

name it? 
With Perfect Pitch you can! 
Now have your friend play a chord. 

Is it G major. ..D Major. . .F# major? 

Perfect Pitch can tell you 
immediately. 

In fact, with just a few ear-opening 

instructions, we bet YOU will begin 

to name pitches by ear—regardless of 

your current ability—and we can 

prove it! 

Why you need Perfect Pitch 

Isn't it ironic that you work with 

pitches constantly, but can’t recognize 

them by ear? Unless you're intimately 

familiar with the sound of each tone, 

how can you expect to produce your 

best music? 
With Perfect Pitch you feel at home 

with all tones because you know each 

one by ear. You can even sing any 

pitch straight from memory! 
With hearing this good you can: 

@ Find the tones you want by ear— 
instead of searching by hand! 

© Copy chords straight off the radio! 

His Perfect Pitch Ear-Training 
SuperCourse™ is now regarded by 
top educators as the #1 course all 
musicians must hear. It’s used by band 
members, rock stars, jazz artists, 

You'll hear it immediately. 
It's like turbocharging 

your ear! 

@ Identify the key of a song by ear 
alone! 
And much more! 
Perfect Pitch is the 

one hearing skill 
that gives you 
command of 
the entire 
musical 
language. 
Why? 

Because 
all music is 
composed of 
pitches. Your 
full potential to 
play by ear, 
improvise, 
compose, 
arrange, 
perform, and 
enjoy music is 
ROOTED in your 
ability to hear and 
evaluate pitches. 

Even with years of 
training and a ton of 
expensive equipment, 
the bottom line in music 
is this: your success 
depends most on your 
ability to hear. 

Perfect Pitch maximizes your 
hearing so your creativity can 
soar. Your performance 
automatically improves, your 

confidence grows, and every song 

you play takes on a whole new 
dimension of richness and 
enjoyment. 

Shattering the Myth 
Most musicians were told at some 

point that only a select few are born 

with Perfect Pitch. Not true! 
David L. Burge revolutionized 

that idea when he 
showed how easy 
Perfect Pitch is 
once you know how to listen. 



music schools, colleges, and 
musicians in over 50 countries. 

“Color Hearing” 
According to David Burge, Perfect 

Pitch is Color Hearing. This means that 
each pitch has its own “sound color’ 
which your ear can learn to recognize. 

Join thousands of musicians 
who have already taken the 

Perfect Pitch course: 
on the initial playing, 
which did in fact 
surprise me. | think it 
is a breakthrough in 
all music.’ J. Hatton 

@ “In three short weeks = @ “It's like hearing 
in a whole new 

@ “It is wonderful. | 
can truly hear the 
differences in the 
color of the tones.” 
D. Pennix 

I've noticed a vast 

exact pitches, Relative Pitch tells you 
how tones combine to create a total 
musical sound. 
The information on this 90-minute 

tape is worth many times its $14.95 
value, but it’s yours FREE just for 
trying out the Perfect Pitch Ear- 
Training SuperCourse™! 

The Bet Continues... 
We bet you will 

hear the Perfect Pitch 
colors—and be 
excited! But your first 
taste is only the 
beginning. With just 
a few minutes of 
daily listening your 
Perfect Pitch will 
naturally unfold. 

Try out the simple 
listening techniques difference in my dimension.’ L. Stumb in our Perfect. 

listening skills.’ @ “Although I was at first Bek Handbook T. Elliott skeptical, | am now i ac a (included). You must 
@ “I can now hear and awed.” R. Hicks be completely 

identify tones and the @ “| wish | could have 
had this 30 years ago!” 
R. Brown 

@ “Avery necessary thing 
for someone who 
wants to become a 
pro.’ k. Killeen 

@ “This is absolutely what 
| have been searching 
for” D. Ferry 

@ “Learn it or be left 
behind.” P Schneider... 

‘key in which a song is 
played just by hearing 
it. When | hear music 
now it has much more 
definition, form and 
substance than before. 
| don't just passively 
listen to music 
anymore, but actively 
listen to detail.” 
M. Urlik 

@ “| heard the differences 

Color Hearing does not mean you 
associate visual colors to tones (like 
red to F#). Instead, your ear learns the 
distinct sound quality, or color of 
each pitch. 

It’s easy—and you don't even have to 
read music! 

Here's the Bet: 
Order the Perfect Pitch Ear-Training 

SuperCourse™ and listen to the first 
two tapes. 

We bet you will immediately hear 
the Perfect Pitch colors that David 
explains to you. These pitch colors 
will enable you to start naming tones 
yourself—by ear! 

If you don't hear the pitch colors 
right away, we lose. Simply return 
your course for a full ref'und—and 
keep the valuable bonus cassette we'll 
send with your order FREE. 

Your bonus cassette introduces 
Relative Pitch—the ability to hear 
pitch relationships. David demonstrates 
how Relative Pitch and Perfect Pitch 
work together: Perfect Pitch tells you 

satisfied with your 
experiences or 
simply return the 
Course within 40 
days for a full refund, 
no questions asked. 

If you choose to 
keep your Course, 
listen to the 
remaining two 
cassettes for special 
follow-up instructions. 

Whatever you do, 
you keep the bonus 

cassette on Relative Pitch as your 
FREE gift! 

Is this offer stacked in your favor or 
what? 

How can we make 
this daring offer? 

We've been able to guarantee 
David Burge’s Perfect Pitch course for 
years—because IT WORKS! 

Experience has shown us that 99% 
of musicians do hear the beginning 
stages of Perfect Pitch—immediately! 
The rest usually hear it after listening 
a little more closely. 

With this instant success rate, it’s no 
wonder we get so few returns. 

Will YOU hear in Perfect Pitch? 
We guarantee you will. Experience 

Perfect Pitch yourself at NO RISK and 
find out how it can work for YOU! 

Call now (515) 472-3100 to order 
your Perfect Pitch Ear-Training 
SuperCourse™ (with FREE bonus 
tape). Or clip and mail the order form 
Now! 

The PERFECT PITCI 
SUPERCOURSE™ j: 

all instruments, begi 
‘No music reading skills required. 

Includes easy handbook with 4 audio cassettes, 
plus free bonus cassette on Relative Pitch. 

Oox., YOU'RE ON! Prove to me that | can 
hear in Perfect Pitch. Send me David L. Burge’s 
Perfect Pitch Ear-Training SuperCourse™ on 
a trial basis. 

| will listen to the first two cassettes. | must 
immediately hear the Perfect Pitch colors or | 
may return the Course for a full prompt 
refund and keep the bonus tape on Relative 
Pitch, FREE. 

Or! can use the handbook and continue the 
Course on a 40-DAY TRIAL BASIS. | must feel 
Tam gaining valuable hearing skills and be 
completely satisfied with my experiences or | 
may return the Course within 40 days fora full 
prompt refund (but | keep the bonus tape just 
for trying out the Course). 

If decide to keep the Course | may listen to 
the remaining two cassettes for additional 
advanced instructions. 

Enclosed is $65 plus $4 shipping. 

Ci 'm not ready to order yet. Please send me a Perfect, 
Pitch Report with more info. Enclosed is $1 (credited 
towards Course price if | should order later). 

NAME 

RODRESS 

ay 

aaTE TP 
Make check or money order payable to: American 
Educational Music. Canadians may remit bank or 
postal money order in U.S. funds. 
Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery. For 1 week 
delivery from our warehouse add $2 (total $6 
shipping) and write RUSH! Foreign orders (except 
Canada) add $5 (total $9 shipping) for air service. U.S. 
funds only. lowa residents add 4% tax. 
Please charge my ox: 

GRDe 

EXP DATE 
Mail to: 

a American Educational 
Music Publications, Inc. 

Music Resources Building, Dept. RH2 
1106 E. Burlington, Fairfield, 1A 52556 

SIGNATURE 

For fastest service: 
Call our 24-hour Order Line NOW 
and charge your Visa/MasterCard: 

(515) 472-3100 



by Charley Crespo 

Furope's keyboardist Mic Michaeli and 
drummer lan Haugland are into traditional 
radio rock. Mic is a big Det Leppard tan, while 
lan grooves to the Scorpions, Foreigner, 
Van Halen and Robert Palmer. Not long ago, the 

pair were en route to their homes in Europe. We 

presented them with a pile of recently-released 

45s and asked for their impressions. 

Believe In Love 
Scorpions 
Mic: | like the rockier stuff on the album much 

better. It's a great band though 
lan; | agree. The first couple of songs on the 
album are really, really good. Rhythm Of Love 
and a couple of others are great songs. | don't 

think this ballad makes it 

Ship Of Fools 
Robert Plant 

Mic: Great song. In the last two or three years, 

it's been a trend to record more acoustic songs 
— like Damn Good by David kee Roth — songs 
that are not heavy but are performed by heavy 
artists. This has a moody feeling that says 
something to me. This is the best solo album 

he’s done. 

lan: My roots are from Led Zeppelin, so | always 
liked Robert Plant. This album is one of the best 

he’s done as a solo artist. | also liked Pictures At 
11, his first solo album. It's great that he actually 

got a band together. 

Hold On To The Night 

Richard Marx 
Jan: He's not one of my favorite artists but | like 
this song. | don’t think it's great, but it doesn’t 
stink. It's an emotional ballad. | like the feel. 

Great chrous line. 
Mic: It's not my type of music, | admit that it's 

better than | thought it would be. 

Damn Good 
David Lee Roth 
lan: This is one of the songs | don’t like on the 

album. It might be a good song, but | don’t like 
David Lee Roth when he does this. He's a 

showoff clown, a guy who can rap forever and be 
this really entertaining guy, but this is a bit too 

serious for his image. | love the rockers on the 

album. 
Mic: | like the rockers too, but this is one of my 
favorites. It's a great song. | like it when one of 

the showoff guys gets serious and does a song 
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Europe's Mic Michaeli (left) and lan Haugland: They know a good tune when they 
taste it. 

like this. It reminds me of the '70s somehow. 

Missed Opportunity 
Daryl Hall & John Oates 

Mic: Too mainstream. Doesn't move me at all 
lan: They used to make pretty good songs, but | 

don’t think they're as good anymore. 

Lucretia My Reflection 

Sisters Of Mercy 
Jan: | never understood this band at all. | saw 
them as one of those weird, unnecessarily 
English bands that are around for no reason, | 
wouldn't miss them if they split up. 

Heart Turns To Stone 

Foreigner 
lan; | like this a lot. It's a shame the album didn't 

do well. | met the bass player before the tour and 

he said the reason the album went down the 
drain was because the singer went out to do his 
own thing instead of touring. The singer's ego 
got in the way and he was stupid. It's a great 
band, great singer, good song, | like Foreigner 
very much. 

‘Simply Irresistible 

Robert Palmer 
Mic: He's the granddad of the soulish hard rock 

groove. 
lan: Heavy funky rock. | like his rhythm. t's the 
same manner as Addicted To Love. 

Mic: | like this better than Addicted To Love. 

Jan; | like his videos. He looks like a banker who 

got lost, ended up onstage and started singing 

Open All Night 
Georgia Satellites 
Mic: | like these guys and this song, I's down to 
basic rock and roll, with no extra things — let's 

just get down. | like the video too. 

lan: Left me totally blank — in one ear and out 
the other. 

What's The Matter Here 
10,000 Maniacs 

Mic: Nothing happens, She does have an 
interesting voice. 
lan: Is she related to Stevie Nicks? 

Love Bites 
Def Leppard 

Mic: Great guys, great fun, great song, but 

compared to other tracks on the album, it's not 

even one of the best. This is a bit slow for me. 

The verse and opening lines are great. Hysteria 
was better. 
lan: It's good because a song should deliver a 

feeling. It gives me a sad, bittersweet feeling. | 
get moved. | like it very much. Great band, great 

song. Worth every coin of gold they earn. 

Airhead 
Thomas Dolby 
lan: | like Thomas Dolby because he's 
experimenting with synthesizers all the time. | 

heard other songs on the album; one song was 

like a synthesized jazz band. | like the groove. 

He's a good synthesizer player. 
Mic: This one is a bit stiff. 

When It’s Love 

Van Halen 
lan: It's got a good hook. | like the verse and the 
bridge. Van Halen is one of my favorite bands. 
Mic: One of my favorite bands too, but the hook 

is too obvious to me. This song is definitely not 

one of my favorites on the album. | get the 
impression it was like “Okay, we have to write a 
hit about love now." 0 
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Metal Killers 

John Sykes-Led Band Battles To Gain Rock Foothold. 

by Ernie McKenzie 

across his knees. Surrounded by tapes, countless instruments and 

an impressive array of recording machines, the tall, blond Sykes 

seemed at home in the cramped confines — so why did he look perturbed? 

Why should a guy who many feel will be the next superstar of the metal 

realm look concerned? Why would this handsome, blond Englishman — 

who has already banked a reported $500,000 signing bonus for the first 

album by his new band, Blue Murder — have a care in the world? Evidently, 
that intensity is part of what makes Sykes tick. 

“I'm just trying to get this project together,” Sykes said, casually 

strumming on his guitar. “I get very intense when I'm working. That's the 

only way | can get things done. If some people have trouble with me 

because of that, I'm sorry, but | don’t really want to change. The results will 

speak for themselves.” 
Whether Blue Murder's debut LP will justify Sykes’ agitation remains to 

be seen, but the turmoil he has caused for other rock musicians is 
legendary. During the late ‘70s, Sykes was part of the Tygers Of Pan Tang, 

a British band that came along at the tail-end of the New Wave Of British 

Heavy Metal started by the likes of Def Leppard and Iron Maiden. Then 

known as John James Sykes, the guitarist appeared on the Tygers Of Pan 
Tang's 1981 release, Spellbound, before the traditional “artistic 
differences” forced him to leave the group late that same year. 

Less than 12 months later, Sykes emerged as part of the legendary Thin 
Lizzy. Teaming with co-guitarist Scott Gorham and Lizzy's leader, the late 
Phil Lynott, Sykes added his stellar licks to Thunder And Lightning as well 
as to the band’s farewell live set. But Lynott, who was already suffering 
from several maladies brought on by an excessive interest in controlled 
substances, soon died, leaving Sykes out in the cold once again. 

Then John encountered another good-looking Englishman named David 
Coverdale. Coverdale had just lost his two guitarists in Whitesnake, Mickey 

Moody and Bernie Marsden, and inquired whether Sykes was interested in 
joining his band. Sykes agreed to test the Snake's musical waters and 
immediately went into the studio with Coverdale to add some last-minute 
overdubs to the group's LP Slide It In. 

“Originally, Coverdale wanted two guitarists in the band again,” Sykes 
recalled. “He was used to that and felt comfortable with it. | was coming 
out of Thin Lizzy, the ultimate two-guitar band, so | knew the strengths and 
weaknesses of that lineup too. | was anxious to try my hand at playing the 

guitar parts alone — especially onstage.” 
The one-guitar Whitesnake attack worked like a charm for a while. The 

band toured America after the LP’s commercial breakthrough and received 
an incredible response, despite their opening act status. Problems began, 
however, when Coverdale became aware of Sykes’ tendency for spotlight- 

j ‘ohn Sykes sat in Los Angeles’ Pasha studios, his guitar resting 

stealing theatrics. These difficulties were then compounded by the lengthy 
delay between the end of the Slide It In tour and the recording of the 

Whitesnake album, due mostly to Coverdale’s throat problems. Though 
that album went on to sell over six million copies — thanks to songs like 

Still Of The Night and Here | Go Again — by the time it hit the streets, 

Sykes was already long gone from the Snake fold, a victim of a personality 
clash with Coverdale. 

“John is a wonderful guitarist,” Coverdale said at the time, “but he’s 

also the kind of person who wants a spotlight on himself in his own living 

room. After working as hard as | have in Whitesnake during the last decade, 

I'm not about to let someone's runaway ego get in the way of this band's 

success.” 
The Whitesnake debacle was unquestionably a blow to Sykes, but with 

the royalty checks coming in regularly, he was in a position to wait for the 
right opportunity to come along. He was tired of being a “sideman’; he 
wanted a band of his own. So when Geffen Records knocked on his door, 
checkbook in hand, John knew that what he wanted even more than a 
lucrative deal was to be given total control over his new project: 

Once his autonomy had been assured, Sykes put together the initial 
incarnation of Blue Murder. The first person he asked to join the band was 

noted drummer Cozy Powell; then singer Ray Gillen, who was fresh from his 
short-lived stint with Black Sabbath, Immediately, personalities began to 
clash, as Sykes belabored the fact that this was Ais group. Within two 
months, both Powell and Gillen had split from Blue Murder — Powell 
headed home to England, while Gillen began a partnership with former 

Ozzy guitarist Jake E. Lee in Badlands. 
“Everything was great in the beginning,” Gillen said, “John's an 

‘amazing talent. But then a story appeared in the press, quoting me and mak- 

ing it sound like he and | were equal members of the band. His people really 

flipped over that, In a way, | was lucky that it happened before we got too 

deeply into the project because that would have happened sooner or later.” 

With Powell and Gillen gone, Sykes had to start from scratch with Blue 
Murder. The label was still insisting that he use a proven vocalist on the 
album, while Sykes wanted to try his hand at singing lead, as well as 
playing guitar. Slowly but surely the band came together, with the addition 
of legendary drummer Carmine Apice and bassist Tony Franklin, and the 

group's debut LP was recorded. 
With luck, things will now go more smoothly for Sykes. He's 

unquestionably had a bumpy journey climbing the rock mountain, but with 
his looks and talent, he should have a long and successful career ahead of 
him — if he can curb his temper. 

“1 think John’s gotten a bum rap,” Appice said. “People hear one side 

of the story and assume John is always the one to blame. It’s just that he’s 
‘one guy who would rather let his music talk for him — and when it does, 
it says a lot! He's a great guy and a great musician, | think once the fans 
get to know him better they'll see what kind of person he really is." 
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very good 

* = poor 

Banshee 

Cry In The Night 
Big things are predicted for Banshee in the 

year ahead. Judging from the material on this 
five-song EP, these Kansas City, Missouri, 
natives have a lot going for them. Paramount 
among those is the strong voice and pinup looks 
of vocalist Tommy Lee Flood, who gives the 

band’s pedal-to-the-metal sound its creative 
backbone. Check out his range on tracks like We 

Want You and The Stranger to \earn why 

several major labels are supposedly falling over 

themselves to ink these guys to a contract. 
Rating: «+++ 

Helstar 

A Distant Thunder 
Two years ago, Helstars debut LP raised 

quite a stink due to the nasty comment about 

Def Leppard’s Joe Elliott inscribed on the 
album's innermost ring. (Something about Joe 

“sucking eggs” because of some anti-Texas 
remarks he'd made.) Helstar have come a long 

way since then. Not only have these Houston 

natives become more tactful, they've also 

improved as musicians. Though their first effort 

was somewhat spotty, to say the least, the new 

LP, A Distant Thunder, rocks with the power 
and passion of a band brimming with confi- 
dence. On tracks like The King Is Dead and 

Scorcher, vocalist James Rivera, guitarists Larry 

Barragan and Andre Corbin, drummer Frank 
Ferreira and bassist Jerry Abarca prove that 

they have the imagination and skill to make a 

sizable impact on the metal scene. 

Rating: «= 

Intrinsic 

Intrinsic 

Intrinsic are one of those bands that know 

only one way to play — loud and fast. They 
make no pretense at commerciality or subtlety: 
rather, they fill every musical moment on their 
debut LP with a sonic attack likely to deafen 
anyone who dares listen for too long. Vocalist 
Garrett Graupner, guitarists Ron Crawford and 

Mike Mellinger, drummer Chris Binns and 

bassist Joel Stern play their tunes of hard livin’ 
with a conviction that is not only impressive but 
infectious. Intrinsic aren't for everybody, but for 

those who like their metal with a minimum of 

fanfare and a maximum of power, this band is 

well worth a listen. 
Rating: == 

SGM 
Aggression 

The guys in SGM are angry. It's hard to figure 
out exactly what has pissed off this Seattle- 

based quintet, but such songs as Acid Rain, 

Blow Job and Fags Of Denial take more 

punches at society than Mike Tyson on a bad 

day. Most of the band’s musical jabs, however, 

are issued with a sloppiness that deprives them 

of the impact (either social of comic) that they 
obviously intend. This metal falls between the 

cracks — it's not thrash, it's not commercial 

and it's not even particularly entertaining. It just 
kind of exists and unfortunately that ain't good 

enough. 
Rating: ** 

Holy Terror 
Terror And Submission 

Holy Terror have generated quite a buzz with 
the sheer power of their latest LP, Terror And 

Submission. These guys play Black Metal with a 
bizarre sincerity that attacks your nerve ends 

without even trying. Song titles like Evil's 

Rising, Blood Of The Saints and Black Plague 

tell you all you need to know about Holy Terror’s 
musical stance. These guys are nasty — and 

they're good! 
Rating: +++ 

The Ultimate Heavy Metal Calendar — 12 months of metal featuring 
Motley Crue, Bon Jovi, Poison, Guns n’ Roses and more ! 

Send $4.00 for Hit Parader’s 1989 Heavy Metal Calendar to: Hit Parader Calendar, Chartton Bidg., Derby, CT 064418, 
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CATALOGS: 
Our newest HOT'N'HEAVY catalog is packed with hun- 
dreds of exciting records, tapes and books by world's top 
Heavy Metal bands, but it also contains many brand-new, 
unknown (yet) HM acts"you should learn about. Lots of 
pictures, too. tis an absolute MUST for every serious HM 
fan of collector. Be,a step ahead of the crowd - order your 
copy today!! Latest issue only $1.99 (including postage)! 

HOW TO ORDER: 
By mail: Send your order to SIMMONS CORPORATION, 
P.O. Box 22021, Milwaukie, Oregon 97222. 
By phone: Call (503)652-1286. Order ines open 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. 
Customer Service & Information: Call (503)652-1286 
Monday-Friday, 11am-5pm (Pacific Time) only. 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 
USA: $3.25 first disc, 75c each additional. 2LP = 2 discs. 
Books, posters, tapes, 7in., etc.: Same as LPs. Canadian 
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‘must be paid for ALL items, including books, CDs, etc. 

PAYMENT: 
By MONEY ORDER (available at any Post Office or bank, 
also in many convenience stores), CHECK (must clear 
before shipping!), VISA, MASTERCARD. Prices subject 10 
change without notice. Canadian orders must be paid by 
Money Orders in U.S. DOLLARS only. 
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92/Armageddon It 

77/Bitter End 

88/Crazy Babies 

83/Demons 
76/Door, The 

83/Every Rose Has Its Thorn 

WELCOME TO THE 
JUNGLE 
As recorded by Guns N’ Roses 

GUNS N’ ROSES 

Welcome to the jungle 

Honey we know the names 
We are the people that can find 
Whatever you may need 
If you for the money honey 
We got your disease. 

In the jungle 
Welcome to the jungle 
Watch it bring you to your 

knees, knees 
I wanna watch you bleed. 

Welcome to the jungle 
We take it day by day 
If you want it you're gonna 

bleed 
But it’s the price you pay 
And you're a very sexy girl 
That's very hard to please 
You can taste the bright lights 
But you won't get them for free 
In the jungle 
Welcome to the jungle 
Feel my, my, my serpentine 
I, wanna hear you scream. 

Welcome to the jungle 

82/Eye Of The Beholder 

81/Galactos 

80/Harvester Of Sorrow 

91/Little Liar 

80/Seventeen 

74/Welcome To The Jungle 

It gets worse here everyday 
Ya learn ta live like an animal 
In the jungle where we play 
If you got a hunger for what you 

see 

You'll take it eventually 
You can have anything you 

wantt 
But you better not take it from 

me. 

(Repeat chorus) 

And when you're high you never 
Ever want to come down yeah. 

You know where you are 
You're in the jungle baby 
You're gonna die 
In the jungle 
Welcome to the jungle 
Watch it bring you to your 

knees, knees 
In the jungle 
Welcome to the jungle 
Feel my, my, my serpentine 
In the jungle 
Welcome to the jungle 
Watch it bring you to your 

knees, knees 
In the jungle 
Welcome to the jungle 
Watch it bring you to your 
It's gonna bring you down ha. 

Copyright ©1987 by Guns N’ Roses Music. 
International Copyright Secured. All Rights 
Reserved. Used by Permission. 
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ALL FOR ONLY $22.00 PER YEAR ! 

D YOUR NAME AND CHECK PAYABLE TO: KISS WAR MACHINE 
ced Sain ADWAY 

WOOD, N.Y. 10594 

How to WRITE, SELL and PUBLISH 

YOUR OWN SONGS 
Learn how to write songs correctly: How to get them 
recorded: How to sell and promote them. Secrets and 
methods used by professionals. Information FREE. 
Ace Publishing, Box 64-H, Boston, Mass.02101 

FIREWORKS 
Firecrackers, Roman Candles, Bottle Rockets, Fountains... and more 

THE LARGEST VARIETY IN THE U.S.A. 
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in FL: (305) 920-6770 

Void in California and where prohibited. 

THE DOOR 
As recorded by S.A.D.O. 

They've got a room they've 
locked me in 

I don't know what they want 
Srom me 

Is someone calling me 
Ihear my name 
Just get me out of here. 

They talk about my situation 
And this whole stupid world 
I don't like to hear me cry 
I'mso hungry I'm so dry 
I don’t know what I'm doing 
Oh get me out of here 
Knock, knock at the door 
hos knockin’, knockin’ at my 

r. 

And all my friends still running 
ree 

I think Ill just drop out I go 
I love it and I hate it boys 
Aworld of secret hungers I 
made it. 

They talk about my situation 
And this whole stupid world 
I don't like to hear me cry 
I'mso hungry I'm so dry 
I don't know what I'm doing 
Oh get me out of here 
Knock, knock at the door 
Who's knockin’, knockin’ at my 

door. 

I don't know what they want 
from me 

I don't know why I'm here 

All my friends still running free 
And they, they locked me in 
I don’t know why 

Copyright ©1988 by Wintrup Music America 
Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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BITTER END 
As recorded by Helstar 

It's been fifty years behind us 
But the war is still raging on 
There's a killer deep inside us 
Who yearns to see the dawn 
All our comrades who have 
perished 

They have met their destiny 
Now the bullets that we cherish 
Right now is all we need. 

We must fight for our right 
We must find what you call 
sanctuary 

It is kill or be killed 
Only death from above sets us 

“| free. 

In the field of honor 
Ina zone that has no time 
Where blood is thick as water 
To murder is not a crime 
One goal that we're headed for 
To claim our victory 
Attacks upon the land and 

shore 
Men die endlessly. 

We must fight for our right 
We must find what you call 
sanctuary 

It is kill or be killed 
Only death from above sets us 
Sree. 

The poison that we have tasted 
Has blinded our minds 
The cities devastated 
It is he or I defined 
This boy is never coming back 
The gun is my best friend 
Trained to kill one in his tracks 
On the road to the bitter end. 

We must fight for our right 
We must find what you call 
sanctuary 

It is kill or be killed 
Only death from above sets us 
Sree. 

(Repeat chorus) 

Copyright ©1988 by Bloody Skull Music and 
Bug Music. 
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SEVENTEEN 
As recorded by Winger 

I saw sparks fly 
From the corner of my eye 
When I turned 
It was love at first sight 
I said please excuse me 
I didn't catch your name 
Oh it'd be a shame 
Not to see you again 
And just when I thought she was 

coming to my door 
She whispered sweet 
And brought me to the floor. 

She said 
I'm only seventeen 
But I'll show you love 
Like you've never seen 
She's only seventeen 
Daddy says she's too young 
But she's old enough for me. 

Come to my place 

We can talk it over 
Oh everything going down in 
your head 

She said take it easy 
Ineed some time 
Time to work it out 
To make you mine 

And just when I thought she was 
coming to my door 

She whispered sweet 
And brought me to the floor. 

She said 
I'm only seventeen 
You ain't seen love 
Ain't seen nothing like me 
She's only seventeen 
Seventeen. 

Such a bad girl 
Loves to work me overtime 
Feels good (ha) 
Dancin’ close to the borderline 
She's a magic mountain 
She's a leather glove 
Oh she's my soul 
It must be love. 

She's only seventeen 
Girl she gives me love 
Like I've never seen 
She's only seventeen 
Daddy says she's too young 
But she's old enough for me 

Daddy says she's too young 
But she's old enough, old 
enough for me. 

Copyright ©1988 by Varseau Music Inc./ 
Small Hope Music Ltd./Dinner Mints Music 
Ltd/Virgin Songs Inc. All rights controlled 
and administered by Virgin Songs Inc. 

HARVESTER OF 
SORROW 
As recorded by Metallica 

JAMES HETFIELD 
LARS ULRICH 

My life suffocates 
Planting seeds of hate 
T've loved turned to hate 
Trapped far beyond my fate 
I give you take 
This life that I forsake 
Been cheated of my youth 
You turned this lie to truth. 

Anger misery 
You'll suffer unto me 
Harvester of sorrow 
(Language of the mad) 
Harvester of sorrow. 

Pure black looking clear 
My work is done soon here 
Try getting back to me 
Get back which used to be 

Drink up shoot in 
Let the beatings begin 
Distributor of pain 
Your loss becomes my gain. 

Anger misery 
You'll suffer unto me 
Harvester of sorrow 
(Language of the mad) 
Harvester of sorrow. 

All have said their prayers 
Invade their nightmares 
To see into my eyes 
You'll find where murder lies 
(infanticide). 

Harvester of sorrow 
(Language of the mad) 
Harvester of sorrow 
(Language of the mad) 
Harvester of sorrow 
Harvester of sorrow 
Harvester of sorrow. 

Copyright ©1988 by Creeping Death Music. 
All Rights Reserved. Used by permission. 
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GALACTOS 
As recorded by Scanner 

MICHAEL KNOBLICH 
AXEL JULIUS 
MARTIN BORK 
THOMAS SOPHA 

There is no night there is no day 
A dusty land where each light 

drifts away 
Giant rock among the stars 
Many light years behind Mars. 

Below the cover high mechanic 
walls 

Blinding steel everywhere 
A secret place pure mechanic 

life 
The only way out on the 
assembly line 

Flashing numbers on LCD 
Tell production to increase. 

There will be legions of android 
men 

Obedient to the scanner’s voice 
One day he will have them 
under his thumb 

Synthetic tools which never fall. 

Down in the core of the 
machinery 

The aces wait for day-zero to 
come 

Five superior droids lie 
And expansion is their goal. 

The quintet’s built of titanlum 
steel 

Constructed by the master's 
hand 

One day he will send them down 
to Earth 

To give their future another 
chance. 

No light 

No light 
Galactos 
No life. 

Galactos. 

Copyright ©1988 by Wintrup Music America 
Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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EYE OF THE 
BEHOLDER 
As recorded by Metallica 

Do you see what I see 
Truth is an offense 
You silence for your confidence. 

Do you hear what I hear 
Doors are slamming shut 
Limit your imagination 
Keep you where they must. 

Do you feel what I feel 
Bittering distress 
Who decides what you express. 

Do you take what I take 
Endurance is the word 
Moving back instead of forward 
Seems to me absurd. 

Doesn't matter what you see 
Or into it what you read 
You can do it your own way 
If it's done just how I say. 

Independence limited 

Freedom of choice is made for 
you my friend 

JSreedom of speech is words that 
they will bend 

Freedom with their exception. 

Do you fear what I fear 
Living properly 
Truths to you are lies to me. 

Do you choose what I choose 
More alternatives 
Energy derives from both the 
plus and negative. 

Do you need what I need 
Boundaries overthrown 
Look inside to each his own. 

Do you trust what I trust 
Me myself andI 
Penetrate the smoke screen 
I see through the selfish lie. 

Doesn't matter what you see 
Or into it what you read 
You can do it your own way 
If it's done just how I say. 

Independence limited 
Freedom of choice is made for 
you my friend 

Freedom of speech is words 

that they will bend 
Freedom with their exception. 

Do you know what I know 
Your money and your wealth 
You silence just to hear 

yourself. 

Do you want what I want 
Desire not a thing 
Ihunger after independence 

lengthen freedom’s ring 

Doesn't matter what you see 
Or into it what you read 
You can do it your own way 
If it’s done just how I say. 

Independence limited 
Freedom of choice is made for 

you my friend 
Freedom of speech is words 

that they will bend 
Freedom no longer frees you. 

Doesn't matter what you see 
Or into it what you read 
You can do it your own way 
If it's done just how I say. 

Copyright ©1988 by Creeping Death Music. 
All rights reserved. Used by permission. 
International Copyright Secured. 
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EVERY ROSE HAS 

We both lie silently still in the 
dead of the night 

Although we both lie close 
together 

We feel miles apart inside 
Was it somethin’ I said or 
somethin’ I did 

Did my words not come out 
right 

Tho’ I tried not to hurt you 
Tho'I tried 
But I guess that's why they say. 

Every rose has its thorn 
Just like every night has its 
dawn 

Just like every cowboy sings his 

I listen to our favorite song 
playin’ on the radio 
Hear the DJ say love's a game of 
easy come and easy go 

But I wonder does he know 
Has he ever felt like this 
And I know that you'd be here 
right now 

If I could have let you know 
somehow I guess. 

Every rose has its thorn 
Just like every night has its 
dawn 

Just like every cowboy sings his 
sad, sad song 

Every rose has its thorn. 

Though it’s been a while now 
I could still feel so much pain 
Like the knife that cuts you 
The wound heals but the scar 

that scar remains. 

I know I could have saved our 
love that night 

If 'd known what to say 
Instead of making love 
We both made our separate 

ways. 

And now I hear you've found 
somebody new 

And that I never meant that 
much to you 

To hear that tears me up inside 
And to see you cuts me like a 

knife. 

I guess every rose has its thorn 
Just like every night has its 
dawn 

Just like every cowboy sings his 
sad, sad song 

Every rose has its thorn. 

Copyright ©1988 by Sweet Cyanide Music 
(administered by Willesden Music Inc.) 

DEMONS 
As recorded by Rigor Mortis 

MIKE SCACCIA 
CASEY ORR 
HARDEN HARRISON 
BRUCE CORBITT 

We are instruments of evil 
We come straight from hell 
We're the legions of the demons 

We have come to take the world 
And give you misery. 

We are pestilent and 
contaminate the world 

And make tombs of your cities. 

We come bursting through your 
bodies 

Rape your helpless soul 
Transform you into a creature 
Merciless and cold 

We force you to kill your brother 
Eat his blood and brain 
Shredding flesh and sucking 
bone till everyone's insane. 

We are pestilent and 
contaminate the world 

Demonic legions prevail. 

We are instruments of evil 
We come straight from hell 
We're the legions of the demons 
Haunting for the kill 
Cathedrals are now cemeteries 
Doom is all you see 
We have come to take the world 
And give you misery. 

We are pestilent and 
contaminate the world 

And make tombs of your cities. 

Demons, demons 
Demons, demons. 

Copyright ©1988 by Dirt Head Music. All 
Rights Reserved. Used by permission. 
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As recorded by Ozzy 

Crazy babies 
Crazy babies never say die 
Born to live on a permanent 

high 
Flying high above the world 

below 
They'd better come down soon 

or everyone will know. 

Nobody's gonna change them, 
change them 

They've gone over the top 
Nobody's gonna tame them, 

tame them 
They're never gonna stop. 

Walk that walk 
Talk that talk 
Walk that walk 
Talk that talk. 

Crazy babies 
When they were born they were 
born to be wild 

Some say I'm another devil's 
child 

Crazy babies in a world of their 
own 

Iam acrazy babe you'd better 
leave me alone tonight. 

Nobody's gonna change me, 
change me 

I'm gonna do this 'til I die 
Nobody's gonna tame me, tame 

me 

So you better not try. 

Walk that walk 
Talk that talk 
Walk that walk 
Talk that talk. 

Crazy babies 
No use talking ‘bout if they 

last 
Where they're goin’ or about 

their past 
They're just the result of our 

society 
So frustrated just like you and 

me. 

Nobody's gonna change them, 
change them 

They've gone over the top 
Nobody's gonna tame them, 

tame them 
They're never gonna stop. 

Walk that walk 
Talk that talk 
Walk that walk 
Talk that talk. 

Copyright ©1988 by Virgin Music 
(Publishing) Ltd. All rights for the United 
States and Canada administered and 
controlled by Virgin Music Inc. All rights 
reserved. Used by permission. 
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Pol 
‘Metallica 
Kingdom Come 
Plant & Page 

Oct. 88 

ya paeaen 

July 88 June 88 

March, 1988 HIT PARADER DEPT. HP489 
Def Leppard — Life At The Top CHARLTON BUILDING, DERBY, CT 06418 
Guns N’ Roses — Destruction Incorporated : 
Aerosmith — Still On Top Enclosed is $. - , 

Ozzy Osbourne — Trials & Tribulations Please rush me the following back issues: 

Metallica — The Blast Masters Jan. 88 

Ci Feb. 88 Aug. 88 
February, 1988 March 88 Sept. 88 
Motley Crue — Voted #1 Act 7 
Dokken — A Walk On The Wild Side April 88 Oct. 88 

Bon Jovi — A Change Of Pace June 88 
Whitesnake — Sweet Taste Of Success July 88 
Cinderella — Will Lightning Strike Twice (Allow 4 to 6 wks. for delivery) 

(Please Print) 

January, 1988 
Kiss — Secrets Of Their Success 
Scorpions — Fire And Ice 
Led Zeppelin — The Rumors Continue 
Motley Crue — Sultans Of Sleaze 
Def Leppard — Inside Hysteria liv) se eee Sickie Zips sceet 



FORO II IOI RI IK 
* Musicians!! Rock'n Rollers! 5 

and other good people!! 

S-P-A-N-D-E-X Jeans 

Leopardskin Snakeskin Tiger Stripe 
5 Mesh Metallic Lurex Glitter 

Satin Sales Co, Dept. 64 

3 South 7th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55402} 

Official Directory 
for SONGWRITERS, 

SINGERS, MUSICIANS 

LITTLE LIAR 

As recorded by Joan Jett and 
The Blackhearts 

Send NOW for all the contacts you'll ever need 
to further your career goals. Contains hundreds 
of names, addresses, phone numbers of 
Booking Agencies, Music Publishers, Personal 
Managers, Record Companies, Recording 
Studios, Talent Promoters. Covers New York, 
Los Angeles, Nashville. Gniv $5.00 from: 
COUNTRY LISTS, Dept, HP489 2401 Granny 
White Pike, Nashville, TN 37204. 

JOAN JETT 
DESMOND CHILD Big Color Catalog $2 Refundable 

—All kinds of good things— 
Mini skirts. camisole tops, 

see thru mesh, 

Leather jeans & jackets & boots 
Funky pants, shirts, outfits, 

health products, 

I was taught to never tell a lie 
To look you.in the eye and tell it 

like it is 
Always thought that you would 

BLANK PHOTO ID CARDS 
‘Make laminated Photo 

be the same IDs on any typewriter musical instruments 
It's such a shame that's not the ‘All materials We ship in 7 days! 

way it is. furnished for 5 !Os Send for the catalog 

Good in alll You'll love it!! 
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5 FREE BIRTH CERTIFICATES 
FAST SERVICE 

MONEYBACK GUARANTEE HERE IT IS. 
The earring you've been looking for. Availabe 
in wire or cult (please specity when ordering). 
ISend $4.00 for single or $7.00 for a pair. Add 
{$1.00 for shipping & handling 
[Send To: CENTAURUS CO., P.O. Box 312 
[Morgan Hill, California 95037 

I was fooled by your innocence 
And my love for you was so 

intense 
Was your connection only 
physical 

Guess it got me through the 
night 

Woke up and I saw the light. 

(Rush C.0,0. Call (24 hes) 1-904-396-1 
CARDINAL PUBLISHING, DEPT.B72 
2071 Emersbn, Box 5200 + Jacksonville, Fl 32207 

ws annie rae oo wi) 6 for $10 
RP wes son (10 for $18) @ POEMS WANTED ¢ 

‘Your poems set to music. Free examination, 
Songs recorded and published. Radio-TV pro- 
motions on national record labels. Act Now! 
BROADWAY MUSIC PRODUCTIONS 

Box 7438, Yoder Ave., Studio C 
Sarasota, Florida 33578 

‘POEMS WANTED 
TO BE SET TO MUSIC 

Send your best pooms for offer 
Any subject — Prompt Consideration 

FREE EXAMINATION 
NASHVILLE MUSIC PRODUCTIONS 

Box 40001, Studio G, Nash., Tn. 37204 

Hey little liar I believed in you 
Hey little liar I believed in you 
Hey little liar I believed in you 
Hey little liar I believed in you. 

|; FASTEST SERVICE GUARANTEED! 
0% SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK 

Biacaxy Lamnaring 
DEPT MIs? 0 OX AK7_BELLFLOWER_ CA 90706 

eee 
THOUSANDS OF OLDIES 

just what you've been looking for!!! 

A simple question makes you Greatest rock, pop, soul and country hits included in 

look away one catalog ... OURS, Over 40 years of hits can be yours 
Your hesitation gives it all away Send $2.00 for our catalog to: 

There's self protection in the is is 

way you move P.0. Box 66455, Dept _H Los Angeles, CA sovee| 
If there's sadness in my eyes 
It's cuz this world is full of lies. 

SONGS NEEDED 
FREE COPYRIGHT INFORMATION 

Send your best Songs, Poems, Lyrics. 
FREE evaluation for amateurs/protessionals 

ASTRO STUDIOS 
‘American Songwriters Talent Research Organization 

Box 5009A4 Phila, PA 19111 

Hey little liar I believed in you 
Hey little liar I believed in you 
Hey little liar I believed in you 
Hey little liar I believed in you. 

ROCK-ART CLOTHING 

100° S- 
5 uy Direct from Manufacturer! Fully Guaranteed! Ya wanna sleep with me but hey Buy Direct from Manufacturer! Fully Guaranteed! 

For Guys & Gals: Waist XS-S-M-L-XL Lengths: M-LXL 
that's tuff : ‘ ) LOS ANGELES 

Why don't you call me when Sea wine - Gold $18.95 monroe Wms! || 
you're all grown up 2 Tierrroni pete,” Yonow Uatpaed- RECORD! NG 

If there's a change in you I iar sapeseey eure Goa 

pe ae ee) WORKSHOP Hey little liar I believed in you. evs 4 
POEMS, SONGS 5-Week Intensive “ 

Urgently Needed " - -. 

rey oid aig Recording Engineering Program 

SY EARN POSSIBLE ROYALTIES For FREE Catalog & Soundsheet 

: Free Examination 12268-H Ventura Bivd. 
Copyright ©1987 by Lagunatic Music, Inc. 
April Music Inc./Desmobile Music. 

Studio City, CA 91604 SUNRISE RECORDS, STUDIO +1 
1033 Suiset Av, Suite 304, Kliywon, CA. 80026 818/ 763-7400 
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DO YOU HAVE A 

HIGH SCHOOL 

DIPLOMA? 

Ifyou do not, now you can (in the privacy 
‘of your own home)! 
* No salesman will call. 
* Equivalent to resident school work 
* Low tuition. Texts and study materials 

are included. 
* Academic and financial credit for sub- 

jects already completed. 
* Progress as fast as your time and abil- 

ities permit 

PHONE FREE 1-800-228-5600 
Write today for FREE Brochure 

OUR 90th YEAR 

‘American School, Dept. #114 
850 E. 58th St 
Chicago, Il, 60637 

Please send FREE High School Brochure 
name age 
address | 

city | 

state zip | 
! j | A HOME STUDY PROGRAM 
[Toa ee ee a 

CANDID PHOTOS 
andid Photos of your 

celebrities Onstage & Offstage 
Send self addressed stamped en- 
velope for lists — you must name 
your favorites. 

Pat H. Smith 
P.O. Box 31836, Houston, TX 77231 

SINGERS! 
REMOVE VOCALS 

™ ~FROM RECORDS AND CDs! 

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS! 
supply of Backgrounds from standard 

t connects easily to a hom 
le product is manufacture 
ound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a 
Brochure and Demo Record. 

LT Sound, Dept. HP; 7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482-4724 
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound 
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: | 1404 |482-2485 

ARMAGEDDON IT 
As recorded by Def Leppard 

STEVE CLARK 
PHIL COLLEN 
JOE ELLIOTT 
MUTT LANGE 
RICK SAVAGE 

Ybetter come inside when 
you're ready to 

But no chance if you don't 
wanna dance 

You like four letter words when 
you're reading 

But then you won't ‘cos you 
know that you can 

You got it 
But are you gettin’ it. 

You say that love is won when 
you get some 

But then your finger won't 
trigger the gun. 

Y'know you can't stop it 
So don't rock it 
Y'know you got it 
Hey but are you getting it 
Really gettin’ it oh 
Come get it from me. 

Gimme all of your lovin’ 
Every little bit 
Gimme all that you got 
Every bit of it 
Every bit of your lovin’ 
Oh c'mon and live a bit 
Never want it to stop. 

Hey but are you gettin’ it 
Armageddon it 
Really gettin’ it 
Yes armageddon it yeah. 

You try comin’ on when you 
need some 

But then you don't ‘cos you 
already did 

Yeah you jangle your jewels 
while y'shakin' ya 

And drive the pretty boys outta 
their heads 

You got it 
But are you gettin’ it. 

You flash your bedroom eyes 
like a jumpin' Jack 

Then play it pretty with a pat on 
the back. 

Y'know you can't stop it 
So don't rock it 
Y'know you got it 
Hey but are you getting it 

Really gettin’ it oh 
Come get it from me. 

Gimme all of your lovin’ 
Every little bit 
Gimme all that you got 
Every bit of it 
Every bit of your lovin’ 
Oh c'mon and live a bit 
Never want it to stop. 

Hey but are you gettin’ it 
Armageddon it 
Really gettin’ it 
Yes armageddon it. 

Take it, take it, take it from me 
I got an itchy finger following 

me 

Pull it, pull it c'mon trigger the 
gun 

‘Cos the best is yet to come I say 
'Cos the best is yet to come. 

Are you gettin’ it 
Really gettin’ it 
Yes are you gettin’ it 
Really gettin’ it 
Oh come get it from me. 

Gimme all of your lovin’ 
Every little bit 
Gimme all that you got 
Every bit of it 
Every bit of your lovin’ 
Oh c'mon and live a bit 
Never want it to stop 
Oh are you gettin’ it 
Gimme all of your lovin’ 
Ooh really gettin’ it 
Gimme all that you got 
Oh are you gettin’ it 
Gimme all of your lovin 
Oh live a bit 
Gimme all that you got 
Woah live a bit 
You got to live it 
Gimme all of your lovin 
Oh baby live it 
Gimme all that you got 

C'mon and give it 
Every bit of your lovin’ 
Oh c'mon and give it 
Never want it to stop 
Oh are you gettin’ it 
Gimme all of your lovin’ 
Ooh really gettin’ it 
Gimme all that you got 
Oh are you gettin’ it 
Every bit of your lovin’ 
Oh live a bit 
Never want it to stop. 

Copyright ©1987 by Bludgeon Riffola Ltd/ 
Zomba Music Publishers Ltd. (All rights 
controlled by Zomba Enterprises Inc. for the 
US, and Canada), All Rights Reserved. Used 
By Permission, 
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.GREAT BOOKS 
ws & . 14.95 

VAN HALEN/OU812 

Its all here, ‘When its Love’, ‘Black and Blue’, ‘Cabo 

Wabo’...all nine winners from Edward and the boys. 

Full Tablature. 

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN AN IBANEZ GUITAR 
PERSONALLY AUTOGRAPHED BY STEVE VAI! 
Details included with your first book order. 
Or write in for, details. 

wo vee. 14.95 
GUNS & ROSES/Appetite For Destruction 
“Welcome to the Jungle’, ‘Paradise City’ and every song 
from the album plus a full color fold-out. Full Tablature. 

dimi’s style examined and explained with chord dia- 

grams, step-by-step guide to his riffs plus transcriptions 

of his best known solos. 
WI0 .. .. 12.95 

We . .- ALLAN HOLDSWORTH Reaching For The Uncom- 
JOE urfing With came Chord 

‘Ax-master Holdsworth’s original compositions complete 
with performance notes. Also a photo and bio section. 
Full Tablature. : 

Authorized matching songbook reveals the sensational- 
Satriani-style! This is the one you've been waiting for 
Full Tablature. 

. 12.95 

AL DI MEOLA/Chord Scales & Arpeggios 
Al's sensational lesson plans will have you mastering 
scales, chords and arpeggios. Everything you need to be 
dangerous on your guitar! 

All of the sizzling new songs from the smash hit album in- 
cluding ‘Harvest of Sorrow’, ‘Eye of the Beholder’... all! 
Full Tablature. | 

wi2. + 9.95 

ORIGINAL RANDY RHOADS 
Examines and explores Randy's technique through note 
for note transcriptions of his most famous classic solos 
Full Tablature. 

wa. 
MET! re 
Matching folio to the best-selling album has alll the songs 
plus full color fold-out and photos. Full Tablature. 

9.95 
The third and best album now available. ‘Liar’, ‘Dark 
Ages'...all nine guitar super-songs transcribed by Wolf 
Marshall. Full Tablature. 

Sabbath's metal-classics transcribed by Steve Tarshis. 
“War Pigs’, ‘Paranoid’ and more. Full Tablature. 

. 5.95 
. 12.95 

Exciting new book & cassette pack has Yngwie's hottest 
guitar solos plus great recorded examples of ‘Black Star’ 
and more to help you master his style. Full Tablature. 

Complete true-to-record transcriptions of 15 of the great- 
est hits from Santana's 20 years. Full Tablature. 

15.95 ID nee cnvsrcenescsvevecnresresesesansise 12.95 
THE HEAVY GUITAR BIBLE 
‘Complete book of the world of Rock guitar covering fret- 
board basics & structures & all rock styles with illustra- 
tions. A must for the rock guitarist. 

This hot book & cassette pack features tips to the solos 
of Cinderella's scorching ‘Night Songs’ album. Com- 
plete Tablature. 

BOOK SERVICE 
Dept. HP, Charlton Bidg., Derby, CT 06418. 

OW1aendrix 9.95 D)W6/Yngwie 15.95 )WI/0i Meola 12,95 
Cowarsatriani 14.95 jw7/Cinderella 15.95 CWi2Randy 9.95 

‘@) Co waiustice 16.95 Cywe/oust2 14.95 CW13/Black Sabbath 9.95 
Co W4/Puppets 14.95 C] W9/Appetite 1485 )W14/Santanna 12.95 
DWwsrtilogy 16.95 []W10/Holdsworth 12.95 C]W1s/Bible 12.95 

ALL FOREIGN 
COCHECK OR MONEY ORDER ENCLOSED. BOOKS plus TOTAL ones 

O MASTERCARD $2.50 BOOK 
NY. 

s—— s——— | nissan” SHIPPING aps 
TAK OVISA 
U.S. FUNDS 
ONLY 

Name. 
Address. 
City. State. Zip. 

CARD EXPIRES. 

SIGNATURE. 

Telephone ( ) f LLU I 



BEST BY MAIL Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 94200 
$1,000's POSSIBLE. Stamped Envelope: Progress, Box 
93248(HP), Los Angeles, CA 90093. 
BARGAINS! Free issue of the National Shopper, 
America’s first mail order shopping guide. Hundreds of 
gift offers, bargains and even opportunities to get in the 
Mail order business. Rush your name and address to: 
National, Box 24, Sarasota, FL 34230 

PLAY ANY SONG 
BY EAR INSTANTLY! 

‘Guaranteed! Guitar or Keyboards 
Free Information! Write today ' 

BATES MUSIC-HP 

IF YOU'VE NEVER PLAYED GUITAR BEFORE 
YOU CAN BE PLAYING YOUR FAVORITE METAL 
SONGS WITHIN ONE MONTH. GUARANTEED!!! 
#75 years experience 
*® All styles covered: Metal, Blues, Classical, etc 
* Immediate results - play in a band within months 
® Learn to copy songs right off the record. 
® Develop your own style or copy others with ease. 
*# Send $1.00 for demo tape. 

ORIGINAL CONCERT PHOTOS 

Bon Jovi, Crue, Kiss, Def Lep, Whitesnake, 
R. Rhoads, Zep, Lita, Poison, Dokken, Van Halen 

Hundreds More Groups!! 
Send $1.00 for catalog - includes FREE sample 

‘Additional Samples - Send $1.00 Each 
List Favorites! 

S&M ROCK PHOTOS 
P.O, Box 525H, Middle Village, NY 11379 

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE, PRESS 
CHEQUE OR M.0., CANADA ADD 25% 

NAME 

ST. 

CITY 

St. — ZIP. 

Send to: 
41 Productions 

P.O. Box 33, Dundee DD1, 
England/UK 

SEXY LINGERIE 
io, Big Color Catalog $2.00 

fis (refund with order) 

(refund with order) 
* Fabulous Gift Ideas 

* Free Offer 

* Video Available 

* Items for Men 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Ivy's Secrets, Box 982, Dept. 403H, Parker, CO 80134 

FREE PMI ’87-’88 
Discount Musical Instrument Catalog 

Major brand instruments at the lowest 
prices. Write: P.M.I. Dept. HP, P.O. Box 

827, Union City, N.J. 07087-0827 

IN—CONCERT PHOTOS! 
Large selection of ROCK AND HEAVY 
METAL photos and photo buttons, Quality 
and service guaranteed. Everyone from 
AC/DC to Zeppelin. List Favorites 
Catalog/updates/sample $2.00. Cash-check 
or M.O. payable to M. Fitzpatrick. Mail to: 
THE ILLUSTRIOUS PHOTOGRAPH 
P.O. Box 1052, New York, N.Y. 10028 

PHOTO ID 

IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS Diam 
Box 1267, Wilmington, NC 28401 

HORE "Don, SBEST LOOKING 0, AVAIL! 
TOFFICIAL LOKI 

ILL COLOK 
*SEALED IN 1 HEAVY PU puasric | 
» FASTEST SERVICE GUARANTEED! 
ENO $60. NAME, ADORESS, SEX. WEG. WENT, GE RH Er ton ini Site, 

Gacaxy LAMINATING DEPT AYT Po, BOX M7 BELLFLOWER, cA 706 

45 rpm records, all original artists. J 
I Write for your free catalog today. I 

CORNY'S RECORD SHOP 
L Box 166A Mason, Ohio 45040 | 

DRIVERS LIC 
tate! 

‘@ For any Age O ae tan |.D.! 

derToday 
tes wiarigh nt Press 

Salas rx 75221 

The Right Foot Boot Cs 
Box 3249 Depl.771__Minneapolis, MN 55403. 

SONGS ano poems NEEDED 
* TO Pe SET TO MUSIC * 

«é our Songs or Poems may 
EARN MONEY FOR YOU 

| Poems or Songs for Free Examination!) 

Ath 
362 sal Bivas, Studio 402-H, Hollywood, CA 90028 

WAI NTE D 
POEM SONGS 8 RECORDS 
There may be OPPORTUNITY in booming music business, 
AMERICA’S LARGEST STUDIO wants to see your material 
[No special training needed, Write words as you feel them, 
We'll tell you if they qualify. All types: Ballad, R&R, country 
& western, folk, sacred. gospel, R&B, soul. Examination 
FREE, Send poems to. FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS, 
0 Bor 9122 DEPT 31 DEDHAM, MA 02026 

BAND OR YOURSELF 

FOR SAMPLE OF 
20, DIFFERENT 
PICKS & PRICE 
LIST FOR PICKS. 
& MUSICAL AC 
CESSORIES SEND 
$3.00 TO 

IMPRINTED 

GUITAR 

PICKS 

SOUND & STAGE INC 
P.O. BOX 34-H 

FANWOOD, NJ 07023 

‘* Multi Color % Official Looking 
+ Driv. Lic, Quality * Laminated 
+ No Photo Bulge (1 piece card) CHEQUEX 
‘* 24 hr Service on Money Orders. 12228 Venice BI No 472H 
+ Free Birth Certificate Los Angeles, CA 90066 

Send 12"114" to 22" Photo (Color or BW.) 

PHAWK-UI!! 
¢ PHAWK-YEAHIII 
og o 100% pre-shrunk cotton, 2-color 

’ design on black or white T-shirt, 
hae $12.95. 50/50 Sweat: $19.95, 

Ca, +614% tx. Add $2.50 S/H. 
Specity color and size (S-XL) 
Wholesale inquiries welcome 

RUSH Check or M.0. to: IN-THE-STARS 
968 Emerald St, #109-H3, San Diego, CA 92109. (619) 483-7652| 

EVERYTHING available in rock-related items! 
Heavy on heavy metal! FREE CATALOG! 

619-452-1525 
11199 Sorrento Valley Ré., Suite J-C, San Diego, CA 92121 



JNSTRUMENTALLY 
speak Tate 

by 

DiMarzio was the first company to make custom-replacement pickups 

for electric guitars, and one of their first and most enduringly successful 

pickups was the Super Distortion model. As the name suggests, it's a 

crunching, high-powered monster and it gave DiMarzio a lasting image as 
a maker of high-output specialty equipment that's perfect for metalheads, 
and while DiMarzio has expanded its horizons over the years, they 

continue to come out with the hard stuff, the latest example is their new 

Very Metal Effects Pedal. 
As you might guess from the name, the Very Metal Pedal is a 

distortion/overdrive unit — but not just any distortion/overdrive unit. It's 

designed to match high-output pickups, like the ones DiMarzio makes, and 
like the many other brands that are found in so many guitars these days, 
either as standard equipment or as add-ons. What makes the Very Metal 

different is its beefed-up input headroom and its broad input sensitivity. 

More headroom means that even when you hit humongous power chords, 
you'll still hear just the right blend of sustain and distortion, from your 

high strings to your low strings. The broader input sensitivity means the 
Very Metal circuit will deliver equally good results from low-output 

pickups as from the high-output pickups it's designed for. 
The Very Metal Pedal is ruggedly constructed and has a simple, easy- 

to-use, classic design, with control knobs for volume, distortion and tone. 
It's powered by a 9-volt battery or external AC supply, and it lists for 

DiMarzio’s Very Metal pedal: a very special distortion/overdrive 
device. 

Michael Shore 

$129.95, 

To show just how much DiMarzio has diversified, they also have started 

a line of guitar straps. And their ClipLock Quick Release guitar straps are 

so popular that bassists have been bugging DiMarzio to make a wider 
version for them. So DiMarzio now introduces its ClipLock Quick Release 

Bass Strap. 
DiMarzio says the straps have the most secure and unique fastening 

method available. It permanently fastens between the bass body and 
strap buttons with extra-long screws to make the instrument virtually 
drop-proof. The heart of the ClipLock system is a heavy-duty nylon clip 

that lets you easily change from instrument to instrument with just 

fingertip pressure, yet is rugged enough to melt military specifications. 

The ClipLock Quick Release Bass Strap is made of durable nylon web, the 
same material used for seatbelts — and speaking of automobiles, this 

material is so strong DiMarzio claims one employee actually used it as a 

tow-rope for his car! The straps come in black, neon pink, red or white, 

and DiMarzio says the 3-inch wide nylon webbing is not only strong, but 
comfortable, distributing the weight of the instrument for maximum 

comfort. While designed as a bass strap it could also certainly be used by 
guitarists who want the comfort of a wider strap. 

For more info write DiMarzio, 1388 Richmond Terrace, P.0. Box 

100387, Staten Island, NY 10310. 

DiMarzio’s ClipLock Quick Release bass straps: permanently 
fastens between the bass and the strap buttons. 
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MARTIN STINGER AMPS 
C.F. Martin continues to branch out beyond its traditional top- 

rank acoustic guitars, now adding to its line of electric guitars 
and amps with a bunch of new entries in its budget-priced FX 
amp series. The FX-1 was introduced last year; now they have 
the FX-1R, FX-3C, FX-3RC, and FX-3B. The FX1R ($220 retail) 
has 15 watts of RMS power and an 8-inch speaker, with tube- 
synth distortion control and tube-synth resonance (for 
overdrive), reverb and more. The FX-3C ($299) has 30 watts RMS 
and a heavy duty 12-inch speaker, tube-synth distortion, and 
built-in chorus. The FX-3RC ($379) has 65 watts RMS, a 
premium 12-inch speaker, tube-synth distortion, built-in chrous, 
and a twin-spring reverb. And the FX-3B ($189) is a 15-watt bass 
speaker with heavy duty 10-inch speaker. For more info write 
The Martin Guitar Co., 510 Sycamore St., Nazareth, PA 18064. 

Casio's VZ-1 protessional digital synthesizer. 

Casio's F2-10M (rack mount) professional digital synthesizer, 

Casio's VZ-10M (rack mount) professional digital synthesizer, 

CASIO SYNTHESIZERS 
Casio keeps coming out with new pro-quality synthesizers 

that make us forget their origins not so long ago in portable 
“toy” keyboards. They have three new products that continue 
the trend. The VZ-1 is a 61-key, 16-note polyphonic digital synth 
using Casio's new interactive Phase Distortion (iPD) tech- 
nology, instead of sampled wave-forms or pulse-code- 
modulation, to generate and/or modify its sounds, with the iDP 
sound source consisting of eight multi-wave-form oscillators. 
The VZ-1 also has a unique “Combination Mode" which includes 
Velocity Split and Cross Fade Control, with up to four different 
voices that can be combined in a variety of split and layered 
configurations. The VZ-1 allows instant recall of up to 192 
sounds and 192 operation memories. It comes with 64 factory 
pre-set patches and a standard ROM card permitting up to 128 
additional patches and 128 combinations. it’s eight-part multi- 
timbral with 16-note polyphony divided freely among the 
different MIDI channels with sep: 
available for each sound. All 
programming functions are executed from three mi 
operated on a wide backlit LCD graphic display that can be seen 
under any lighting conditions. Other features include program- 
mable initial and after touch, three control wheels, and two 
optional foot pedals. The VZ-1 lists for $1,499. 

The VZ-10M ($1,199 list) is a rack-mount module version of 
the VZ-1’s 16-note polyphonic sound generating circuitry; it's 
basically the VZ-1 without the keyboard, so you could easily 
patch it into another synth. And the FZ-10m ($2,499 list) is an 
ultra-powerful rack-mountable 16-bit linear digital sampling 
synth module, with 2 megabyte memory capacity — it's Casio's 
FZ-1 digital sampling synth minus the keyboard. The FZ-10m's 
features include real-time graphic waveform editing from 
interactive display menus; eight-stage multi-loop and cross- 
fading; eight-step DCA and DCF envelopes; multi-functional 
wave synthesis; and much much more. 

For more info write Casio Inc., 570 Mt. Pleasant Ave., P.O. Box 
7000, Dover, NU 07801. 
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GIBSON STRINGS 
Gibson's Strings and Accessories division introduces the 

Guitar Accessory Pack, or GAP-1, containing all the guitarist’s 
essentials in one convenient package: a GSB Safety strap, a 
GG-170 steel string curved capo, an SW-010 Fast-Action 
Stringwinder, three GG-74 Medium and two GG-74T Standard 
flat picks, a GG-600 metal slide, a GG-925 guitar polish cloth, 
and GG-910 Pump Action guitar polish. List Price only $23.85. 
For more info write Gibson Strings and Accessories, Attn: GAP, 
1725 Fleetwood Drive, Elgin, IL 60123. 

ZILDJIAN K-CUSTOM CYMBAL 
Zildjian's new K. Zildjian Custom Cymbals have a new model, 

the 22-inch K. Custom, aimed at louder rock players who like the 
clean stick definition, warm shimmering undertone and rich, 
dark, musical quality of K. Customs, which until now have been 
available only in 16, 18 and 20-inch sizes and have been used 
mainly by jazz and fusion drummers. The 22-inch size performs 
as intended as a big, penetrating ride cymbal, cutting through 
forcefully when played hard but yielding a beautiful, mellow 
clarity when played more gently in softer passages. For more 
info on this and other Zildjian cymbals write Avedis Zildjian Co., 
22 Longwater Drive, Norwell, MA 02061. 
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by Adrianne Stone 

Each month, Star Talk brings you personal 

stories from some of your favorite rock stars. Do 
you lose sleep at night wondering how Nikki Sixx 

maintains his muscular physique? Do you 

daydream about what Mike Tramp misses most 
when he's on the road? Do you spend hours 

pondering what sport Rob Halford indulges in 
during his spare time? You might be spending 

too much time with your headphones blasting at 

“10”... or you might have a valid reason for 

asking Star Talk for help. 
Here's your chance to ask your very own 

mindboggling questions. Star Talk will hunt 
down your favorite rockers (to the ends of the 

earth... or at least to Brooklyn!) to answer you. 
Just send your questions to: STAR TALK, c/o Hit 
Parader Magazine, Charlton Building, Derby, CT 

06418, 

This month's question: A lot of rock stars get 

accused of satanism, black magic and all that 
nonsense, when I'm sure they're just normal 

people (offstage anyway). How do metal 

musicians really feel about religion and the 

Pressure groups that try to ban metal? (John 

Messinger, Houston, Texas) 

DAVE MUSTAINE (Megadeth): “All those 
supposed religious groups who burn records still 
have to buy our record if they wanna burn it. 

They're just putting more money in my pocket 
every time my album goes up in flames.” 

PETER BALTES (Accept): “Religion tells you 
that you have to believe in this and that because 
it's good for you. But people turn to religion 
instead of believing in themselves. | have to 

decide for myself what is good or not. There's so 

much hypocracy. The PMRC say people should 
take care of their kids, but sending 19-year-old 
kids to Vietnam is not my kind of ‘taking care of 

kids.’ And parents allow their children to see a 
Rambo movie, where this guy is killing every two 

seconds and the lads come out of the cinema 
feeling, ‘Yeah, 'm gonna get dressed like him.’ 
Kids can’t handle messages from rock bands 
either. They don't even want a message, they 
just know the bands look weird and they see all 
the excitement. But someone like Ozzy was 
never satanic. Some foolish parents just saw it 
that way — ‘He bit the bat's head, so he must be 
out of his mind. | don't want my kids listening to 
this.’ Well, | just had to laugh when | first heard 
about the PMRC.” 

NIKKI SIXX (Motley Crue): “You know, if you go 
into a real fancy restaurant in Washington and 
you look around, you'll see gentlemen in three- 
piece suits and really well-dressed ladies with 

perfect nails and makeup and jewelry. They'll all 
sit there, dining and having very political and 
social conversations. They'll look very proper. 

But when they go upstairs to their hotel room, 

they take off their clothes and have down and 

dirty sex just like the rest of us, You think those 

PMRC women don't do the same thing? You're 

only fooling yourselves.” 

KING DIAMOND: “| believe in satanism. I'm 
200% into it. But when other people use it as a 

prop, it comes off foolish and stupid because it’s 

obvious they don't mean what they're doing. 
Actually, there are two kinds of satanism: the 
feal satanism and Christian satanism. That's the 
kind described in the Bible, where the moralists 

say that the satanists are chopping off heads of 

Ozzy Osbourne: “This religion thing is really, really wild!” 

babies, drinking blood, having giant orgies and 
all that bullshit. People don’t bother to check out 
what this is really about. They'd rather just give 
an opinion from what they've heard. That's why 
so many people are putting these things down. 
But | would never, ever try to convert people to 

follow satanism or any other religion. To me, 

that's a very private thing. If somebody tried to 

convert me to Christianity and they managed to 

do it, ! would probably be a very, very bad 
Christian. But the human race tends fo judge 
each other by religious beliefs too much; it's 
been the start of too many wars and trouble. We 
should judge each other by our personalities 

more and our religions less.” 

02ZY OSBOURNE: “This religion thing is really, 
really wild! Oral Roberts says if he doesn’t get 
$8 million, he'll die. | should go on TV and say 
that if | don’t get $8 million, I'm gonna live! 
(laughs) If religious leaders are really into it, if 
they're not harming anybody, fine. But there's so 
much weird stuff going on in the name of 
religion. I'm a Christian and | believe in God, | 
don’t need to send all my money to someone to 
bring me closer to God,” 

AXL ROSE (Guns N’ Roses): "! think heaven and 
hell are right here, so it's what you make of it. 
And | think you usually end up in hell by trying to 
create your heaven. So you're fucked either 
way!" 
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Park 2 
The Best Reason To Play Drums 



TNT ROCK 
IS PURE INTUITION! 

TNT's “Intuition” —an awesome album of 

as pure and pe ful as intuitio: 
Unbelievable vocals. ‘Top-flight playing. Positively 

TNT's “Intuition.”* lt ju 

Featuring the tracks “Caught Between The Tigers 
and “Tonight I’m Falling.” 


